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Sign Accord By Oct. 31 
Before Talks To Continue
Kelowna public works em­
ployee, Ben Clarke, is just, 
about at the end of his rake 
as he ponders the seemingly 
. endless chore of collecting 
fallen leaves in City Park.
The job was compounded by a 
freak wind squall Thursday 
which didn’t do much to les­
sen Mr. Clarke’s monumental 
task which seems to grow 
each day in scattered mounds
OTTAWA (CP) — The de­
fence department is examining 
plans to get a Canadian peace­
keeping force into Vietnam, it 
was disclosed today.
It could turn out to be the 
largest such force Canada has 
ever sent abroad, numbering 
up. to 5,000 men.
A defence spokesman said 
planning is taking place strictly 
on a contingency basis, on the 
department’s own initiative.
Deployment of troops is one 
of several possibilities being 
convassed for a Canadian role 
in Vietnam, following revela­
tions that a peace settlement is 
hear.
Other - possibilities - include 
sending a signals unit, or a 
medical unit or a headquarters 
staff. Or it could be a com­
bination of all. the options.
TWO STOPOVERS
However, priority is being 
given to means of getting the 
Canadian Airborne Regiment, 
on standby at Edmonton tor 
any international peacekeeping 
role, to Vietnam.
Defence department planners 
have already decided the regi­
ment would require two stop­
overs en route to the Indochina 
state.: In Hawaii and in Guam.
The Canadian Forces have 
two types of long-range trans­
port: 707 jetliners and the tur­
boprop Hercules.
If Canadian airlift resources 
alone were employed, it is’ esti­
mated it would take well over a 
week to move the regiment to 
Vietnam.
An emergency plan for get­
ting a Canadian peacekeeping 
force to Vietnam has been on 
file in the defence department 
for some years.
Former defence minister Leo
Cadieux once said tit envisaged 
the possibility that 5,000 or 6,- 
000 Canadian troops might be 
required to police a ceasefire 
agreement, in addition to con­
tributions from other coun­
tries. ■ ■ ■ _ .
The defence department said 
today this plan now is being 
looked at to make sure it is up 
to date.
Secretary of State William 
Rogers told Canadian Ambassa­
dor Marcel Cadieux in Wash­
ington Thursday that it is 
“quite possible” Canada will be 
one of the countries invited to 
participate ~ in a truce super­
visory body once the Vietnam 
ceasefire agreement has been 
achieved.
PARIS (CP) — North Viet­
namese negotiators announced 
today they will not continue 
crucial peace talks with Presi­
dent Nixon’s adviser unless the 
U.S. agrees to sign a peace ac­
cord by Oct. 31. Nguyen Than 
Le, the Hanoi spokesman, told 
a news conference that Hanoi 
does not believe further nego­
tiations are necessary.
La said North ’ Vietnamese 
government leaders would, be 
prepared to meet Kissinger 
Oct. 30 if he agreed to abide by 
the Oct. 31 deadline.
North Vietnamese Foreign 
Minister Nguyen Duy Trinh 
would be in Paris for the sigh­
ing and would be glad to talk 
with Kissinger on the eve of the
Le said:
cer emony, the spokesman 
“The U.S. side< 'added.
Nuclear Powers Have Failed
Their Obligations UN Told
Mid-Air Crash
Of Cable Cars
VICTORIA (CP)—Residents of 
British Columbia who are 65 or 
over are guaranteed a minimum 
income of' 3200 a month under 
provisions of a bill, given third 
and. final reading Thursday in 
the B.C.legislature. '
The Guaranteed Minimum In­
come Assistance Act, which is 
expected to cost about $58 mil­
lion, was the major bill intro­
duced in the nine-day, 11-sitting 
special sitting of the legislature 
which prorogues today.
The New Democratic govern-
mentis initial legislative blue­
print for the province contained 
13 bills which were assured easy 
passage because of ,the party’s 
38 seats in the->55-member 
house. Social Credit holds 10 
seats, Liberals five and Conserv­
atives two.
Today the house will tackle 
16 public bills in the hands of 
opposition members and eight 
motions introduced by the mem­
bers.
Other bills given final reading 
Thursday were:
North Ireland's Election 
Postponed By Government
claims there are still some 
things to settle. We consider this 
as a pretext to delay the sign­
ing of the accord on which the 
two parties reached agree­
ment.”
Le scoffed at what he said 
was Kissinger’s reported need 
to compare texts of the accord 
to clarify questions of linguis­
tics.
“This question has already 
been settled definitely,” Le 
said. He . said that at a secret 
meeting on Oct. 11 which began 
at 9:30 a.m. and finished at 
2:00 a.m. Oct. 12, expert trans­
lators of both sides compared 
the text of the agreement.
In another meeting on the 
afternoon of Oct. 12, experts of 
the two sides again worked on 
the text in Vietnamese and 
English.
‘NO MISUNDERSTANDING’
Le said Kissinger, President 
Nixon’s adviser; referred 
Thursday to an “honest misun­
derstanding” about the date. Le 
said: “We don’t believe there is 
a misunderstanding. It was 
written black'and white in a 
message from the president on 
Oct. 20.”
In Washington, Kissinger said 
Thursday that ,at least one 
more negotiating session last­
ing three or four days—possibly 
a week—is .required to make 
the agreement final. He said it 
was likely the settlement would 
not be achieved by Oct. 31.
In reply to Hanoi’s claim that 
Kissinger had agreed the U.S. 
would sign the agreement by 
Oct. 31, Kissinger said:
“In order to avoid an ab­
stract debate on deadlines, we 
did agree that we would make 
a major effort to conclude the 
negotiations by Oct. 31... .
“It was, however, always 
clear, at least to' us, and . we 
thought we made it clear in the 
records of the meetings, that 
obviously we could not sign an 
agreement in which details re­
mained to be worked out sim- 
: ply because in good faith we 
: had said we would make an ef­
fort to conclude it by a certain 
date.”
UNITED NATIONS (CP) - 
Canada told the United Nations 
Thursday that the nuclear pow­
ers have failed their obligation 
to the other countries of the 
world by not ending nuclear 
testing and’ said , the UN “has 
no option but to hammer again 
and again’’ at the powers until 
all testing is halted.
W. H., Barton, Canada’s rep­
resentative at the Geneva dis­
armament conference, told the 
General Assembly’s main polit­
ical committee that continued 
nuclear’ testing “is an intoler­
able situation.”
He said that through previous 
UN. debates, the non-nuclear 
countries had clearly called for 
an end to all testing but the 
rate “remains undiminished.”
Barton called on the UN for 
“a firm and precise program
for action’’ to have the way to 
a comprehensive .test ban 
treaty.'
Elsewhere at the UN Thurs­
day, Canada asked the assem­
bly to approve a recommenda­
tion from the Stockholm Envi­
ronment Conference for an in­
ternational meeting in Van­
couver in 1975 to study human 
settlements and the environ­
ment.
Canadian officials said they 
expect the Vancouver meeting 
to be approved with little oppo­
sition.
Speaking during the political 
committee’s disarmament de­
bate, Barton welcomed recent 
international agreements on ar­
maments, including the Soviet-. 
United States pact on strategic 
arms limitations.
MET ALL DAY
Le revealed that on Oct. 17, 
Kissinger and Xuan Thuy, chief 
of the North Vietnamese peace 
delegation, met from 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m. He said “they went 
over the text chapter by chap­
ter, article by article, sentence 
by sentence, word by word. 
There is no question of linguis­
tics pending," he said.
Le told the news conference: 
“It was the president of the
United States who proposed the
date of Oct. 31 for the signa­
ture.”
fl
Kills 9 Men— The Handicapped Persons Income Assistance Act . which provides .for., additional income 
assistance for the handicapped. 
The amount of income assist? 
ance is $200 less the amount of 
any other allowance or other 
income received.
—An act to amend the Gift 
Tax Act so that it will conform 
with federal requirements and 
enable. B.C., along with other 
provinces; to enter into a col­
lection agreement with Ottawa. 
Gifts to educational institutions, 
hnspials and nonprofit charit­
able or service organizations arc 
exempted from the tax.
—A bill repealing the Tobacco 
Advertising Restraing Act. •
— The Tobacco Products Act 
which gives the government the 
power to control the packaging, 
selling,. distribution, advertis­
ing and promotion of tobacco 
and tobacco products within the 
province.
—The Sessional Allowances Re­
duction Act, 1972, which provides 
for the sessional Indemnities, liv­
ing allowances for members and 
special allowances for the 
speaker and deputy speaker of 
the house.
Rehabilitation Minister Nor­
man Levi told reporters outside 
the legislature ■ the cost of the 
$200 guaranteed monthly Income 
for pensioners will be approxi­
mately $58 million of which $7 
million has already been bud­
geted.
The remaining $51 million will 
be shared between B.C. and Ot­
tawa on a 65 per cent to 35 
per cent basis under the prov­
ince’s Social Assistance Act.
However, the province will 
continue to press tho federal 
government for a 50-50 cost- 
sharing program under the Ca­
nada Assistance Plan.
(Continued on page 2) 
Sec: LEGISLATURE
GRENOBLE, France (Reu­
ter) — Experts raked through 
the wreckage of two ex­
perimental cable cars at an 
Alpine ski resort near here to­
day seeking the reason for a 
h i g h-speed mid-air smash 
which killed nine men. '
The crash came as further 
trials were being carried out on
revolutionary single-cable self- 
propelled cars which were 
scheduled to go into operation 
this' winter. ■
Officials said one car sud-
Thieu Backs Opposition
Cook Who Hijacked Trawler 
Was Frightened Out At Sea
SAIGON (Reuter) — Presi­
dent Nguyen Van Thieu backed 
his opposition to political as­
pects of the North Vietnamese- 
United States agreement to end 
the war with a proposal today 
for a United Nations-supervised 
referendum in South Vietnam.
The president greeted a 
crowd of nearly 1,000 support­
ers who pairaded through the 
streets and right into the presi­
dential palace and assured 
them “any agreement that does 
not have my signature does not 
apply to Vietnam.”
Thieu also informed the dem­
onstrators that the Communists 
Instructed their troops to ob­
serve a ceasefire at 11 a.m. 
Saturday (11 p.m. EDT Friday) 
“but today they issued counter 
orders."
In London, U.S. Defence Sec­
retary Melvin Laird announced 
that the United States had 
stopped all bombing of North 
Vietnam above the 20th parallel.
Thieu rejected as pro-Com- 
ntunlst a proposal in the North 
Vletnamese-U.S, agreement for 
a three-part administrative 
structure bringing in the 
present government, tho provi­
sional government (Viet Cong) 
and neutralists.
SUGGESTS ALTERNATIVE
As an alternative, he sug­
gested that the UN “or some 
international body come to 
Vietnam to organize a people’s 
refdVendum so that tho 17 mil­
lion people can cast their vote 
to seo how many million would 
vote for the National Liberation 
Front." ■ .
A Thieu aide explained to rc-
porters that the referendum I 
would decide the composition of I 
a national council, which would I 
then organize new presidential I 
elections. I
The U.S.-North Vietnamese I 
agreement calls for the three- | 
part coalition to organize new -I 
general elections, I
“In the election of the presi- | 
dent and the vice-president I 
anyone can participate,” Thieu I 
said. “There will be two ballot | 
boxes, one for the nationalist^ । 
and one for the front.” I
The new president would 1 
form his government on the | 
basis of the election, alloting | 
seats in proportion to votes | 
gained. I
Thieu also proposed two I 
negotiating tables, “one for the I 
north and the south to solve the | 
problems of the nation as n j 
whole, and the second for the I 
south, and the south (Viet Cong 
and present government) to. 
solye the problems of South 
Vietnam.”
The president was cautious 
on the U.S.-North Vietnamese 
agreement and said there were 
still negotiations on a number* 
of problems under discussion.
“We are still talking over the I 
matter with our friends in the I 
United States. This is some­
thing Just between tho United 
States and North Vietnam. It is 
not my position to say whether 
tho story is true or not true. ‘
"I only know the policy of the 
Republic of South Vietnam. Tho 
people must believe that I have 
not signed anything. I am not 
doing anything without your 
knowledge,"
denly began to move down the 
steep 2.5-mile cable as the 
other was already climbing.
Going completely put. of con­
trol, the top car gathered speed 
rapidly and smashed Into the 
other at an estimated 60 miles 
an hour. Both cars hurtled 100 
feet down the mountain.
All nine persons on board­
seven employees of the cable 
car manufacturer and two re-, 
sort employees-were killed.
In full operation, the new sys­
tem would have used three 40- 
passenger cars transporting 3,- 
000 people an hour to the sum­
mit of the Lac Nori peak, 
which soars 1,500 feet above 
Deux Alpes. The cars normally 
wait for all three to complete a 
journey before starting out on 
the return half.
ESBJERG, Denmark (AP) — 
A Danish ship’s cook who 
crossed the North Sea in a hi­
jacked trawler said today he 
never conciously planned to do 
it and was frightened When he 
found himself at sea alone on 
the 122-ton vessel.
“Never in my whole life have 
I been so afraid," Joergen 
Chrlstjansen, 28, told a court 
hearing 24 hours after reaching 
his home port after a 72-hour 
vigil at the bridge of the traw­
ler Nordkap.
Christiansen said he had no 
Idea why he did it, but just suc­
cumbed to a compulsion when 
he started up the engine of the 
trawler in Aberdeen, Scotland, 
and slipped out of the harbor 
leaving the skipper and the rest 
of the crew behind.
Christiansen said he had tried 
to get back into port, but could 
not see the harbor lights and, 
in the rough weather, realized 
he would never be able to steer 
the trawler safely back to port.
“So there was nothing for me 
to do but to get away from the 
coast and.head into open sea," 
he said. “Once out in the storm 
I swung the ship on an easterly
course knowing that was in the 
direction of Denmark.”
Arraigned in court on 
charges of stealing a ship, ex­
posing it to danger and viola­
tion of the rules of safety on 
the sea, the cook explained he 
had been sleeping on the traw­
ler Sunday night following a 
pub crawl in Aberdeen.
The cook was released pend­
ing trial. Any of the charges 
could carry prison terms. He 
went from the court straight to 
the home of his parents, ignor­
ing offers of a drink by sympa­
thetic fishermen friends.
^fWill Not Get Stanfield's Support
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
THUNDER BAY, Ont. (CP) opposes the prime minister lie
ON ONE ANOTHERLEADERS ZERO IN
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Inn liad that
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A
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He had said in that city that 
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Opposing PM Because He Is French
' BELFAST (AP) — The Brit­
ish government ordered today a 
six-month postponement of 
Northern Ireland’s first local 
। elections in five years so that a 
referendum on ‘ union with the 
. Irish republic can be held first.
The announcement came as 
guerrilla forces stepped up 
their campaign of violence and 
attacked the home of the Brit­
ish army commander in the 
troubled province. ,
The elections had been fixed 
for Dec. 6., A new date has not 
been announced but is expected 
to set the ballot for next spring.
Polling is to be on the one- 
man-one-vote principle, the 
long-demanded cry of the mi­
nority Roman Catholic civil 
rights movement which op­
posed the old voting system 
bused on property rights.
DATE NOT SET
Agitators for reform had 
charged the restricted fran­
chise buttressed the Protestant
majority and kept Catholics out 
of the administration.
Political groups had opposed 
the Dec. 6 polling date, urging 
that a referendum on Irish un­
ity should be held first. Today’s 
statement was seen as bowing 
to this demand, but a date for 
the plebiscite also is still to be 
fixed.
Today’s announcement from 
the office of the British admin­
istrator for Ireland, William 
Whitelaw, said that having the 
referendum first would enable 
the elections to focus more eas­
ily on what they are about— 
truly local issues.
The planned plebiscite is to 
determine whether the people 
of Northern Ireland want to 
unite with tho Irish republic or 
remain British subjects inside 
the United Kingdom. The can­
vass of public opinion has been 
demanded by protestants most 
of whom oppose unity with the 
republic. .
— Conservative Leader Robert 
Stanfield was cheered by a 
mixed audience of students and 
adults today When he said he 
would not support anybody who 
opposes Primo Minister 
Trudeau because ho is French.
He said that in Canada 
people nre accepted as they are 
no matter what their race and 
"one Canadian Is as good ns 
Another wherever they come 
from."
He had been asked at a rally 
at Confederation College nl>out 
an advertisement by Con­
servative candidate John Erick­
son that the questioner said 
, mentioned the need for a "Ca­
nadian prince minister” not a 
French one,
"I don't believe It," said Mr. 
Stanfield.
He said In Victoria earlier in 
the campaign for Monday's fed- 
cial election that a woman told
cause he Is Frcnch-Cnnaditin.
Students, many of whom had 
heckled him earlier, gave a 
great cheer nt his answer.
In all, Mr. Stanfield had a 
mixed reception at the short 
rally, receiving boos and cheers 
ns he outlined the Conservative 
election platform.
He said he had no goodies to 
offer, but he had programs de­
signed to get people back to 
work nnd deal with inflation,
Conversely, Prlrrie Minister 
Trudeau ■ had goodies hut no 
programs.
When he mentioned Con­
servative pledges for tax cuts; 
a blonde male student who 
heckled him throughout, yelled: 
"Goodies."
Mr, Stanfield angrily res- 
ponded that he hnd been calling 
for these cuts for two years.
"So has the NDP," yelled one 
girl student.
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP) — Cana­
dian dollar at noon down 3 64 at 
|SL0l 27-32 in terms <( U.S.
British Pound 
Rallies Today
LONDON (Reuter) — Stcr- 
ling rallied slightly on the for­
eign exchange market today 
after Its rate against the United 
States dollar hnd plummeted 
nearly 2',^ cents during a wave 
of selling from mainland Eu­
rope.
Dealers surmised that the 
Bank of England’ had inter­
vened when the rate toucher 
the $2.3200 level following Ihe 
overnight close of $2.3415.
A recovery to $2,3130-2.3500 In 
later trading also was thought 
to have been helncd by some 
operators joining the market to 
cover their positions ahead of 
the weekend; It later slipped 
back to $2.3380-2.3100.
Slcrlii'g has le«t rouchlv five 
cents since If went under $2.38 
for tho first limo in history on 
Tuesday.
Since the pound was un­
pegged from it« $1,60 offlcin 




PRINCE RUPERT (CP)— 
About, 100 civic employees 
stayed off the job again today 
and continued their picket 
l)nes around the recreation 
centre and work yards. No 
one nt the local of the Cana­
dian Union Of Public Employ­
ees would comment on their 
dispute with the city, but it is 
believed to centre on the city’s 
recent dismissal of a CUBE 
member.
Winner Declared
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - 
The Kentucky State Racing 
Commission ruled today that 
Cahnnet Farm’s Forward 
Pass was the winner of the 
1968 Kentucky Derby nnd 
should receive Ilie’ $5,000 gold 
trophy that goes with a victory 




FREDERICTON (CP) — The 
Irving newspaper combines 
trial was adjourned today aftci' 
nine days of hearing evidence. 
Mr. Justice Albany M. Rob­
ichaud said he will reconvene 
the court in Moncton, N-B., 
Nov. 6.
The courtrooih in which the 
trial has been held will be 
needed by the New Brunswick 
Appeals Court next week. In 
addition, Moncton is considered 
a more convenient centre for 
some of the participants in the 
Irving case.
Form Government
1DMK, Togo (AP)—A 12- 
mnn military government has 
been formed In Dahomey, 
where the army deposed the 
civilian government in a coup 
Thursday. Dahomey radio now 
calling itself "the voice of 
Ihe revolution" said Maj. 
Mnhicti Kcrekou, who led the 
coup, had made himself presi­
dent, chief of state, minister 
of defence mid of planning of 
the West African country.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The federal election cam­
paign looked like a swirl of In­
dividual dogfights Thursday as 
notional party leaders and pro­
vincial politicians zeroed in on 
one another.
Prime Minister Trudeau told 
a packed hall of Fredericton 
students that Saskatchewan 
Premier Allan Blakeney’s com­
ments about regional develop­
ment grants nre “real divisive 
talk."
In Winnipeg, Manitoba Pre­
mier Ed Schreyer defended fed­
eral NDP policy against what 
he called the ''untrue, mis­
leading and dishonest” remarks 
of Manitoba Liberal lender
clsm, federal New Democrat 
Loader David Ix’wls told a 
Hamilton rally Mr. Trudenil is 
a “corporate candy man" who 
must bo thrown out of office.
Conservative Leader Robert 
Stanfield declared at a Saska­
toon meeting that the Liberal 
government is running scared. 
He also blasted Finance Minis­
ter Jolin Turner, who pre­
viously criticized a Con­
servative proposal to give tax 
credits to small Investors.
In the midst of the charges 
and counter-charges, the vote- 
seeking politicians touched only 
briefly on Indications Canadian 
soldiers may he sent to Viet­
nam as part of im inter national
prepared to play a peace­
keeping role and has held talks 
with the U.S. on the subject, 
but before taking part Canada 
would have to be convinced the 
role would bo an effective one.
In Saskatoon, Mr. Stanfield 
told a news conference he 
hopes the pence talks will be 
successful, but added that it is 
too early to say whether Can­
ada should establish diplomatic 
relations with North Vietnam.
Ho did not mention the possi­
bility of Canadian participation 
In a peacekeeping force.
Today, tho third-last day of 
tho campaign, Mr. Trudeau is 
in Chicoutimi, Que.: Mr. 
Stanfield campaigns In Thunder 
Bay, Quebec City awl Kingston, 
Ont.; Mr. IxiW'i* visits Winnipeg 
and Rcgma and Social Credit
Lender Real Cnouctto is In 
Mont Laurier, Quo.
Primo Minister Trudenii’n 
criticism of Premier Blakeney 
camo after Mr, Blakeney had 
criticized 78 per cent of re­
gional incentive grants for tho 
first quarter of this year going 
to Quebec.
Mr. Trudeau salt! Iio would 
not try to justify that nny more 
than ho would try to justify the 
Maritime provinces gelling 
more per capita than Quebec 
under federal equalization pay­
ments.
"Blakeney best not come tn 
Quebec to talk tills kind of guff. 
This kind of talk in real divisive 
talk."
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Port Alberni Man Jailed
12 Years On Rape Charge
' A 32-year-old Port Alberni I gest fishing companies Thurs- 
man who raped a 13-year-old day ordered their boats to stop 
Srl was sentenced Thursday in scooping salmon out of Nitinat 
Nanaimo to 12 years in prison Lake because they can t trans- 
by Mr. Justice Peter Seaton, port the catch away fast enough.
Larry John Loyysen made his 
•way into the child's bedroom 
in j Port Alberni April 23 and 
forced her to submit at knife-, 
point A second charge of hav­
ing intercourse with a girl un­
der 14 was dropped. The British 
Columbia Supreme Court jury
The lake, a small tidal lagoon
deliberated about 20 minutes. 
Court was told during the two- 
day trial that two other girls 
had been raped in a similar 
manner. Their testimony was 
entered to show similarities be­
tween their cases and the rape 
-with which Loyysen was charg­
ed.
‘‘British Columbia’s two big-
on the west coast of Vancouver 
Island, has yielded about 1.2 
million chum salmon since it 
was opened for fishing Sunday 
night for the first time since 
1962. Tnis year’s catch' there is 
the largest since 1917, the area 
manager for the federal fisher­
ies department, Dick Crouter, 
said. Eight seiners and 90 gill- 
netters have. been fishing the 
lake. There are so many fish 
in the holds of the boats,; wait­
ing to be packed over here that 
B.C. Packers and the Canadian 
Fishing Co have ordered - their 
boats to stop fishing until they
can get the packers back over,” 
said Mr. Crouter.
Charles John Small, new Can­
adian ambassador to mainland 
China, presented his credentials 
today to Chu Teh, chairman of 
the standing committee of the 
National People’s Congress in 
Peking, the Hsinhuanews agen­
cy reported. Hsinhua, in a 
broadcast monitored in Tokyo, 
gave no explanation why Small 
did not present his credentials 
to Tung Pi-wu, who has been 
serving as acting president of 
China and-has been performing 
such duties required of his post. 
Tung, 86, made his last public 
appearance on Oct. 11 when he 
received the new Dutch ambas­
sador to China.
U.S. HALTS ALL BOMBING 
ABOVE THE 20th PARALLEL
• LONDON (AP)—U.S. Defence Secretary Melvin Laird 
announced today that United States planes have halted all 
bombing operations on North Vietnam above the 20th paral­
lel.
Laird spoke; with reporters after a meeting of the North 
Atlantic Alliance’s nuclear planning group.
He refused to say whether the United States was still 
flying reconnaissance missions north of the 20th parallel but 
he appeared to take one step further an announcement in 
Washington Thursday by presidential adviser Henry Kis­
singer.
Kissinger told a news conference the United States had • 
informed North Vietnam that “we would stop military activi- 
- ties north of the 20th parallel.”
Laird confirmed that these activities now have stopped. 
“We are flying no sorties north of the 20th parallel,” Laird 
said.
Although American mines in Haiphong harbor are in- 
/•.. cltided in the U.S. military activities north of the 20th paral-; 
le, Laird refused to say when these mines might be deacti- 
cated or how long the process would take.
He also declined to discuss the substance of the latest 
Vietnam peace moves which he described as “serious', 
sensitive and significant.”




By PCB To Begin Nov. 1






VICTORIA (CP)—How does it 1 
feel for a 72-year-old politician 1 
who has led a provincial gov­
ernment for 20 years to be cast 
in the role of opposition leader 
of a- decimated .Social Credit 
Party?’
For William Andrew Cecil 
Bennett, whose legislative poli­
cies guided British Columbia 
from 1952 until his party’s dra­
matic defeat at the polls Aug. 
30, it’s a difficult chore to which 
he cannot adjust.
At a news conference Thurs­
day, the-ever-smiling opposition 
leader told reporters he finds 
his new job “very difficult . . . 
because I always believed in my 
life the philosophy of emphasiz­
ing the positive and not the 
negative.” . ■
He said he didn’t think he was 
a- good opposition leader but 
that since, that was his fate he 
would do the best he could. This 
meant, he added, -keeping in 
mind a very important objec­
tive.
“The objective Is to give peo­
ple in three or four years time 
the opportunity, to correct the 
mistake that I’m sure they are 
surprised they made themselves 
in the last election.”
Mr. Bennett has contributed 
little in the debates of the ses­
sion since it; began Oct. 17 but 
has resigned himself to working 
behind the scenes.' He seldom 
sits in the house during debates. 
•• Rehabilitation Minister Nor­
man Levi made reference to the 
opposition leader’s absence dur­
ing debate on second reading of 
the government bill to allow for 
a S200-a-month guaranteed mini­
mum income for the elderly in 
B.C.
“It is a great pity that the 
man who symbolizes the type of 
government we had in B.C. for 
20 years is not present.
“Because he, more than any­
body, was responsible for the ’ • 
plight of the senior citizens in 
this province.”
During the news conference, 
Mr. Bennett outlined the type of 
opposition team he will lead.
He said his party will not be 
obstructionist but will try to pro­
vide alternative plans to gov­
ernment proposals. He said 
there will.no longer be “great 
battles” on the floor of the house 
nor long speeches by his. party 
members.
I
There will be an 
Okanagan
Youth for Christ 
Roller Skating Party 
in the .
Penticton Roller Rink 
Saturday, October 28 
Cars meet at the 
City Park Oval 
at 6:30 p.m.
• Admission $1.25 >
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
i
• TORONTO (CP) -- Prices on 
' the Toronto stock market 
slipped moderately lower in 
light mid-morning trading to­
day.
The Industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, was down .49 to 
206.38, base metals .09 to 83.73 
and western oils .30 to 250.49. 
Golds, however, climbed .10 to 
181.88. .
Volume by 11 a.m. was 537,- 
000 shares compared with 726,- 
000 traded by the same time 
Thursday.
^Sectors of the market record­
ing the most losses were indus­
trial mining, steel, trust and 
loan and food processing stocks 
•While general manufacturing, 
oil refining, communication and 
real estate issues recorded 
slight gains.
RECLINES HOLD EDGE 
'.■Declines held a slight lead 
over advances, 106 to 100, while 
163 issues remained unchanged. 
^Nabors Drilling was off 1% to 
SJ2%, Falconbridge Nickel 1% 
to $56, Walker-Gooderham ’4 to 
S49, BP Canada % to $15% and 
Magnetics International 5 cents 
to $1.05.
A’ Interprovincial Steel rose 1 to 
$15; Texas Gulf % to $16%, 
Reichhold % to $21%, Dawson 
jSevelopments % to $6% and 
Slater Steel % to $13%.
Falconbridge Copper slipped 
% to $10%, Dynasty 15 cents to 
$7.45 and Bethlehem % to $15%. 
Tara Exploration advanced % 
th $14% and Consolidated Ram­










































, VICTORIA (CP)—The prov­
incial pollution control branch 
(PCB) will begin an inquiry 
into food-processing and agri­
LEGISLATURE
c u 11 u r a 11 y-oriented indus-
Gulf Canada 36% 36% INDUSTRIALS
Harding Carpets A 21% 22; Athabaska Col. 3.25 3.35
Home Oil "A” 35% 36% Balco Forest Prod. 11 11%
Hudson Bay Co. 16% 16% Bank of B.C. 22% 23
Husky Oil 14% 14% Block Bros., 2.75 2.90
Imperial Oil 42% ; 42% .Canterra .56 .65
I.A.C. 19% 19% Computrex .50 .55










Int’l. Utilities 20 20% Delta Hotels . 2.60 2.80
Interprov. Pipe 27% 27% Doman Ind. 12% 13
Inter. Steel & Pipe 15 15% Field Stores 16 16%
Kaiser Resources 2.45 - 2.50 Four Seasons Halted
Kaps Transport 11’4 11% Finning Tractor 12% 12%
Labatts •29% 29% Great Pacific Ind. 1.75 1.80








I ' /VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
I were mixed in moder a te trading 
on the Vancouver Stock Ex­
change today. First-hour volume 
was 229,994 shares.
a Most active industrial issue 
wad Thermo Plcx, unchanged at 
$2.01 after a turnover of 3,500 
I shsres*
Albany Oil was down .03 at 
.87 after trading 17,000 shares; 
I r- Leading trader In the mines 
I was Gunn Mines, up .05 at $1.05 
I' op a volume of 30,500 shares. 
| ' TORONTO STOCK
I EXCHANGE











Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 































































Westcoast Broadc’g 14% 
White Pass & Yuk. 12% 12’4
Woodwards “A” 26%
MINES; . ;




Alta. Gas Trunk 14%
Alcan 21%
Bank of Montreal 20







































































































Gt. Cdn. Oil Sands 8.25
Numao 




















































































; (Continued from page 1)
The basic 8200 minimum 
monthly income will be received 
by approximately 110.000 pen- < 
sioners and some 5,000 handi-. 
capped, the latter under the 
Handicapped Persons Income 
Assistance Act.
Meanwhile, the Liberals claim­
ed the program will cost more 
than $95 million while Deposition 
Leader W. A. C. Bennett told a 
news conference the Social 
Credit’s proposed $225 monthly 
minimum income would have 
cost $120-million.
Premier Dave Barrett assured 
the house the province could af­
ford the $200 a month for the 
pensioners a n d handicapped 
“right now.”
He said however negotiations 
would continue with Ottawa for 
greater federal participation in 
the cost-sharing because the 
province has an “excellent case 
based onregional need.”
The premier said that a “sem­
antic hangup” was the differ­
ence between the federal and 
provincial nositions. He quoted 
Allan MacEachan, former fed­
eral health minister, who stated 
in a House of Commons debate 
on the Canada Assistance Plan 
in 1966 that there would be no 
federal ceiling on benefits and 
sharing of- assistance plan funds, 
would be based on need for the 
handicapped, aged and blind in 
Canadh.
tries Nov. 7, the results of which 
will form the basis for a future 
PCB code for these industries, 
PCB director William Venables 
said Thursday that the inquiry 
will gather material at hearings 
at Kamloops.
VIOLENCE INCREASING
VANCOUVER (CP) — Chief 
Constable John Fisk said Thurs­
day that more police officers will 
go “on the beat” soon because; 
of concern# over an alarming 
increase in street violence.; He 
noted that strongarmings are up 
50 per cent this year over last 
year and are not confined to 
the skidroad area. The chief 
said he has also launched an 
investigation into the sudden in­
crease in car thefts.
CAMPAIGN
(Continued from page 1)
Later, in Hamilton, Mr. 
Trudeau told another audience 
that “we need a new social 
ethic in this technological age, 
and I believe one is in sight.”
He did not elaborate in detail 
on the nature of the social 
ethic, but suggested it would in­
clude the acceptance of some 
form of compensation for work­
ers who have boring tasks.
ATTACKS TURNER
In Saskatoon, Mr. Stanfield 
said the attack by “poor John 
Turner” on Conservative pol­
icies shows he'is on the defen­
sive. '
Mr. Turner had said the Con-
TALKS RESUME
VICTORIA (CP)—Talks aimed 
at ending a strike which has 
been in progress for two years at 
Sandringham Private Hospital 
resumed Thursday for the first 
time in more than a year, co­
owner R. J. Shepherd reported. 
He said the meeting with the 
Canadian Union of Public Em­
ployees was “very amicable” 
and left only two or three major 
issues unresolved. He said the 
major issue was he fate of em­
ployees hired to replace the 28 
staff members who went on 




In the Woolworth advertisement of 'Wednesday,




Plastic Santas ami Reindeers.







servative tax-credit plan 






servative policies'have the sup­
port of Carl Beigie, director of 
the Private Planning; Associ­
ation of Canada.
In Hamilton, Mr. Lewis 
promised that election of more 
New Democrats will help end 
what he called over-generous 
allowances to industries that 
exploit Canadian resources.
Referring to a remark by Mr. 
Trudeau that the Liberal gov­
ernment has candy for voters, 
Mr. Lewis declared: “We will 
fight to stop Trudeau acting 
like the corporate candy man 
he and his party have become. 
The time to take the candy 
away from the overstuffed cor­
























































































The hangup is on the interpre­
tation of the word “need”, the 
premier said.
Mr. Barrett said B.C has a 
strong case based on regional 
need because the cost of living 
is “the highest, in North Amer­
ica.” .
WILL PRESS FOR BAN
During, debate on legislation 
repealing the ban nlaced on To­
bacco advertising by the former 
Social Credit government, At­
torney-General Alex Macdonald 
said the provincial government 
will press Ottawa for a total 
ban on cigarette advertising in 
Canada because of the deleter­
ious effect of smoking on health.
Earlier this week, Mr. Mac-, 
donald, said a federal ban' would 
be the only effective ban. .
An amendment to the bill re- 
ncalirig the Advertising 
Restraint Act by Don Phillips 
(S^—Peace River South) was 
allowed by the NDP but Social 
Credit members, including Mr. 
Phillips, voted against the bill.
Meanwhile. Mr-. Macdonald 
released draft regulations set­
ting out controls over cigarette 
labelling and advertising, The 
regulations would require cigar­
ette packets and advertisements 
to bear a warning.,
Of Hashish
PORT COQUITLAM (CP) - 
RCMP seized, about 325 pounds 
of raw hashish worth an esti­
mated $750,000 on the street in 
a raid Thursday in this city 
about 20 miles east of Vancou­
ver.
Four men whose names were 
hot released were arrested in 
the raid which police say has 
halted a major Lower Mainland 
distribution centre and dried up 
a quarter of the, hashish supply 
in Vancouver.
The seizure, made after two 
weeks of work by Coquitlam 
RCMP assisted by police in sev­
eral other local areas, is be­
lieved to be one of the largest 
in Canada to date.
The four men were to appear, 
in court today to face unspeci­
fied charges,
A police spokesman said about 
one ton of hashish Is used In 
the Greater Vancouver area 
every two weeks. He said it 
sells for about $5 a gram.
BUFFET 
LUNCHEON ’
Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes;
•5 courses, salad and din­












Fortune Isle .30 .40
Juniper .13 .20
Nisson ,40 .50
Pn n Ihor .40
Richwood 1,65
Thmulor, Valley 2.05 2,15
West, Ski, Silver .14
5.58 I
FUNDS' 

































1 or Ride Io I'olK ( all 2-2’24 or 2-27H7
When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12th & Kingsway Vancouver, B.C.
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0454335
Owned and Operated by Charlie Bennett
—100 modern rooms
—Air conditioned
—TV in every room
—Free parking
COFFEE SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — CYRANO’S GRILL




PARAMOUNT! movie 1 GUIDE
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
Clint Eastwood 
Dirty Harry
PANAVISION* • TECHNICOIOR* 
W»m«( Broi., A Klnnay Company
VMA1MI
BUDDY KNOX
and the Nashville Touch
KOKO CLUB
Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407275 Ixon Ave.
















.WARNING — Some bru­
tality and coarse language, 
■R. McDonald, 
B.C, Director.
, (Mature) Show Times 







, Fabulous and mysterious
tures await you — 
beyond the ftars — 
in the year 2200
IWCOUDK
“FORBIDDEN PLANET” WALTER PIDGEON • ANNE FRANCIS • LESLIE NIELSEN 
With WARREN STEVENS - And Introducing ROBBY, THE ROBOT
One of the funnier scenes in 
Mister Roberts, being staged 
by Kelowna Theatre Players, 
is when the crusty captain, 
played by Red Hughes, cen­
tre, discovers that one of his 
officers (Monty Hughes) right, 
has been aboard the ship for 
14 months without his (the 
captain’s) knowledge. Sharing
the humorous revelation at 
left is Mr; Roberts, played by 
Dale Hooper. Currently in re­
hearsal, the production is 
scheduled Nov. 9 to 11 at Kel­
owna Community Theatre. 
The large cast comprises 26 
men and one woman, includ­




Plans For Post Office SEEN and
Snagged By Red Tape
HEARD
Government red tape hasl Reporting to the regular 
snarled plans by the Kelowna meeting of the executive, 
Downtown Business Associa-|Thursday, PatCurrellsaid a 
tion (KDBA) to lease the old i check by the city with the mum- 
post office building. I cipal affairs department mdi-
cated “it could not be done 
der the Municipal Act,”
un- 
al-
Pulse' Subject Of Survey
Thirteen Okanagan College 
business administration students 
will take a reading of the Kel­
owna retail pulse in a study 
starting Tuesday.
Project co-ordinator and 
spokesman, Douglas Ball, told 
the regular meeting of the. Kel­
owna Downtown Business Asso­
ciation, Thursday the. objective 
of the survey was to “find the 
spread of the retail dollar in the 
downtown area” and aid mer­
chants in determining “what is 
happening” and what they can 
do to improve business.
Encompassing an area from 
Okanagan Lake to Richter Street 
and Harvey Avenue to Doyle 
Avenue, the study will also 
cover the three main shopping 
centres of Southgate, Capri and 
Orchard Park as well as a sec­
tion from Ambrosi Road to 
Byrns Road. The study’s three 
phases will cover a census of 
the retail areas, an attitude sur­
vey of merchants and a tele­
phone survey of a region from 
Winfield to Peachland.
Mr. Ball said his group hoped 
to finish the study in time for 
the Christmas semester, and the 
study would be available to any­
one. He stressed each member 
of the survey team will carry 
a confirming letter from the col­
lege dean attesting to tire un­
biased authenticity of the study. 
He also emphasized survey 
team members hoped to im-
press on merchants queried that 
they (students) had “no relation 
to retailers.”
Association president, Robert 
Grant, termed the proposed 
study a “very ambitious under­
taking” and congratulated the 
group, which is conducting, the 
survey as part of their, adminis­
tration course.
Student representative, Erid 
Rentiers, said information 
forms had been planned in an 
“unprejudicial" manner to en­
gender the least resistance and 
expedite tabulations. Mr; Ball 
said the study Was -initially in­
tended to test opinion on a 
downtown mall but he felt such 
a survey required too much 
depth for the manpower avail­
able and the concept was chang­
ed to cover a broader scope.
Questions asked in the survey, 
said Mr. Rentiers, would not 
require “just yes and no an­
swers” but Would also search 
out the “why’s."
In reply to a query from Ed­
ward Strange whether mer­
chants would be asked opinions 
on the effect, of shopping cen­
tres on downtown business, Mr. 
Rentiers said the survey would 
also cover that aspect as well as 
determine future plans of mer­
chants.
President Grant offered the 
survey team the full co-opera­
tion and assistance of the KDBA 
in the project
though lawyer James Doak had 
suggested the opposite.
Mr. Currell added if members 
wanted to spend “five months" 
on interpretation of the law it 
“may qr_ may not” be possible 
to have access to the- building; 
He told the meeting his major 
concern was that the city would 
acquire the facility for a hostel 
or meetingplace for senior 
citizens, which would not be 
the “ideal (retail use” for the 
corner in question.
Jack Gordon described loss 
of use of the building as a “reel 
tragedy” while Mr. Currell sug­
gested city council was con­
cerned they would “lose taxes" 
on KDBA take-over of the build­
ing. Mr. Gordon said if the city 
was to construct similar public 
facilities it would spend “two to 
three hundred thousand dollars 
doing it.”
Association president, Robert 
Grant, termed the situation 
“hopeless” if the KDBA did not 
have the backing of city council. 
Mr. Gordon wanted to know 
What was to become of the 
building and could not be en-
DESPITE NEW LAB
Health Unit Head Repeats 
Call For More Facilities
Preventive medical servic­
es in the Okanagan must get 
an equal share of provincial 
health budget priorities accord­
ing to Dr. David Clarke, medi­
cal officer for the South Okan­
agan Health Unit.
Dr. Clarke was commenting 
on the fact that only five per 
cent of provincial health finan­
cing goes towards prevention 
of disease,
He said the recently com- 
letcd addition to the Kelowna 
leneral Hospital's laboratory 
acilltics would not ease or 
erase the need for a regional 
laboratory to probe the areas 
of preventive medicine.
“What ’s needed is for the 
minister of health to give equal 
time and financing to preven­
tion ns well ns to cure," he 
said.
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Students Invited
To See Aidermen
Live And In Color
Mayor Hilbert Roth has ex-iaddress the guests and intro- 
tended an invitation to eight duce his council.
schools in School District 23 
(Central Okanagan) to attend a 
regular city council meeting to 
familiarize students with mem­
bers of council and senior city 
staff.
Mayor Roth said in a letter to 
the schools he would like to 
“initiate communication with 
students of all ages on a reg­
ular basis, and thereby stimu­
late their interest in their local
New E duo ation minister, 
Eileen Dailly, has decreed the 
closing of all schools on Re­
membrance Day, Nov. 13. She 
said she hoped schools will hold 
special assemblies on Friday 
prior to the holiday to "suitably 
honor people who served their 
country in the past.”
~ Bill Baker—at -the Kelowna 
weather office has predicted 
Kelowna’s first snowfall for Sat­
urday morning. Considering the 
temperature was down to 18 de­
grees Thursday at the airport, 









The mayor added, “It would 
seem that at present, upon 
graduation from high schpol, 
the student has very little fact­
ual knowledge of political af­
fairs, particularly at the local 
level”.
He said it would not be neces­
sary for -students to sit through 
the entire council meeting, “as 
we must recognize their atten­
tion span is limited.” Over the 
course of a school year, there 
could be three visits from each 
school, depending on the num­
ber involved. <
Vincent Blaskovich, principal 
of KLO School, stated in a re­
ply to the mayor he agreed 
“wholeheartedly with you con­
cerning the need for local in­
volvement on the part of the 
young.” The matter was taken 
up with the school’s student 
council, who “responded most 
enthusiastically.” 1
About 15 to 20 students will 
be attending a council meeting 
Nov. 6, where a spokesman 
from KLO will explain to city 
counciThow the'student govern­
ment operates. Mayor Roth will
Mrs. Ross Campbell, the 
mayor’s secretary, said the 
students from the school want­
ed the communication to be a 
two-way street. At the request 
of the school, representives 
from the city’s engineering and 
administration departments as 
well as the recreation superin­
tendant were invited to speak 
to the school. 1
Roy Gunn, principal of North
will visit Okanagan College 
Oct. 31, with'the time tenta­
tively scheduled for ,9:30 a.m. 
in room 28. His program .will 
consist of a short talk and 
three color films, followed by 
a question and answer period.
Grower-Owned Wineries 
May Be A Possibility
The sale of five out of six 
British Columbia - owned 
wineries to large national and 
international corporations with 
headquarters outside the prov­
ince isn’t sitting well with the 
British Columbia Grape Market­
ing $oard.
In a prepared statement to­
day, board chairman, Eden 
Raikes, said the board was “not 
satisfied with the degree of co­
operation from representatives 
of absentee winery owners in 
the development of the grape 
industry.’* • '
As a consequence of this lack 
of support and understanding, 
Mr. Raikes added, “the board, 
in conjunction with the execu­
tive of the Association of British 
Columbia Grape Growers’ is 
actively exploring the possibility 
of grower’s developing their own 
winery.”
He said discussions ■with 
growers and appropriate depart­
ments will commence shortly.
Kelowna Elementary Schools, 
in a letter to the mayor, said he 
felt the invitation “is a most 
worthwhile concept and the 
North Kelowna Elementary 
Schools will be pleased to par­
ticipate in this project.”
About 60 students are tenta­
tively scheduled to visit a city 
council meeting on Nov. 20. Mr. 
Gunn said he felt a visit to 
council would be most appropri­
ate to the two grade 7 classes 
as part of their community 
guidance program.
Prior to the council meeting, 
Mayor Roth will address the 
grade 7 students at Martin Ele­
mentary on Nov. 17 and attempt 
to explain “why it is neces­
sary in society to have small 
groups doing the business for 
the body at large”. , ■
Invitations from the mayor’s 
office went to Glenmore Cen­
tral, Raymer Avenue, Bank- 
head, Central, DeHart, Glen 
Avenue, Martin; Graham and 
Gordon elementary schools, as 
well as to A.- S. Matheson and 
Dr. Knox. As yet, only two 
schools have replied to the in­
vitation.
Red Cross Blood Clinic
Falls Short Of Its Goal
lightened by Mr. Currell who 
said the government had re­
ceived tenders on the structure 
which were “not founded on 
good economic figures and 
facts.” This, he added, was 
“not realistic for Kelowna,”
Mr. Gordon suggested jf the 
government could not attract 
the right proposal, the building 
would be used as an overflow 
facility for the new post office 
on Queensway. Mr. Currell said 
the government had received 
tenders earlier this suhnmer but 
was “holding off.” Because of 
this, the government was “get­
ting in an awkward position 
top,” he added. Without city 
support for KDBA use of the 
building the situation was a 
“hard thing to put together" 
he admitted.
IN COURT
Brock Reich of Kelowna plead­
ed not guilty in provincial court 
to a charge of mischief. The 
case was remanded to Jan, 9 
for trial.
Denis Edward Mullan of Rut­
land reserved his plea in a 
charge of impaired driving. The 
charge was remanded for plea 
to Nov. 3.
Wolfgang Dautel was given a 
suspended sentence and an 
eight-month probationary term 
after he pleaded guilty to pos­
session of stolen property.
intosamples which now run
the thousands per year In the 
Valley must be sent to the 
coast for analysis, whereas, he 
said, it should be done right in
FUNERAL MONDAY
Funeral service will be held 
from Day's Chapel of Remem­
brance, Monday at 1:30 p.m. 
for King Shee Choy, 74, of 240 
Harvey Ave., who died Tues­
day. Rev. Alfred Fossey will 
officiate with burial to follow 
in Kelowna cemetery.
Leo Nevers Dickinson plead­
ed guilty to charges of impair­
ed driving, driving without a 
licence and joy-riding. All three 
charges were remanded to Nov. 
10 for a pre-sentence report.
The three-day blood clinic 
conducted this week by the 
local branch of the Canadian 
Red Cross Society fell 111 short 
of its 1,200 pint goal. '
Donor committee chairman, 
C. A. Irish, said today there 
were 172 new contributors to 
the cause and only 11 blood 
rejects during the whole clinic 
period. From a poor attend­
ance Tuesday of 291; the donor 
count.rose to 383 Wednesday 
and 415 for the , final day 
Thursday, for a total of 1,085. 
Last year's fall clinic drew an 
attendance of 1,105.
One of the incentives during 
the clinic, the Olga Horn Mem­
orial trophy for a business firm 
of over 25 employees with the 
highest donor percentage was 
won by the British Columbia 
Fruit Growers’ Association, Mr. 
Irish reported.
Eugene Carrier of Kelowna 
reserved his plea in a charge of 
driving while having a blood 
alcohol count exceeding .08. The 




Tho weatherman has author­
ized that elusive sunshine to 
come through Saturday, al- 
thouhg he curbs the privilege 
with some clouds nod cooler 
temperatures. Highs will be 45 
to 50 degiei s. High in the city 
Thursday was a mild 51 degrees 
with nn overnight low of 24 de- 
gw. Thc,c was ,01 inches of 
I'u’cipltatiou recorded for the 
c.ty. High at the airport Thurs­
day was a cinder 48 devices. T<>
prove wihii i i-. dr.,v/mg near.
this area. ,
The medical health officer 
said he was becoming alarmed 
at the increase of venereal 
disease in the area which he 
said could be cut down ii 
public health laboratories were 
easily accessible to the car­
riers of ■ the disease. He sold 
that In the past five years the 
occurrence of this disease has 
Jumped by 1200 per cent.
Dr. Clarke said the minimum 
requirements he would like to 
see here would be an ample 
laboratory with a full time 
chemist and bacteriologist on
staff, Ho said such a lab, if
centrally located would serve 
the whole Valley (approximat­
ely 100,000 people).
“We need a lab here our­
selves, not one connected to 
the hospital,” he said.
He said he had a budget of 
$500,000 per year and he would 
be willing to spend $25,000 nt 
the minimum on inodcth lab­
oratory facilities.
ASK FOR LOTTERY
ALDERGHOVE (CP) ™ A 
group of residents here have ap- 
pVed to the provincial govern­
ment for permission to hold a 
S! million lottery to raise money 
to bu.ild a inulti-purpore sports
renin'. A spokesman saM they' ' ‘T
nirpoil irrouied nn evci- hope to '<•!! tlekeH on a world-
mght !<>.i of Ut degree®, vviih (it ■■ wide hans. First prize woukl 
I’.cln ■> of pu’i ipt'at'nn, Ovet- be a J'srre fa, tn mid Its h i:l I- I 
i.i^iq loos todii} will be tn the, mgs. Tickets would sell for 52,
PROPERTY SOUGHT 
FOR LIBRARY HQ
The Okanagan Regional 
Library board will be looking 
at (ilternnte sites in Kelowna 
industrial park for new nd- 
ministrtftivc and book distribu­
tion headquarters.
At a regular meeting Thurs­
day, the board executive 
authorized preparation of de­
tailed plans for later submis­
sion to the boardi Members 
have been seeking to expand 
the Quccnswny facilities since 
last year In negotiations with 
tho city and it's expected the 
matter of an alternate loca­
tion will be settled In the near 
future.
A motion by Vernon Alder­
man, Mrs. T. J. Gower, to 
defer negotiations for nn al­
ternate site with Kelowna to 
allow Vernon to submit n pro. 
posal was defeated by the 
board.
Other business included rati­
fication of a two-year contract 
with Local 213, Canadian 
Union of Public Employees 
(CUPE). Tim agreement de­
signates a five per cent wage 
Inercnse over the first six 
months of this year nnd n 
five per vent hike over the 
last six months of 1972. Tho
Frank Kosolofskl of Kelowna 
decided to take a 15-day jail 
term rather than pay a $20t fine 
Imposed by provincial Judge R. 
J. S. Moir after the accused 
pleaded guilty to driving while 
having a blood-nlcohpl count ex­
ceeding .08. His driver’s licence 
was also suspended for two 
months.
Allan Douglas Reid of Rut­
land pleaded not guilty to a 
charge of mischief. The case 




All that glitters was gold , or
•nid 30j. ’each,
< Oli!tact abo calls far a 
and ■ a . half j<T rent
inm ate in WiJ, I
so it seemed, nt the preview to 
the grand opening today of the 
Valley's newest hotel and night 
spot, The Village Green In Ver­
non.
The hotel complex, with 90 
rooms, a lounge, a 900-seat pub, 
a 350-sent banquet hall, and in­
timate ski lounge quarters, in­
cludes ns well nn excellent res­
taurant and a large Indoor 
swimming pool.
Situated on Highway 97 nt 
Silver Star Road the complex Is 
heavily accented towards relax­
ation, Officials, at the complex 
said the facility would be gear­
ed this winter for skiers want­
ing to be clore to the slopes yet 
tn comfortable, enjoyable sur­
roundings.
Mr. Raikes said the board .' 
"notes with regret the sale of-, 
still another British Columbia 
owned winery to corporate in-" 
terests whose head office is lo- 
cated outside the province.” ■ 
The statement alluded to a re-; ’ 
port that She majority of sharer' 
holders of Casabello Wines Ltd.,' 
of Penticton, had accepted an' 
offer from Labatt’s Brewery' 
Ltd., of Ontario. ’
. This means that five of six : ' 
wineries located in the province,' 
representing 90 per cent of pro­
duction will now be owned by 
out of province interests, Mr.-- 
Raikes indicated. The one ex­
ception is the Uncle Ben plant 
in Westbank owned by Beq 
Ginter of Prince George.
Advent of a grower-owned, 
winery would not only create a 
new .industry for the Valley, but 
facilitate the sale of grapes and 
contribute to the development f 
of the: grape industry in the? 
Okanagan, Mr. Raikes said. i J
Careful Valley Planning
Urged By Grit Incumbent
He expressed thanks on be­
half of the committee to donors, 
clinic staff and volunteers for 
their efforts during the clinic, 
which was sponsored this year 
by the Kelowna Rotary Club.
The committee will meet next 
week to consider new ideas to 
promote its spring clinic. The 
local drive for blood has been 
plagued with poor attendance 
in recent years and the com­
mittee will explore hew ap­
proaches to boost donor inter­
est.
No cans in the Kelowna area 
are among about 2,400 cans of 
IGA-brand cream-style corn be­
ing recalled because of a poten­
tial health hazard. An official 
from the health department In 
Ottawa announced the recall 
Thursday.
Harold Johnston, general man­
ager of Dion's store In Rut­
land said today the store carries 
no IGA brand products on Its 
shelves anymore, nnd hasn't for 
about a year. He said the utoic 
Was now "Independent".
The cans Involved are 14-fluld 
ounce size, ^bearing the lot num­
ber WCC2J03C embossed on the 
top, Ron Brash, manager of the 
IGA store on Pandosy Street, 
snjd today he doesn't have that 
type on his shelves. His cream- 
style corn carries the lot num­
ber 21J09i?.
Dr. A. B. Morrison of (he food 
nnd drug (Wrcctorato said the 
cant?, which have been distri­
buted in Ontario only have been, 
swelling and blowing up, Indi- 
cnllng iindcr-proressing.
Most of the affected cans are 
thought to be In the Toronto 
area,
No cases of fowl poisoning 
have been reported In connection 
with the corn, nnd the Ottawa 
health department snys the re­
call is voluntary on the com­
pany's part.
Investigators from the food 
directorate arc Inspecting the 
plant where the corn originated, 
nnd* samples of the corn will be 
analysed to determine the 
cnnsc.
IO INJURIES
A two-car accident on Ber­
nard Avenue lliursday enured 
nn estimated $100 damage to 
vehicles driven by Frank Ko*:o- 
lofski of Kelowna and Sandra
RUTLAND (Staff) — Careful 
land planning in the Okanagan 1 
was advocated Thursday night 
at. a Liberal meeting in the 
Centennial Hall;
Bruce Howard, seeking a sec­
ond term as- MP for Okanagan 
Boundary, said there should be 
a gradual growth of industry in 
the Valley, but care must be 
taken so good agricultural land 
is not used for industries or 
housing. People must urge the 
government “to_establish—land 
banks, or make farming so 
profitable owners will not 
want to sell this land for dev­
elopment.
Mr. Howard said he would 
like tq continue and improve 
the communications program 
he established with his consti­
tuents. But the House of Com­
mons sits in Ottawa nine 
months a year. He is able to 
visit the constituency about 
once every three weekends, but 
can then only get to one or two 
communities.
Federal ridings are about 
three times as large as provin­
cial ones, he explained. How­
ever, a redistribution is plan­
ned.
Mr. Howard was' questioned 
about his views on capital 
punishment. A five-year experi­
ment during which the death 
penalty can be imposed only 
for murders of policemen or 
prison guards ends this year.
“I haven’t really made up my 
, mind about it,” he answered.
Social workers, claimed the 
death penalty is not much of a 
deterrent to murders because 
they are nearly always commit-
ted by people not in possession - 
of their faculties.
A youth asked whether he 
favored spending federal money 
to hold the Olympic Games ii 
Montreal in a few years, in«' 
stead of using it to create jobs; 
The MP said that, since the 
government spent money op 
Expo ’67, the international fair 
in Montreal, support was given' 
to the Olympic application from 
Vancouver. But the games* 
committee chose Montreal. /* 
- - --I -don’t believe there are not 
enough jobs,” he said. “Society, 
never runs out of the need for’ 
services.”
He told a senior citizen hq 
was confused about pension 
suggestions from the New 
Democratic Party. "If (Pre­
mier Dave) Barrett proposes a 
$200 monthly minimum income. 
for seniors, that is not much 
better than at present,” ''
He agreed with another man 
that a group of "trouble shoot* 
ers” should be appointed to 
listen to problems in all parts 
of the country. "Part' of that 
is done by parliamentary com* 
mittees. I was on the agricul* 
tural committee, which held a 
hearing in Kelowna."
About 90 people attended the. 
rally. Mr. Howard showed pic­
tures taken on a recent trade 
mission abroad. ■
CAR STOLEN
RCMP in Kelowna were con? 
tinuing to investigate the theft 
of a 1965 Chevelle from the park­
ing lot of the Capri Hotel Thurs* 
day. Police said today the car 
















Hallowecn means something 
more than ghosts nnd jmbllmi 
to Linn nnd 1 ynn Cumin iq 
ci iitie and <xtrcr>< rij lit 
who have enntrib ted (i the 
United Nation*- Int< in ilk i il 
Children’s Emeu n y 1 in d
I with their twn r M
Vlngrr also of Kelown.i, No in- Hogcr Cinnn ij,. 1 ft, > y
Junes were reported. . I her daughters ate "very in-
tcrcslrd” in collecting for the 
UNICEF cause and under­
stand what happens to the 
m n y. Ilie girls wire also 
enthusiastic atxiiit itisplnying 
(heir Halloween costumes 
(made by mother) mid dc- 
i < hating what thev fioj»c 
hnnmeds of other ihildren
nml district in the UNICEF 
drive for less fortunate chil­
dren of the world. Nine-year- 
old Usa Is n Grade 5 pupil nt IDorothea Walker..■.Elementary’.. 
School, while acvcn-year-okl * 
ulster Lynn attends' Grade 2 ' 
at Okanagan Mission Primary t
will be doing Oct, 31 In School. (Cohrlcr photo) *
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Short Takes
Canadians have a date \vith demo- ' 
cracy . Monday. Federal elections 
. usually come only about once every 
four years, so they are important 
dates. Most people have already de­
cided who to support, based on many 
factors such as party allegiances or 
knowledge of the candidates. Uncom­
mitted voters must carefully study each : 
candidate and the party he represents. 
Only then can they intelligently decide 
who to support.-Elections for what­
ever government offer many opportun­
ities' for doing good in a non-political 
sense. There are some people who 
cannot get to polis, while others have- 
cars, that could take them. Political 
parties have car pools, but people 
may be reluctant to use them if they 
are not going to support those candi­
dates. Clubs and private individuals 
should make transportation available. 
There are certain cases in which 
people can help those with handicaps 
discharge their patriotic duties. Be 
sure you know who you are going to - 
vote for, where you vote, and if there 
is someone else who needs help. “Vote 
as you please, but please vote.” There 
is someone in an undemocratic coun­
try who would love to be able to visit 
.a ballot box.
developed it in 1927 and it was used 
on a victim in 1929. An alert Courier 
reader noticed the item and brought 
it to our attention. He said that on 
display at the Alexander Graham Bell 
Museum in Baddeck, N.S., is an,arti­
ficial respirator which in those days 
was hand operated. Truly the first 
such piece of machinery.
It is intriguing and dismaying to 
read that within the next decade or so 
the American consumer may find 
beverages sold in edible cans, candy 
bars dispensed in edible wrappers and 
meats encased in nutritious containers 
that dissolve during cooking. That 
may be the possible solution to the 
growing problem of what to do with 
solid wastes, but it poses some prob­
lems of its own. Such as what to do 
with the candy bar in its edible wrap­
per which has been lying on the store 
shelf undusted for weeks? And what 
about the picky children (young and 
old) who already insist on taking the
jacket off boiled or baked potatoes, 
peeling the skins off hot dogs and 
trimming the remotest trace ,of 'fat 
from their roast beef? As for soft
Lack of research apparently show­
ed in a story from Fitzwilliam, Mass., 
by the Associated Press. It read Philip 
Drinker, designer and developer of 
the iron lung died. It seems he first
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Nkrumah, Kenya’s living Ken-
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to learn the country's second 




This is a selection of edi­
torials on current topics, 
translated from the 
French-language press of 
Canada.




tics: that of ridiculing 
who have indirectly 
them.—Claude Gravel 
23)
Granby La Voix de
By BOB BOWMAN 
Oct; 27, 1872, was a red-letter
Ucc.-iUM* He cuine from God, 
»(• i .m go to God, IP-rausr Hr
nbly disturbed by the coming 
of bilingualism. This reaction 
is not surprising. . . ,
Unilingualism has been In
something.
We should re-evaluate the 
roles schools play in our com­
munities. The next time you
merit. ,
For you who feel I'm living in 
an ivory tower, I’m going to
Drury, but if jt is true that 
these programs are not pro­
ducing valuable results, It is 
his duty to take all necessary
and country.'
Concerning tho possibility of 
future Kelowna boundary ex­
to the editor concerning tho 
, election or candidates for pub- 
lie office will not be publish­
ed, A federal election has 
been called for Oct, 30.
creational activities such as 
crafts, music and sports, or for
It han been the policy of the / 
Daily Courier for many yearn ( 
that when a public election < 
han been announced letters '
Sir:
For some time now there has
walk past a school, look hard at 
it and think of all the uses it
could be put to.
Schools could be used for re­
yatta, went into British^ prisons 
early in their careers.
Our vote is as precious as our 
freedoms.
at a time when capital is ip high 
demand nt home,
Fur more than two months of 
thv jiar, tho Schools Uro rmpty. 




l()-yeai-ol<i coalition with 
the L’lbm.ils In Manitoba.
power too long for n program 
that would oblige Anglophones
pansion is it realistic to develop 
tho district municipality con-
BIBLE BRIEF
"For God no loved the world, 
that he gave his only begotten 
Non. that whovoever brllevcth 
in him should not perlidi, but 







JOHN D. HARBRON 




Montreal La Presse: What ; 
will happen Oct. 30? Will Que­
becers „■ turn out to vote in, 
greater numbers .than in 1968? 
If they do, how many will 
choose to spoil their ballots? _
In Quebec some groups are. 
urging voters to spoil their 
ballots. The Parti Quebecois 
has not yet taken a definite 
stand; but, since the begin-' 
ning of the campaign,; it 
seems to have'been inciting 
its followers either to abstain 
from voting, spoil their ballots 
or vote for a candidate capa­
ble of defending Quebec’s in­
terests. As Rene Levesque 
feels such candidates can be 
counted "on the fingers of one 
hand,” we must conclude that 
the Parti Quebecois favors the 
; first two choices. It also is 
favoring the Liberal party. 
Without knowing it, of course.
One would have thought be­
fore the election campaign 
began that the leftists and the 
monarchists would have tried 
to strengthen the New Demo- . 
cratic Party’s p o s i t i o n in 
Quebec. This party has not 
endorsed Quebec’s right to 
self-determination, but its so­
cial and economic positions
can he compared with those . 
of the Parti Quebecois. During
oepted without protests....
This resistance has gone on 
too long and the government, 
we feel, must count on the 
support of all the opposition 
parties, which doesn't seem to 
be the case right now, to 
bring about this administra­
tive restructuring made nec­
essary by official recognition 
of both English and French in 
the c o u n t r y. .. .—Roland 
Gagne (Oct. 21)
Sherbrooke La T r l b u n e: 
Two years have passed since 
the 1970 October crisis dis« 
turbed the Quebec climate: 
Kidnappings, assassination, 
the War Measures Act all con­
tributed to plunge Quebec into 
an atmosphere of extreme 
tensions.
At that time, the partisans 
of law arid order reproached 
the government/for not having 
intervened more radically be­
fore serious trouble shook the 
province and the apostles of 
liberty condemned Canada’s 
military intervention as an of- 
: fence against the Canadian 
population and an outrage 
against all of Quebec.
One would have thought 
that after the sericus inci­
dents of 1970 that a consensus 
would have been taken among 
the different groups in order 
to study the causes of the
Ballots?
events and to formulate, if 
possible, a new lifestyle for 
Quebecers....
But not only do people not 
question themselves about the 
October events in order to 
learn lessons which can help 
•us in the future of our prov­
ince, but they use these same 
events, and in particular the 
attitude of the government at 
the time, in order to prove 
their theories. Some throw all 
blame on the government, be 
it federal or provincial, and 
idolize the murderers whom 
they elevate to the title of 
hero. Others lash out at Ot­
tawa for having delegated the 
army to protect the people 
while others tax the same 
government with weakness • 
for not haying Intervened 
sooner to arrest protesters.
They accuse the govern­
ment of having let the situa­
tion deteriorate.. . .
The action of the govern-, 
ment in 1970 could have been’ 
more adequate or more dis­
creet. /The government could 
still learn from the October 
crisis and foresee a repetition. 
But first and foremost, public 
organizations as well as each 
citizen must take measures to 
ensure such events never 
occur again. ; . .—Jean Vlg- 
neault (Oct. 19)
I heard a commentator qn 
------ --------......... _r. .. ... CBC radio the other day,bitterly 
drinks in edible cans, we’ll wait and , criticize all party leaders ?an<L. 
but experience from the past ■ most of the issues, with.the con- 
- - - - - - elusion ■ he wouldn’t vote this .see,leaves us doubtful. Remember those 
' miniature bottles of orange-flavored
water that used to sell for a penny 
over the counter? They, too, as we 
recall, were edible or at least chew­




it is puzzling our queen should re­
ceive a warm, friendly reception in 
Belgrade yet be subjected to abuse by 
her own subjects.
rA socialist country which believes in 
the' classless society enjoy and res­
pect a monarch—a person who repre­
sents capitalism, an upper class, dem­
ocracy and- imperialism? Belgrade 
treats her with the dignity one would 
expect to be given a visitor, especially 
a queen. But more, there is a warmth 
about the reception that even the cold, 
hard look of a news wire cannot con­
ceal
Yet only a few days before, the 
same queen visited a university in 
Scotland.
She was subjected to abuse, insults, 
mockery and contempt by students, 
some of them obviously drunk and 
others drinking openly in front of her.
She was a visitor and deserved the 
respect of a visitor. More, she was
sovereign visiting her subjects in a 
more intimate way than she can for 
millions other subjects.
One might have thought the stu­
dents would welcome'the prestige of 
being singled out for such honor. In-
breath said" the'demonstration went off 
well and, “We. have no regrets.” 
How can one explain the difference 
in the two receptions?
It is easy enough to say the latter 
involved young people and that they 
have adopted the way of ugly protests 
against everything rather than ap­
plause for things good and construc­
tive criticism of things bad. \
Surely, though, even the worst ele­
ment of youth has not lost its man­
ners.. Surely the person of the queen 
; must have some special meaning, even 
? to drunken slobs.
, • Another explanation might be the 
free world has stumbled into what al­
most seems to be a habit of defying 
authority. Rebellion against police, 
government, and society generally has 
been the norm around the free world. 
And such rebellion has not been con­
fined to young people.
There is little reasonable explana­
tion for it to flower, but it has.
Perhaps, then, the Scot students
time. He could be forgiven, since 
he is a sportswriter. . ■
But on every .account.T can . . 
think of, none:of us in Canada in 
a world of many notions and 
very, few, democracies,: is .enti­
tled not .to vote. In some coun­
tries which have temporarily 
abandoned the electoral process 
like - Argentina, or1- ‘cling to it 
rigidly like; India,' not voting is 
bn offence; punishable by fines 
or imprisonment. ,:
In nations like these, where 
Systems perpetuating free elec­
tions often cling by a hair; citi­
zens should be fined—and per­
haps even imprisoned—as a re-' 
minder these kinds of fates are 
all too prevalent when the indi- . 
vidual vote is taken away by 
.the' supreme leader who’ knows 
best.-:/
In the years since. 1945 and 
the end of the Second World 
War, more new countries have: 
emerged, mainly from ex-colo- 
nial empires, than at any time 
in history. Perhaps 150 coun-
centres on a coalition govern­
ment for South Vietnam. The 
present South Vietnamese rul­
ing'party, the Communist North 
Vietnamese, the Viet Cong as 
well, as South Vietnamese oppo­
sition groups to both President 
Thieu and the Communists 
would have votes.
Really? Can you mix non­
elected Marxists with more or . 
less elected South Vietnamese 
congressmen?
Remember the short-lived co­
alition governments of Poland 
in 1946, Hungary in 1956,'or to 
go further back, the’ disas­
trously short life of the 1917 Ke- 
resnky regime in Russia? It 
was genuinely social demo­
cracy, determined to somehow 
rule with or without a Czar— 
but on a truly representative 
basis?
Ask any Polish Socialist still 
. left in exile: “What happened to 
the postwar promise of Poland’s 
new Communist bosses to sup­
port a mixed Polish Socialist-
the 1970 October crisis, the 
NDP opposed the stand of the 
other three federal parties; at 
that time this was welcomed 
by the monarchists and by the 
leftist milieu in Quebec. . . .
With or without numerous 
abstentions, the chances of 
the Liberal party in Quebec s,
Rail Service 
Was Celebrated
were simply carrying on a pattern that 
was set for them in Canada, the Unit­
ed States and other western countries.
If that is the case, one might hope 
the disgraceful exhibition might shock 
at least some into an awareness of 
' what is happening and into stronger 
efforts to stop the pattern.
It may be a faint hope, but if some- 
handed apology later in which they thing is not done, we could even see
said they were sorry and in the next violence done to our queen.
stead, they went out pf their way to 
insplt the queen.




1 , October 1962
Well known Kelowna minister, Rev, 
D, M. Perley, died in the Kelowna Hos­
pital after a lengthy illness. He was in 
Ilia, 81st year, arid retired from St. 
Paul’s United Church only a year ago; 
He ; Is survived by two sons, Allan in 
Kelownak Dr. Donald Perley of Grand 
Forks and a daughter, Mrs, F. II. 
Johnson of Lctlibiidgc.
40 YEARS AGO 
October 1932 
Bert Johnson of, Kelowna, formerly o( 
the Vcrnop Safeway Stores, has been 
appointed superintendent of the Kel­
owna branch. His brother, Harold John­
son, has bricn transferred to the Vernon 
branch. Mr, E. Howell, formerly mana­
ger of tho Kelowna store has gone to 
Kamloops to manage the branch there.
50 YEARS AGO 
October 1922
20 YEARS AGO 
October 1952
Two hundred pounds of clothing was 
packed ready for .shipment to Koren 
refugees, nt a meeting of the Business 
mid Professional Women, held nt the 
hbtnc of Mrs. George Balfour.. After n 
short business meeting Doug Herbert 
addressed the club on municipal af­
fairs. I
30 YEARS AGO 
October 1012
Caph J. B. Weeks, veteran of 
Inland Lakes, retired after 45 yours 
service. During his period of service he
the
skippered most of the company's ships 
in the Okanagan. When he joined the 
Canadian Pacific Service all the freight 
was handled by one boat, making three 
lean trips n week.
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tries now.exist in the world, if. 
your take a; count of member­
nations of the United Naions.
A few weeks ago during the: 
UN General iAssembly ’meet­
ings, 101 foreign ministers were 
in New York all at once, mean­
ing 101 nations were about to 
present their views on issues ‘ 
confronting that world body. 
How many of these ministers 
were elected and how many ex­
pressed views shared by an 
electorate, the people who could 
sweep them out. when they 
voted next? Very few indeed.- 
. Certainly not the foreign min­
isters from any of-the Commun-
Communist regime?” All of 
them were doomed from the 
start—or overthrown by Rus­
sian intervention.
CANADA NOT PERFECT
We know our governments in 
Canada are not perfect. .Too [| 
often ‘ we. expect our national 
leaders to work miracles for us. 
It is all too easy for Canadians 
to shrug off the importance of 
elections ‘since we have always, 
had .Them, have? always had, an 
open and free' society,’ easy too •
because nationhood was handed 
to us. We neither fought for it, 
nor endured great personal sac­
rifice to win it.
' Even most of the world’s dic­
tatorial regimes came to power 
after its leaders suffered earlier 
imprisonment and torture. So 
have many of the world’s elec­
tive regimes. .
. As this column pointed out the 
other day, presently respectable
ist bloc countries, few from the Commonwealth leaders like In­
Latin American nations, fewer dia’s late, Nehru, Ghana’s late 
even from the African ones.
In the current negoiations to 
end the long - Vietnam war 
through some kind of a truce, a 




By FRANK FLAHERTY 
Financial Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
OTTAWA (CP) — The, Eco­
nomic Council is about to begin 
what It calls a "major study of
Mr. Donald Graham of Armstrong, at 
one time member of the B.C. Legisla­
ture, representing the Okanngan, re­
ceived first prize for an article on 
pioneer life In the Okanagan, in a con-
| tost arranged by the Department of 
Immigration nt Ottawa. Mr, Graham 
came Io the Okanagan In 1876 and wo '>




G. R, Albrlghton, well known rent 
estate operator of Kamloops has pur­
chased, on behalf of a syndicate com­
posed of Kamloops and Kelowna in­
vestors. $28,000 worth of real estate in 
Kelowna through the office of Mr. II, G 
Hillard.
IN PASSING
C a n a d a *s financial market." 
Explaining the plan In a recent 
speech the chairman, Dr. Andre 
Haynauld, was cautiously mod­
erate in defining the objectives 
and indicating procedure to be 
followed.
Looking back on tho history of 
. capital investment in Canada, it.
Is easy to see that,, had there
been more study and more plan-
nlng of development In the past 
n great many capital losses 
could have been avoided.
Much of the loss fell on Indi­
viduals and corporate investors
About 60 io 70 per cent of the 
Australian aborigine’s diet is made up 
of plant foods; the meat consists of 
lizards, rabbits, snakes and birds and 
other sn’ dl e,amc.
Aborigine mothers have been known 
to kill up to 50 per cent of the infants 
boin if they arc unable to care for 
th.ni,
'Ihcre are about 260.000 snow­
mobiles in Ontano and about a mil­
lion people ip- them.
(’.madi.nis each consume R4 pounds
pound-, of poik .uul .10 pounds ot 
din. kcit.
are good. But the independen- 
tists and the leftist groups 
haven’t.a reputation for carry­
ing the federal Liberals in 
their hearts. But abstentions 
or spoiled ballots will, above 
all; profit the Liberal party.
The Liberal party has noth­
ing to lose if a fraction of the 
voters void their ballots . or 
don’t go to the polls. It will be 
more of a symbolic than real­
istic protest.: Among those 
who do not vote, how many 
really wish to turn their backs 
on the federal government? 
This will be impossible to-de­
termine. But there is a chance 
that those who- choose to spoil 
their ballots represent a weak’ 
proportion of the voters. If the 
Liberal party sweeps Quebec^ 
it will have the chance to 
enjoy a rare , luxury in poli-
Are the federal government; 
bilingualism programs as in-' 
effective and insufficient as 
the secret treasury council do 
; cuments recently published in 
Le Devoir and the Toronto 
Star would have us believe?
tors in their own public securi­
ties.
A substantial part of the 
bonds issued by Canadian prov­
inces to finance capital needs 
are sold outside Canada for for­
eign currencies. Were It not for 
the compulsory savings feature 
of the Canada Pension Plan, 
probably more of Canadian sav­
ings would be invested abroad
- day in Canadian transportation. 
The Grand Trunk Railway (Now 
CN) opened service between 
Montreal and Toronto. First- 
class fare was $.10 and second 
class $8. Trains left Montreal at 
7:30 a.m. and arrived in To­
rontoat 9:30 p.m.: Eastbound 
trains left Toronto at 7 a.m. and 
arrived in Montreal at 9 p.m.
■ However, adjustments had to 
be made in elapsed time for the 
journey because Montreal was 
8’A minutes ahead of Brookville, 
12 minutes at Kingston, 14% 
minutes at Belleville, and 23 
minutes ahead of Toronto, 
. There were also trains mak­
ing local stops but there was no 
service on Sundays for several- 
years. Westbound trains from 
Montreal on Saturdays stopped 
at Brookville and the..trains 
from Toronto’'stopped at Belle- 
ville. - ■
The opening of a new railway 
was a tremendous social occa- 
son attended by thous ands of
people. For instance, Grand 
Trunk gave a party at its work­
shops at Point St. Charles, at­
tended by Governor Sir Edmund ’ 
Head and H. Starnes, Mayor of; 
Montreal. The line of guests.ex­
tended for a mile and three- 
quarters. It took a mile of cloth 
to cover the dining tables, and 
there were 44,000 knives and 
forks, and an equal number of 
tumblers and wine glasses.
There was a grand ball but 
dancing could not begin until L 
a.m. because of the crush of 
people and then there were 
heavy casualties among the la- 
dies hoop skirts!
So that was tlie drab, austere 
Victorian era!
OTHER OCT. 27 EVENTS
1676—-Holland named Come-; 
lius Steenwyck as Governor of 
Nova. Scotia.
1812—Second party of Selkirk 
settlers arrived at Red River.
1835—Lower Canada legisla­
ture opened session that prov­
ided for lighting Montreal by 
gas.
Letters to the: editor must 
’ be signed by and bear the 
address of the writer- A pen. 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
GET BALL ROLLING
age citizens get little use of. 
the facilities. Somewhere along. 
the path of progress we picked 
up the idea schools are places 
where children go for about six ,' 
hours a day to learn about •Charles Drury says the fig­
ures are from 1970 and do not 
reflect the current situation.
According to these secret 
documents ... unilingualism 
is far from being an obstacle 
to promotion in the civil serv­
ice and Francophones have 
still not succeeded in obtain­
ing their portion of the availa­
ble top positions.
Mr. Drury’s opinion is that 
the situation has improved _______ ____ _________________
this year and he is convinced citj?) has been anything but per- meetings of groups with com-
the objective of a 60-per-cent fCct. In an attempt to change mon interests. Young people
bilingual civil service will be y1js> c. Bennett’s great sug- could have social and rcciea- 
a reality by 1975. < ’ gestion of the formation of a tional activities, senior citizens
We would like to believe the “district municipality" is to be COuld have games, dances and
treasury board president, Mr. applauded. other events, and other groups
,1 le I,...A i nf is & very logical step to could do likewise. Young and old
take, to allow the district to would develop a sense of com* 
respond quickly to the demands munity belonging and involve- 
made in an area which is rap- ■ 
idly becoming urbanized due to 
the rapid population growth in _ __________ _ _
it. The area will become more deal with problems which will 
densely populated in the years , a li  
tocome. lt therefore cannot concept. Leadership will be one ( 
rcfoain a district as presently problem. A program co-ordlna- 
constituted. A change is long tor or coordinators should be 
overdue. . appointed. The number required ।
It is, in our . opinion, proper WOuld depend on the mfoibers . 
of schools and people. A volun­
tary group should be formed to
papers, a great deal of concern 
about the fact that the systems ------- - - —
of local government within the educational purposes such as 
Regional District of Central learning health and safety. 
Okanagan (which includes the Scuuol rooms could be used for 
city) has been anything but per
If it is true that those re­
sponsible for the programs 
constantly come up against 
opposition from the directors 
of the civil service and that 
unilingualism triumphs de­
spite all efforts to diminish its 
importance, there is only one 
thing to do: Clean up the ad­
ministration.
The objective is too impor­
tant to be sabotaged by civil 
servants who are understand-
AL Jo, vw*
to now re-organize into a form
of district municipality, to ______
enable provision to be made for advise on programs, fees and 
full financial responsibility for 
capital expenditures; for opera­
tional and administrative costs, 
and to provide the necessary 
authority to recover these costs. 
This suggestion should go a 
long way to reduce the realty 
tax inequities between 'town
In Canada but n lot fell on 
investors abroad who listened to 
the' blandishments of Canadian 
promoters. The justification for 
and the need of ft survey now, 
however, appears to result from 
a now set of conditions,
Thore are two new and impor­
tant elements in the capital 
market, On tho investing side it 
no longer consists of a multi- 
tiulc of individuals with moder­
ate savings. The big investors 
arc governments, using public 
funds, and institutions which as­
semble Individual savings and 
manage largo funds with profes­
sional CXlH'ltlse,
LARGE SUMS GATHER
On the government side the 
Caniida and Quebec pension 
plans are accumulatitig large 
Mims earmarked for the* pay­
ment <>f retirement pensions to 
t’amidnms now working. In the 
jii'ivatc sector there are a host 
of investment companies rolling 
•.hares to the public and inve-4- 
iti'.', tlie pioeecds m common 
Alocks which they hope will
For the future It would appear 
that the trend toward institu­
tional investment wil' continue. 
Thus there Is room for specula­
tion as to whether this will 
mean less dr more concentra­
tion of savings in low risk busi­
nesses and less or more capital 
for rls|der enterprises which, 
when successful, pay off hand­
somely in terms of jobs and de­
velopment.
To the extent that Canadians 
invest more for security and 
less for capital gains, develo­
pers needing capital will have 
to work harder at finding back­
ers abroad,
Some of the questions the 
study might answer are: What 
amount of resources shift each 
year from private to public 
hands? Is that necessary? Could 
not the Investment bo made di­
rectly by. the savers In business, 
rather thftn by purchasing gov­
ernment bonds to finance gov­
ernment ownership of a busi­
ness or government loans to 
business?
other matters.
Another problem would he 
cleaning schools. This could bo 
done by volunteer or paid help­
ers.
1 feel the biggest problem will 
be getting the various agencies 
to work together. But I also feel 





net b"en f-numsia-lie investoia.
FBI Graduates ■?' 
Two Women Agents
Washington (ad - The 
FBI Academy has graduated 
Ils first two women FBI 
agents, who were on route 
Thursday to assignments In 
Oinahn, Neb., and St. Ixmls.
Agents Susan L. Holey, 25, 
and Joanne E. Pierce, 31, will 
be equipped like all other 
agents with ,38-cnllbrc pistols 
mid will earn the bnslc stmt- 
Ing annual salary of $12,151, 
plus guaranteed overtime of 
$3,036.
Miss Holey h n former Ma­
rino Corps Hcnfcnnnt mid 
• Miss Piorce, formerly of 
Niagara Fnlla, N.Y., was a 
Itoman Catholic nun for flic 
Sisters of Morcv from 1959 to 
1970.
They me the first women to 
complete the 14-wcek training 
program at the FBI Academy 
In Quantico, Va. The pro­
gram, the same for num mid 
women, includes running two 
milcM In less than 17 minutes, 
performing 25 silups and 15 
pushups ami proficiency m 
m lf-defencc t.'ietlcs and use of 
n rev-liver, shotgun and rifle.
cept on a premise that the city 
should not be permitfed to. ex­
pand any further? It Is thought 
that Mayor Roth Is quite right 
In hls ‘Don’t fence me In’ atti­
tude. This part of Mr. Bennctt’a 
suggestion needs a good deal of 
serious consideration In the 
development of the concept,
May I add to his suggestion, 
Hint School District No. 23 also 
should be. divided Into at least 
two distinct and autonomous 
school boards. One of these 
would align Itself to the bound­
aries of the city of Kelowna, 
and the other to that of tho 
district municipality. Tho rea­
sons for tliis are pretty obvious. 
The ixipulatioh growth Is very 
largely outside of the city, and 
city taxpayers should not bo 
expected to continue to contri­
bute to costs of education else­
where.
Mr. Bennett is urged to get 
tlie ball rolling nt once and io 
keep it lolling until his excel­




Oct. 27, 1972 ...
U.S. and Spain signed the 
treaty of Bnn Ixirenzo 177 
years ago today-in 1705— 
nnd the Spanish troops with­
drew from the Mississippi 
territory slim Uy afterwards. 
Pinckney’s Treaty, ns it be­
en me known, wns the now 
republic's first territorial 
gain from a foreign power 
and It Included the right to 
settle nt New Orleans, out­
side the Mississippi triil- 
lory, which Irei to the Ixiuls- 
iaria Purchase of 1803. Spain 
claimed Florida mid the 
(lull Coast until 1819, when
I n ji .pu'i.il <-n
tnmfol.ifoe <■< u
t t'v n lieav J Imcs- ! fie rnd dctectnm methods,
Although it is taxp.i;. ci |imn- 
ry vhnh pays for schwls, aver-,
1941- (’amnia's "C" Force 
sn,led horn Vancouver l<>r 
llomz Kong under the com­
mand of Hiig, J. K, Lawson.
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dory, who also 
rally,
Then he said, "as far ns
Brenda Mines Route
. tlons of residents. Others felt
Under Chamber Fire
PEACHLAND (Special)—Con- the Department of Highways in 
cem about the news that paving! Kelowna to request a turnoff 
on Princeton Avenue (the Bren- ' m
da Mine Road) has come to a 
full stop was aired at a direc­
tors’ meeting of the Peachland 
Chamber of Commerce.
Directors felt the community 
had been patient for a long time 
at the state of this road. At 
least the portion through Peach­
land municipality has been in 
a disgraceful shape for over two 
years since the road was par­
tially rerouted.
The explanation that c' der 
weather could have been the 
reason for the work stoppage 
was accepted on other sections 
'of the road, but members felt
from Highway 97 into the cham­
ber tourist booth.
the meeting should be a rate­
payers’ information meeting 
only because inviting municipal 
officials would only mean dupli­
cation of the regular municipal 
stewardship meeting which is 
held each year prior to- the 
municipal election. It was de­
cided to make this an open in­
formation meeting for ratepay­
ers with no municipal officials
invited. As ratepayers, they 
could still attend. The meeting 
will be a source of information 
to. ratepayers, where municipal 
problems and questions can be 
aired and compiled for presen­
tation at the stewardship meet­
ing.
Next directors’ meeting of the 
chamber will be held on Tues­
day, Nov. 14 at 8:00 in the muni­
cipal chambers,
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there is nothing to stop the pav­
ing of the bad gravel part from 
Whinton Crescent to the former 
sawmill site on the boundary of 
the municipality..
The* meeting decided to im­
mediately send a telegram to 
the minister of highways pro­
testing this stoppage of paveing. 
■rectors' will also seek the sup- 
Hrt of Peachland council; the 
Rmited Steel Workers Union 
(members must use the road to 
travel to work), and other regu­
lar users of the road.
The chamber circulated a 
petition requesting telephone 
service book up with the Kel­
owna exchange toll free andnpw 
has approximately 400' signa­
tures. It was decided to present 
the petition to council for en­
dorsement before sending it to 
the head office of the Okanagan 
Telephone Company in Vernon. 
. The meeting decided to also 
act on a suggestion from Kurt 
Domi that the chamber contact
Christmas decorations in the 
downtown area: A committee 
report was read recommending 
a season’s greeting sign across 
Beach Avenue at the Kingfish­
er Marina on the south entrance 
to town, three other strings of 
lights further down the street; 
a large Christmas tree on the 
CPR fill and a smaller tree on 
the roof of the municipal build­
ing. This was endorsed by the 
meeting. Steve Zuk, chamber 
representative, win now present 
these recommendations .to coun­
cil.
; Ratepayers meeting Nov. 18 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Peachland 
Community Hall: many views 
were aired as to the format and 
rules for this meeting, some di­
rectors felt members of the 
municipal council should be in- 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
Stanfield Bowls'Em Over
At Gian) Penticton Rally
Conserv-. V, B.C. 
Robert Stanfield
day night the voice of 
.rals’ just society Is “if 
n’t like it go to hell,” 
said that means if the 
1 don't like the high cost 
ving, high unemployment, 
taxes or being pushed








jy said in To- 
. the weekend that
eld and New Demo-
,<>der David Lewis had
,ed the unemployment in- 
scheme In different
oncerncd they can both go
Hat, Alta., and in
’lure centres nii-
icled well to the
to keep
mg press conference 
juver and another In
:g on the way to Toronto
he will make his flna’
’r votes In the high tK
n by a O
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PCs Pack Peach Bowl For Rally
lion In Parliament.
He said that "my friend” Da­
vid Lewis, the New Democrat 
leader, has asked for support
What this country
not n bigger opposition,” Mr.
Conservatives ha
with a capital P ’
Peach Bowl N
picture shows sc 
who filled the cci
ity to cheer, wave.
Stanfield banners as
Stanfield, natiohal PC 
made one of two stops )•
In a current swing v’ 









Bench Bowl here ' 
Stanfield offer
more years c
somla" or of a
policies and new 
the dedication of n
Stanfield said. ‘Tills country
needs better government, 
A Conservative government 
would like a strong opposition 
he said, but added that all the
opposition In the world will not 
nul. one man to work, or change
the cost of living bv one fruc*
's dam
of dlffcrenc'’




government that Is 
the needs of Canadians
The audience here and
most 700 persons who j
Into Medicine Hat C'’




Inserted by Okanagan Boundary Progressive Conservative Association
Ground to a perfect uniform edge 
by experts with the finest commercial 
equipment available. Bring in all your 
scissors, your neighbour’s too! AU work 






• Polypropyline Tub • Needs no special plumbing o Com­








• Plugs in anywhere
• Compact — fits anywhere 
O Full washer/spin dryer load 





This lightweight (6^ pound) cleaner is designed to get your 
cleaning done quickly and easily. It is especially made for 
those quick’ pick-ups on rugs or bare floors. “Clean air 
system” ensures air leaving cleaner — is as safe as air that 
went in. Model 2912.
. Sale Price - ‘29 «
' Receive this 29.95 value at no extra charge with the pur­
chase of the models 0617 and 0914 washer and dryer.
HOOVER "716" UPRIGHT VACUUM
Features: 3-position handle • Cord storage on handle ® Exclusive Hoover triplc­
action cleaning © 4 position rug adjustment • Wrap around furniture guard
• New for 1972 . . . Edge cleaning • One 
year parts and labour guarantee • Headlight





The Famous HOOVER CONSTELLATION (Can­
ada’s most popular vacuum cleaner) Floats on a m jjsh im
cushion of air — No lugging or pulling. One ILF. / JJ A njj F* 
motor, toe operation awltcli. Double stretch hose. 7k H H
Full wrap around bumper guard. Complete with » Jyjg 0 Jr
Sale Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' iSr. JUf
SHOPS
CAPRI
Ife work hard to make 
your housework easy.
OPEN THURS. & 












• Most Original Costume
A new discovery — Pearl Drops Tooth Polish. Developed 
by a dcniisl for daily use at home, Cleans, brightens and 
whitens even the dullest teeth, liven removes tea and tobacco
Halloween Costume Contest for the Kids Ages I to 
7, at the Orchard Park Mall, Oct. 28lh, It a.m.
The New Bay Orchard Park Store Ilnurs: Open Daily 9:30 to 




Sylvia Hurczak of Kelowna 
Secondary High School will rep­
resent the Okanagan-Mainline 
region in the 1972'honey cook- 
ing contest this weekend w 
Kelowna. The 16-year-old daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ewald 
Lurczak adapted a family re- r 
clpe using honey to win the re- 
glonal playdown.
- She competes against five 
other rone finalists including a 
boy, Daryl Parkinson of Vic­
toria High School who was nam­
ed junior chef for Vancouver 
Island—a first in this competi­
tion.
Other zone finalists were: 
Kathy Robinson of Alpha Sec­
ondary High School, Burnaby, 
representing the Greater Van- 
couver area; -Susan Moore of - 
H. D, Stafford Juhior Second­
ary. Langley representing the 
Fraser Valley; Catherine Klas­
sen of Trafalgar Junior Second­
ary, Nelson, representing the 
Kootenay Boundary and Denise 
Lllienweiss of Quesnel Senior 
Secondary, Quesnel, .represent­
ing the north central interior.
The honey queen or junior
chef will be named Saturday at 
the British Columbia Honey Pro­
ducers’ annual convention in 
Kelowna. ■
Assisting Sylvia with the 
adaptations of the family re­
cipe was her home economics 
teacher, Mrs. Paul Scutt at the 
Kelowna Secondary School. The 
recipe will be included in the 
Courier’s annual cook book issue 
along with the other prize win­
ning recipes of the other zone
Wins Zone
Finals Here WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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ISN’T SHE A HONEY?
$
3
minds Valley cooks that there 
are still many of the special 
centennial cook books produc­
ed by Kelowna Secondary 
School, : available. They may
finalists Sylvia Hurczak of Kelowna
Sylvia, a pretty brown eyed Secondary School will be com-
miss, loves cooking and comes jehng agau»t five other zone 
bir hAr riiisinp <jkill«i naturallv finabsts in the honey cooking 
HPrhmo£r^kes totoelr contest during the B.C. Honey, be purchased.at the Kelowna 
Sditionm German dtohes and Producers’ annual convention museum.-(Courier- Photo)
has passed on many ethnic re­
cipes of this origin to her daugh­
ter. Although her father is not 
a chef, he is skilled in a com­
patible profession. As a butter- 
maker for years at Grand 
Prairie,. Alta., he has won many 
top honors, including, the grand 
championship of Canada. The 
family moved here from Grand 
Prairie five years ago.
In addition to cooking Sylvia 
likes sewing and makes most of 
her own clothes. She also likes 
to play the piano for her own 
pleasure and includes baseball 
and swimming as favorite pas* 
times.
A top level student academi­
cally; Sylvia lists mathematics
here this weekend. Sylvia re- -
as her favorite subject and in 
reading materials, likes mys­
tery novels.
COOK OFF
A cookoff will be held in Room 
223 at the Kelowna Secondary 
School from 9 a.m. to noon Sat­
urday. A banquet and crowning 
ceremony along with the pre­
sentation of special prizes will 
take place in the evening at a 
special function. Hon. David 
Stupich,"minister of agriculture 
will be guest speaker.
useu .—(Courier Photo)
HITHER and YON
Richard Schraffrott of Broad­
view Avenue has returned from 
a two-week vacation in Mani­
toba where he visited old friends 
and relatives at Winnipeg and 
Beausejour.
Although the legal bag was 
not obtained a group of happy 
hunters from the Okanagan en­
joyed a 10-day holiday in the 
Kindersley district in Saskatch­
ewan, Unseasonally warm wea­
ther and earth moving equip­
ment were blamed for the poor 
show by Al Cusson of Oyama 
and Stu Gilmour, Roy Duggan, 
Ernie Chore and Perry Flett, all 
of Westbank.
Club 76 Members Enjoy Tour 
Of 1898 Mansion In Spokane
Road, sponsored by the Kelow­
na Boys’ Club who need volun­
teers badly. Those interested in 
social work and recreationaI
Young men and women were 
invited to an informal meeting 
today at noon at the cafeteria 
at the Okanagan College on KLO
partment Experimental Station 
of Summerland; Leo Fuhr, com­
mercial beekeeper from Vernon 
and. Mrs. Agnes Phillpott of 
Brooks, Alta., past president of 
the Alberta Beekeepers’" Asso­
ciation and chairman of last 
year’s Alberta Honey Queen 
contest.
Those involved in this year’s 
contest, sponsored by the Brit­
ish Columbia Honey Producers’ 
Association in conjunction with 
the British Columbia Depart-
ment of Agriculture have beenJudges for this year’s contest i „ .
are Dorothy Britton, Home ! overwhelmed by the response to 
Economist of the Federal De-'this year’s contest.
Kelowna Clergymen Take Part 
In Summerland Religious Art
It is fitting' that the third bi­
annual show of religious art pre­
sented by the Summer  land Art 
Club Nov. 1 to 15 takes place in 
St. Stephen’s Anglican Church. 
This lovely old field-stone build­
ing is in itself an object of re­
ligious art.
Entries are arriving from 
near and far for the show that 
will be opened by Professor
Boy Wins
Zone Finals .
The finals of the 1972 Honey 
Cooking Contest for British Co­
lumbia students have yet to be 
held, but already the contest 
has had its share of surprises.
When the semi-finalists were 
named earlier this week, for 
the first time the list contained 
a boy’s name—Daryl Parkinson 
of Victoria. Senior Secondary 
School, representing Vancouver 
Island.
Today, the winner of the 
Teacher Lesson Plan Contest 
was announced—Barbara Arm­
strong. Miss Armstrong happens 
to be a home economics teacher 
at Victoria Senior Secondary, 
Victoria, and also Daryl Parkin-
Henry Elder, Department of! 
Architecture, UBC, at 8 p.m.. on 
Nov. 1.
Professor Elder, with Bishop 
Fraser Berry of Kelowna, will 
be introduced by Rev. Robert 
Matthews of St. Stephen’s. ,
The Summerland Echoes, a 
27-voice women’s choir led by 
Elsie Buzzell, ATCM, will sing 
several numbers. Refreshments 
will be served in the Anglican 
Parish Hall by members of the 
Art Club. On Nov. 5 Rev. Alan 
Jackson of Kelowna, recently 
returned from a year in R6me, 
will show slides of Italian Re­
ligious Art. Vocal numbers will 
be presented by the well-known 
Naramata Choir, led by Carole 
McGibney. Refreshments will 
be served in the Parish Hall by 
the Anglican Church Women.
Through the kind co-operation 
of the Summerland Camera 
Club an automatic slide projec­
tor showing pictures of a re­
ligious concept will be operating 
during show hours each day and 
organ and other instrumental 
music will be presented. The 
public is cordially invited to en­
joy any or all of these functions 
connected with the show;
son's teacher.
In this portion of the content, 
sponsored by B.C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd., Miss Armstrong will win 
a 10-day holiday in Mexico, in­
cluding air fare, hotel, meals 
and $250 for spending money.
The contest was open to nil 
teachers of home economics and 
community services, and each 
entrant was called upon to pre­
pare and submit a one-day les- 
son plan using B.C. honey am 
fresh tree fruits.
All prizes will be awarded, 
and the Honey Queen, or Junior 
Chef named nt the B.C. Honey 




Forty-one members of the 
Senior Citizens’ Club 76 left by 
bus for a trip to Spokane. En­
route they visited Grand Coulee 
Dam, but since advance ar* 
rangements had not been made 
they were not able to tour the 
plant which is reported to be 
worthwhile.,
Hospitality in Spokane was 
tops, with invitations from the 
Lions Club for a dance at the 
Norwegian Canadian Club and 
by. various senior citizens.
Mr. Herzer, the recreational 
supervisor of the Spokane
education as a career or future 
project, were able to gain an 
insight into the practical aspects 
of the Boys’ Club which carries 
out a comprehensive program 
for, both boys and girls in Kel­
owna and surrounding points.f
Miss H. M. Duke of Eldorado 
Road, has returned from a two 
and a half week holiday, dur­
ing which she visited with old 
friends at Vancouver, Victoria, 
Cloverdale, Kamloops and Sal­
mon Arm. At Vancouver she 
met a cousin from England who 
was holidaying here for the first 
time. Miss Duke, who is a well 
known artist, was thrilled with 
the fall colorings on her jaunts 
through the province.
Diabetics Can Lead A Normal Life 
If They Stick To Diet Rules
, TORONTO (CP) — The dia­
betic who looks after himself 
can usually lead a full life. In 
his case, looking after himself 
involves his diet, his exercise, 
insulin, urine; tests and coping 
with people who don’t under­
stand.
Elizabeth Laugharne says.it 
helps when the diabetic him­
self understands what he must 
do and why, that.there will be 
problems, but that he needs 
not be an invalid.
Mrs. Laugharne directs the 
Tridec. program, designed to 
teach diabetics how to live 
with their condition.
The Tri-Hospital Diabetics 
Education Centre has been op­
erating out of the Women’s 
College Hospital for a year. It 
is a foiir-day program put on 
by a teaching nurse, Mrs. 
Laugharne; a dietitian, Mar­
jorie Hollands, and a social 
worker, Sandra Gentles. They 
work with patients referred 
by doctors.
; Mrs: Laugharne said about 
400,000 people in Canada have 
diabetes and about 300,000 
know it.
Mrs. Laugharne said: “There 
aren’t any. chronic conditions 
where education can be help­
ful. Education can keep the 
diabetic out of crisis situa­
tions.
“We can’t promise them
people at any age.
Mrs. Laugharne said diabet­
ics have more heart attacks 
than non-diabetics, they may 
have circulation problems' 
leading to gangrene, may suf­
fer blindness or loss of sensa­
tion..- ■
“They feel fear, ■ hostility 
over the diagnosis. We get 
some frightened people.”
That is where the social­
work part of the program 
comes in. Mrs. Gentles works 
with groups after they have 
heard what the nurse , and die­
titian have to say. ■
“They can react to the 
teaching and express their 
feelings.
“The group helps to deal 
with problems of isolation the.
' biabetic might have. The old 
ones can help the new ones, 
talking about how to deal with
Show hours will be 2 p.m. to 
5 p.m. Nov. 2 to 15 daily, open­
ing at 8 p.m. on Nov. 1 and the 
special service at 7:30 p.m. on 
Nov. 5. . ■ , ■
The Catholic Women's League 
of St. Plus X Roman Catholic 
Church held its monthly meeting 
at the rectory meeting room 
with 22 members present.
, Mrs, Glen Bjur, president, re­
ported on n successful bake sal?
at Orchard Park and plans were 
discussed for the Cathpllc parish 
bazaar on Nov. 18.
Following the meeting Jack 
Hubenig showed slides of the
Ship Building 
In Okanagan
Building a ship should not be 
a great chore for those living 
on the shores of Okanagan 
Lake. ,
Theatre Kelowna's set con­
struction crew led by John Field 
and Mark Vaughan, have found, 
however, that to create a 1945 
era cargo vessel for the pro-, 
duction of Mister Roberts re­
quires a considerable amount 
of ingenuity and more than a 
considerable amount of effort 
since the scenes in the comedy­
drama take place both on deck 
and in various cabins below 
deck.
Bob Turlk has prepared set 
designs which give Director 
Una Hughes ample variety to 
deploy her large cast. Stage 
manager, AI Fentiman is an­
ticipating a busy time handling 
more than 50 people in the cast 
and backstage crew.
Rehearsals are being carried 
on with great fun >vhlch augurs 
well for an entertaining eve­
ning for theatre-goers.
Mister Roberts will be pre­
sented at Kelowna Copimunity 
Theatre on Nov. 9, 10, and 11. 
Tickets may be obtained from 
the Music Box or the Dogwood 
Shop on Water Street.
? anything. I have to point out 
there are things we cah’t 
change, but what we can 
change will help.
“We don’t like to refer to it 
as normal, but they can live 
full lives. They hate the word 
normal.” '
Mrs. Hollands, the dietitian, 
added: “It’s not normal to 
stick yourself with a needle* 
first thing, in the morning and 
test your urine every day."
She said the diet is the cor-' 
nergtone of the diabetic’s re­
gime, and it’s one he must 
take seriously.
“The diabetic doesn’t get a 
list of forbidden foods as you 
might if you had an ulcer. It’s 
the thinking man’s diet.
“Diabetes is an inability to 
cope with carbohydrates in 
food, really. We have to start 
at square one and teach nutri­
tion and how it affects them, 
particularly.
“This is really an awful 
thing to ask people to do, tell 
them that for the rest of their 
lives they're going .to have to 
stick ito a controlled die."
The must commonly af­
fected people are age 45 to 60, 
though diabetes can affect
MARCELLE ' 









South Pacific and India, which 
proved interesting.
Let us Cfl* jftkFR" All Ladies’and 
GiveYoti "J ' M«*‘$ Shoes .
HEEL'HUGGERS - AIR SHIPS -- PAVELS
DACKS — JARMAN — PEDWIN — TREK 
WAT LABEES BY CLARK'S
339 Bernard Ave,
■ . ' ■■■ ■ . ■■■:< -li ■■■■
as well as a collection of but­
terflies, reputed to be the larg­
est in the world.
The return journey took them 
through Grand Forks, Beaver- 
dell, Rock Creek and Rutland.
PROTEST LODGED
VANCOUVER (CP) - City 
council Thursday voted to lodge 
a protest with the joint Burn­
aby-Vancouver committee-that 
runs Swangard Stadium because 
of the committee’s decision to 
close the stadium from Dec­
ember until August while it is 
prepared for the Canada, Games.
ANNUAL ROTARY CLUB
Parks and Recreational De­
partment,, came to the motel 
to outline his work. He was 
most interested in senior citi­
zens and active with several 
senior citizen clubs' in the city.
Since time was limited the 
visitors were not able, to accept 
all invitation. They did, how­
ever, enjoy tours arranged 
through the motel owner. Tours 
included the old part of the 
city, the residential and the 
shopping centres.
One of the most interesting 
to many sightseers was a very 
old house, really a mansion 
built in 1898. The oak beams, 
woodwork and doors were still 
in perfect condition. ;
Called the Campbell, home, 
because it was given to Spo­
kane by the former Helen 
Campbell Powell in memory of 
her mother, Grace Fox .Camp­
bell, it has been kept up as 
near as it was originally,' 
There are many rooms with 
period furniture, one in French 
and another Italian, and others.
The group also visited a 
museum which displayed al­
most every animal in the world,
USED SUIT
SALE
Bargains - Bargains - Bargains








eating out, with special Occa­
sions with family and friends.
“People don’t understand. 
They’ll press food on a diabe­
tic: f Just one piece won’t hurt 
you.’
“Employers discriminate 
against them because they 
consider them sick. They 
can’t get group insurance.
“The group can help them 
accept things .that would not 
be acceptable from non-diabe­
tics.”
Mrs. Laugharne said the di­
abetics who attend Tridec 
have said they found it a 
great help. She advocates 
more centres, which would be 
a boon for community physi­
cians lacking time to work 




Free soil retarding if you
book your wall to wall carpet 

















cTMeet me under 
tlje Ofcliard ‘Tree
HEY DON’T FORGET KIDS!
HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST
Boys nnd Girls (up to 7 yrs,)
TOMORROW 11 A.M.
12 FANTASTIC PRIZES!
VISIT OUR "FRIENDLY" WITCH 






We have an excellent 
selection of Halloween 
Goodies...
• Munchy Planters Peanuts 24—5c Bags.
• Chicklets — 50—2c pkgs.
• Melt in your mouth Moir's Jelly Beans 25—5c pkgs.
• Sealsanks Suckers 20—5c pkgs.
Shop now at the New Bay, Orphan! Park for all your 
Halloween candies and enjoy our unbeatable goblin prices.
Only
“S' S’- ijifew fiS?



















Rev. L. M. Trainor conducted 
ceremony in a setting of
*xnums.
trade.
—Jeans are still a hot tash-
for Rutland Wedding
ANN LANDERS
Four Letter Words 
Sign Of Deficiency
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. FBI,. OCT. 27.1972
Some Sweet Facts To Remember 
When Storing Or Using Honey
cup muk.
Another pointer to remember, 
is to lower the oven tempera­
ture 25 degrees when baking 
food in which honey has been
St- Theresa’s Roman Catholic 
■Church, Rutland, was the set- 
a for the double-ring cere­
mony on Oct. 21 which ^ted in 
•marriage Kathleen Ann Schneid- 
er of Prince Rupert and Kalle 
 
iCriilmaa, also of PrinceRup-, 
Jert. The bride is the daughter of 
Mr and Mrs. William Schneid­
er of Rutland-and the groom is 
'the son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto 
Kriitmaa, also of Prince Rup-
Hhe ____  -
Waite and yellow mums m 
[standards. Soloist Steven Stre- 
•mel, cousin of the bride from 
•North Vancouver, sang For AU 
*We Know during the signing of 
’the register and accompanied 
•himself on the guitar. Organist 
'for the wedding was Mrs. 
Maurice Gaudreau of Jutland 
d another cousin. Michael 
mel served as altar boy
scriptural passages were 
Klbsen by the bride and groom 
t The bride, given in marriage 
'by her.father, chose a gown of 
•lagoda crepe enhanced with. 
‘Guipure lace on the bodice, 
[Daisies were scattered on the 
{full skirt, the bodice and the 
ttrain. The long sleeved dress 
[featured a raised waistline and 
[a mandarin collar.
[ Her Juliet cap held a full­
-length veil of illusion net trim- 
►med with matching Guipure 
Jlace and she carried a bouquet 
’of yellow roses and bronze
[ For something old she wore 
iher mother’s pearl earrings and 
a blue garter completed the 
[traditional rhyme.
'IDENTICAL DRESSES
« Donna Schneider, sister of
'the bride, of Squamish, served 
[as maid of honor with Sheri 
। Sandham of Kelowna and
fJoanna Cornell of Toronto as
'bridesmaids. They wore identi­
cal dresses of chiffon over crepe 
• in tones of burnt orange, blue
’and pink. The dresses featured 
[long sleeves and raised waist­
lines, - rolled collars and full 
‘skirts. The maid of honor car­
ried a bouquet of bronze and 
yellow and orange mums and 
the bridesmaids carried orange 
and yellow mums.
Richard Lloyd of Prince Rup-
Pendulum Swings
To Plainer Look
OTTAWA (CP) , — Fashion
trends in Canada are swing­
ing to n plainer look, but 
don’t try to predict what a
woman will wear.
This seemed to be the con­
clusion of Jean H. Picard,
chairman of the Canadian
Textile Institute, when he
spoke to delegates Wednes­




“They now wear anything 
they 'Want on any occasion.
For instance, slack suits to
formal dinners; or lounge
wear to concerts at Place des
Men, he noted, are moving
away from the penchant for
Dear Ana Landers: Your an­
swer to “Berkeley Biff ’ regard­
ing four-letter words was good 
but you should have hit him 
harder. Granted, words are only 
sounds, but by the same token, 
treaties and licences are only 
scraps of paper. It’s what those 
sounds and scraps of paper 
mean that matters. Most ’decent 
people are made uncomfortable 
oy dirtywords. Regaining from 
making .people uncomfortable is 
simply good manners. No one 
has the right to embarrass oth­
ers. In Texas a person can. get 
arrested for using foul-language 
jin public.
I am 17 years old and proud 
to say that my father would 
slap me across the room if he 
heard me use a filthy word. 
Some kids my age think I am 
weird when I tell them to watch 
their mouths when I’m around, 
but in my opinion there’s a lot 
more wrong with kids who can’t 
express themselves without 
talking dirty than with me. If 
I’m a square, OK, but I’m 
proud to be a Texas Baptist.— 
Tyler Teen
Dear Ty: I’m a far cry from 
17 and I’m. no Texas Baptist, 
but I agree. Shake hrnds with a 
square from Iowa who liked 
your letter.
we received huge boxes of do- , 
thing from-the families. First, : 
let me tell you that we are not 
poverty stricken, although I 
guess one might say we are 
p r o b a b 1 y the least affluent 
members of the family. Many of 
the garments were 20 years old 
and in need of dry-cleaning. 
Shoes were included, heels run 
down, holes in the soles, and 
broken laces. There were sev­
eral dozen pairs of faded sock*, 
torn pyjamas and underwear 
and shirts with frayed collars, 
with missing buttons.
Our first inclination was to re­
turn the boxes but my husband 
and I decided that no insult was 
intended. Those people are just 
ignorant. We sent the few wear­
able suits to the dry-cleaners 
and then to Goodwill Industries. 
The rest of the clothes we will 
use as polishing rags.
Now the question: Should we 
acknowledge r e c e i p t of the 
boxes? If so, what should we 
say? — Not THAT Poor in 
Va.
Dear Virginia: Acknowledge 
the boxes. Say: “Thank you.’’ 
Period.
Honey is a favorite sweet of 
mankind, according to a re­
lease from the British Colmubia 
Department of Agriculture. It 
provides quick food energy be­
cause the sugars in it are easily 
digested. Honey is prized for its 
special flavor.
When buying honey remem­
ber that most honey is sold in 
liquid or creamed form and as 
a rule the lighter the honey the 
milder the flavor. Color, flavor 
and aroma of honey varies de­
pending on the kind of flowers 
from which the bees gather the 
nectar.
When storing honey, cover 
tightly to retain the flavor and 
aroma and to protect from mois­
ture. Store at room temperature
in a dry place since high tem­
substituted for sugar because
MR. AND MRS. KALLE KRIITMAA
(Hans Giesen Studios)
ert was best man and John 
Hannah of Kelowna served as 
an usher along with Terry 
Schneider, the bride’s brother 
of Rutland.
A street-length dress and 
acket of yellow and white cot? 
ton brocade was the choice of 
the bride’s mother who receiv­
ed the guests at the reception 
at the Rutland Centennial Hall. 
Keeping the color theme, her 
corsage consisted of an orchid 
tinted with orange and bronze.
The groom’s mother wore a 
blue gown with corsage of white 
feathered mums.
SILVER GOBLETS
The bride’s table covered, 
with a lace tablecloth, a gift 
from her maternal grand­
mother, was centered with a 
cake made and decorated by
sage accented her costume. 
After a honeymoon in Hawaii 
the couple will make their home 
at 1833-2nd West, Prince Rupert.
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. John" Stremel, Karen 
and Michael, Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
Stremel and Steve, Mr. and Mrs. 
Terry Burr, Mr. and Mrs. R.' A. 
White, Mrs. Anne Zeworonko, 
all of North Vancouver; Mr. and 
Mrs. Mike Phelps, Vancouver; 
John Stremel, Jeanette LeDrew, 
Powell River; Mr. and Mrs. 
Terry Palm, Burnaby; Mr. and 
Mrs. Dave Ward, Maple Ridge;
Dear Ann Landers: My 20- 
year-old boyfriend, after two 
years of college, has decided to 
be a nurse. My parents are 
shocked. My dad’s comment 
was: “This kid must be gay.” I 
tried to assure dad that Gordon 
is a perfectly normal, healthy, 
virile guy. ahd his major inter­
est is taking care of sick people. 
Dad can’t understand why Gor­
don doesn’t go to medical school 
and become a doctor. But Gor­
don doesn’t want to be a doctor.. 
He prefers the relationship that 
exists b e t w e e n patient and 
nurse..
I am considering a career in 
nursing now that Gordon has 
talked so much about the satis­
factions of caring for the sick.
Lt would be simple to switch 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Stremel! since Tve had two years, of col­
and Rick, Osoyoos; Mr. and lege chemistry, zoology, biologi- 
Mrs. Harvey Reiswig, Randy, cal science. But wouldn’t it be
Candymakers 
Hit Sour Note
TORONTO (CP) — Canada’s 
candymakers, soured by a 12- . 
per-cent sales tax on candy, 
have sent not-so-sweet messag­
es to some candidates for the 
Oct. 30 federal election.
The. messages are in a box 
containing two chocolate wafer 
bars of unequal size.
The messages enclosed with 
the bars, asks that candymak­
ers products be classed, as tax- 
free food, as potato chips, cake 
and ice cream are.
One of the messages reads:’ 
“It is fair play to take one 
segment of the highly com­
petitive snack-food market and 
penalize it with a 12-per-cent 
tax?
Neil and Lori-Ann, Sicamous;. considered odd if two nurses got 
Mr. and Mrs.. Otto Kriitmaa, I
peratures may cause honey to 
darken. Creamed honey will 
change in texture when stored
the honey will cause the food
to brown more quickly.
HONEY PUMPKIN LOAF
in a hot room and in this case is
best refrigerated, when well
sealed honey may be stored al-
moset indefinitely in the freezer
without any changes in flavor
or texture.
When cooking with- honey use 
recipes developed for honey for
best results. Honey,v however,
1% cups flour
1 tsp. baking powder





% cup brown sugar
may be substituted for part or 
all of the sugar used in a recipe.
One cup of honey may replace
one cup of sugar but the liquid 
should be cut by one-quarter:
e.g. one cup sugar and one cup 
milk.’would be changed to one
cup honey and three-quarters
% cup cooking oil 
1% cup horny
1 cup pumpkin
sugar, pumpkin and eggs. Sift
the dry ingredients together and
add to the first mixture, beating
well. Bake one hour at 350 de­
This is one house 
that Westwood built.
There are Over fifty
other styles to choose from
bright-colored, flashy clothes.
‘The desire to emulats the 
peacock has vanished, but the 
present look ■ remains bright 
and cheerful.”
Among his other observa
Mrs. Kate Kirschner, the 
bride’s great aunt, who had 
also decorated the bride’s mo­
ther’s wedding cake. Bronze, 
orange and gold flowers enhanc­
ed the cake which was flanked 
with silver candle sticks, bor­
rowed from the bride’s god­
mother. Her godfather and 
uncle, Ray Stremel. of North 
Vancouver, proposed the toast 
to' the bride and the best man 
toasted the bridesmaids. Mike 
Curran, another' uncle* was em­
cee: The bride and groom 
toasted each other from silver 
goblets, a present from the 
bride’s sisters and brothers. 
Both fathers spoke briefly dur­
ing the reception.
Cheryl Schneider and Lori- 
Ann Reiswig, cousins of the 
bride were in charge of the 
guest book. Moon River, the 
bride’s dance, was played by 
Terry Palm of Burnaby, an­
other cousin.
For her gojng-away outfit, the 
bride chose a red 'and black 
coat dress with black patent ac- 
cesories. A white orchid cor-
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hidber, Mr. 
and Mrs. Dennis Haugland, Mr. 
and Mrs. Richard Lloyd, Prince 
Rupert; Donna Schneider, Squa- 
mish; Mrs. Joanna Cornell, Tor­
onto; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lind, 
Mr. , and Mrs. Ray Johnson, 
Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. Louis' 
Schonberger, Oliver; Mr. and 
Mrs. Pete Kirschner, Mr. and 
Mrs. Herb Kirschner, Arm­
strong; Roy Prosser, Lumby; 
Daryl Graf, Victoria; Mr. and 
Mrs. Rod Schneider, Kamloops; 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Heinzman 
and Colleen,: Calgary and Mrs. 
Agatha Bach, Penticton.
married?—Service Oriented
Dear S.O.? Today nothing is 
considered odd. Tell your father 
that many normal males have 
found a rewarding career in the 
nursing profession. But ,1 do feel 
that they ought to call male 
nurses something else.
Dear Ann Landers: This ques­
tion I want to ask is a highly 
personal one and I am reluctant 
to ask anyone we know. I; 
places not only me, but my 
family in a very unflattering 
light. Can you help? ’>
In the last month two rela­
tives passed away. Both times
REGISTER NOW!!
" For'
KNIT AND STRETCH CLASSES
Starting Nov. 6, 7, 8, Morning, Afternoon 
and Evening Sessions.
6 Lessons (Basic) $12.00
2 Lessons (Men's Pants) $5.00
2 y2 Hour Lesson, Once a Week. Classes 
Taught on Premises.
tlons
—What .used to be sleep- 
! wear Is now fashion for the
home, lounge and patio.
Pantyhose are here to 
stay, regardless of what is 
i. worn over them.
-Anti-static nylon yarns 
have taken over the lingerie
• Ion Item.
—And, there is an ''encotir 
aging” trend among young 
• people nowadays to dress up.
IT’S NEW! . .
THE ORGANIC 
PERMANENT WAVE 
No Chemicals Used 
Ideal for bleached or tinted 
hair. A superb body wave 
and style support wave. Shag 
cutting for both men and 
women.
STROHM’S
BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP 
2974 Pandosy St. Ph. 762-2999 








IS! hoe B ox
“FITTING YOUR 
FAMILY RIGHT 
HERE IN RUTLAND” 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE
Phone 765-8172
The Kildare has two bedrooms, an L-shaped
Iiving/dining room, a carport and over 1000
square feet of floor space.
Sparks Engineering
Construction Development
A SPECIAL REDUCTION ON FABRICS 
TO ALL STUDENTS OF THE 
KNIT AND STRETCH COURSE
See our lovely collection of fabrics, coming' in daily for 
the Fall festive season, including sparklelcnits, velvets 
and sheers.
SHOP DOWNTOWN — SHOP
House of Fabrics




Polyester two-way stretchy 60" wide. Colors 
red, navy, brown, purple, Q 1ft
black. Reg. 6.25 yd........ Special V.IUSpecial
Cowboy, Cowgirl, Indian Squaw and
Brave. Reg. 5.49 ... ... Special ’3.99 f





Give n ti-y to r, good girl and boy. Wc have a large variety of 
Toys (or Handouts.
SUN COUNTRY 
SPORTS & MARINE 
638 LEON AVE, KELOWNA, B.C, PHONE 763-3602
TOYLAND CHARGE!
Formerly Ircadgold's Toy Town
raienwooD
BUILDING SYSTEMS Cm.







Men s Dress Gloves
Clearance of asstd. styles, broken sizes % Price
Reg. price 3.49 to 6.98
Men’s Hosiery Clearance
100% stretch nylon
Reg, Price 1.50 pr... Sale Price 74C
Table Cloths
A large variety of table cloths ip prints and plains. 
Linens and cotton, many perma-press 
Good color range. Reg. 1.98 to 21.98
Linen Place Mals
Full color range, plains and prints. 4Ao7 Att
Reg. 98c to 1.79 ea, . ......... fcV /0 Uli
MIX and MATCH SERVIETTES
BOYS' WEAR
Reg. 69c to 1.98. Sale 20% Off
Sweaters
Cardigans, belted style. Pullovers, plain and 
asstd. patterns. Sizes S-M-L-XL. 1.49





Block, brown leather. Ncolitc 




10 to 16, split knee, 2-tone. Navy and
burgundy. Reg. 10.98.
BODY SHIRTS to match above
S-M-L. Reg. 9,98. .
Lingerie
O.S. briefs, band leg. White and nude.





In gold.or silver. Wrist length and elbow AAo/ 
length. Reg. from $3 to 6.95. . Reduced fcU /0 Knee Socks by "Penman s
Atsld. Scarves
Mostly squares in 
printed acetate.
Cotton and nylon cable stitch, good color
range. Sizes 5-7 and 7-9.
’/i Price Reg. 1.19 pr. 2 pr 1.49
MW
r
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i Kelowna Cubs and Immacu- 
’ lata Dons are in action this 
! weekend as the semi-finals of 
the Okanagan Mainline High 






































Ui der way- ,
The third place Cubs travel 
to Kamloops Saturday night to 
meet second place Red Devils 
a'. 8 p.m., while the league 
C iampion Dons host fourth 
place North' Kamloops Saints 
Sunday at City Park oval at 
1:30 p.m.
The Cubs will have their 
hands full against the Red 
Devils Saturday as the Kelowna 
squad was on the short end of 
a 22-6 score when the two clubs 
met during the season.'
Coaches Ron Dale and Larry 
Johnson will be relying on 
their strong defence, which has 
been their big weapon d>”-mg 
the year, to stop the Kanuoops 
attack. The Kamloops squad 
has one of the top offences in 
the league and are capable of 
running or passing the ball 
with success. But, the Cubs 
have shown in the last few 
games of the season that they 
are capable of stopping any 
ofefnsive charge that is thrown 
at them. -
Two examples of how stingy
LARRY JOHNSON 
>. .. tough defence
the Cub defenders can be is 
their 6-0 shutout against the 
Dons and an impressive 14-6 
defeat over St. Thomas More 
Knights. The Dons have the 
most experienced and best 
tunned offence in the ■ league 
and the Knights play in the top
Buckaroos Host
Vernon Tonight
Kelowna Buckaroos look for 
their fifth win of the B.C. 
junior A Hockey season tonight 
when they host the Vernon 
Essos at 8:30 p.m. in Kelowna 
Memorial Arena.
The Bucks have a 4-5 record 
thus far and are tied for sec­
ond with Vernon and Kamloops 
with eight points. Penticton are 
in first spot of the Okanagan 
division with an undefeated 9-0 
record. . ;
The Kelowna squad hasnt 
nad much luck against the Es­
sos as they’ve dropped both 
games between the two clubs 
this year. They came very close 
in their last outing, Wednesday 
night in Vernon, as they were 
tied 5-5 before the Essos grab­
bed two quicTc goals in the lat­
ter part of the third, period to 
take a 7-5 win.
The biggest • problem coach 
Don Culley and the Bucks have 
with the Vernon club is con­
taining the high scoring line 
of Dan Kuntz, Bob Murdoch 
and Greg Howe. Howe, whois 
just coming back from an in­
jury, scored a hat trick in the 
Essos first win over the Bucks 
while Kuntz scored a. pair of 
goals, including the winner, in 
Wednesday night's game.
The Bucks have only one 
player on the injury list, de­
fenceman Dale Turner, who has 
a hip injury that will keep him
DALE TURNER 
. . . hip injury
out of action for another 





football league in the province, 
the Skyline league in Vancou­
ver, which proves the Cubs’ 
ability to contain the best.
While the Cubs’ defence has 
been doing a great job the of­
fence has been improving and 
has been able to put points on 
the scoreboard.' Coaches Dale 
and Johnson’s biggest worry at 
the beginning of tjie season 
was a lack of an offensive back, 
but have been pleasantly sur­
prised with the vast improve­
ment of Raymond Rainey, Bill 
Abougoush and Dave Grant as 
ball carriers. These players, 
combined with the quarter­
backing of Don Gordon and 
Ken Schisler have formed a 
very capable offensive threat.
With the Cubs playing better 
football every time- they’re on 
the field, the game against the 
Red Devils promises to be a 
very hard fought battle.
Meanwhile, the Dons are ex­
pected to have an easier time 
with the Saints since the Im­
maculata glub easily handled 
their opponents in the last out­
ing between the two clubs.
The Dons, who have finished 
on top of. the league standings 
the past two years, are coming 
off an impressive 14-8 win 
over the Red Devils last week­
end. Coach Cliff Kliewer and 
John Acquire will be using 
their big weapon in the playoff 
as they did during the regular 
season—their powerful offence. 
With a veteran backfield of 
quarterback Mark Lang and 
halfback Tom Ehmann, both 
sure bets to • be all-stars at 
their positions, Terry Hender­
son and Don Turri, the Dons 
are able to run any type . of 
offensive formation at their 
opposition. . .
Dean Haines and Larry Josey 
have also been instrumental in 
the Dons’ success. Haines, who 
recently has been playing tight 
end,’ is the anchor of the de­
fence at the linebacker spot, 
while Josey has made some key
touchdown receptions from
quarterback Lang.
The Dons only weakness has 
been stopping the running 
game and line-coach Acquire is 
sure to have his boys on the 
front line fired up for Sunday’s 
encounter.
The two winners of the week­
end’s semi-finals will meet' in 
the final next weekend. Home 
team will be the club that fin? 




has been taken by 14-year-old 
Wayne Nelson, a Kelowna 
minor hockey product that has 
played well when brought up to 
the Buckaroos. Ken Louendorf, 
acquired from the Saskatoon 
Blades, has been playing out­
standing hockey on defence 
since coming to the Bucks and 
is more than helping to fill the 
hole left by Turner’s absence.
BOWLING SCORES
MERIAIAN LANES
Tuesday Mixed (7-9) Oct, 24— 
High single, women’s, Amy 
Schlcppe 268, men's Nob Yam­
aoka 371; high triple, women’s, 
Yosh Ueda 683, men’s Nob 
Yamaoka 847; team high single, 
The Bay 1192; team high triple, 
Big Boppers 3131; high average, 
women's, Dot Ueda' 223, men's, 
Nob Yamaoka 234; '300' club; 
Nob Yamaoka 371, Moe Carson 
303, Roy Ueda 302; tcaip stand­
ings, The Kids 21, Bumpers 20, 
The Bay 20, Makeups 16,
Monday Mens. Oct. 23 — 
High single, Doug Harding 337; 
high triple, Doug Harding, 832; 
team high triple, Bookies 3754; 
high average, Don Chmilar 243; 
■300’ club, Doug Harding 337, 
Grant Fidler 318, Don Chmilar 
: 315, John Vogtilla 303; team 
standings: Iloookics 139, Old 
Dutch 103, J. Vees 102.
Friendship Lchkuc, Oct. 23— 
High single, women, Hide Nak­
ayama 309, season high, nwn, 
Emory Nelson 241; High triple, 
women, Lil Bramwell' 700, sea­
son high, men, Gunner Nor­
berg 61t>; Team high single* 
Jugglers 1054; Team high 
triple, Jugglers 3084; High aver­
age, women, Maggie Connnk 
195, men. Sere Koidi 187; *’300" 
club, Hide Nakayama 309;
Middlemiss. 196, men, Bert 
Graf 218; Team standings, 
Shepherds Pizza 384%, Rebels 
346, Lovers’ Lane 318.
Monday Ladies. October, 23— 
High single, Doris Whittle 268; 
high triple, Doris Whittle 701; 
team high single, Pin Ups 1139; 
team high: triple, Hurricanes 
3168; high average, Doris 
Whittle 211; team standings, 
Snip and Clip 356%, Busy Belles 
332%, Pin Ups 317%, Hurricanes 
314.
Terpn standings, Jugglers 217, 
Strugglers 190, Larks 184%.
Tuesday Ladles, Oct, 24- 
Hlgh single, Lina Scribner 303; 
High triple, Margaret Horova- 
Un 672; Team high single, 
Maybecs 1151; Tcnih high 
triple. May bees 3171; High av­
erage, Elcnnore Beattie 209; 
••300" club, Linn Scribner 303; 
Team stiindings, Jets 195, Rock­
ets 181, Maybces 171.
VALLEY LANES
Tuesday A Hight, Oct. 24- 
High single, women's, Linda I 
Uedn 283, men's Barney Kltuara ■ 
293; high triple, women's, Bon­
nie Xlatcli 73tl, men's, Itoh Naka , 
717. team high single. Misfits' 
l?l.’i; team high triple, Big 
White Ski 3183; high average, 
« men's Marv Stndnyk 225, 
men’s, Fred March 23<>; team 
standings, Hep Cats 387%, Big; 
White Ski 378%. Snip and Clip: 
3.71. Prairie Chickens 351. '
VMI.I.Y LANES
•B’’ Htglil. Oct. 21—High 
s Hi le, women, Jr.ui Kit by





h.£h Mciagc, women, Shsion
SPORTS HAPPENINGS
HOCKEY
/ Tonight, at 8:30 p.m., the Kelowna Buckaroos host the 
Vernon Essos,
Saturday and Sunday from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. minor hockey 
teams from the peanuts division to the midget age group 
will play.
SOCCER
Saturday, minor soccer finals in city and recreation 
parks from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon.
AUTO SPORT
Saturday the Okanagan Auto Sport Club’s first annual 
Spook Rallye, commences from Bredin and Springfield road. 
•Last minute entries at 7:30 p.m. with the first car off at 
9 p.m. At 9 a.m. Sunday at Billy Foster Speedway the 
rallye concludes with a wild finish and spectators are 
urged to attend.
FOOTBALL
Sunday at city park oval at 1:30 the Immaculata Dons 
host the North Kamloops Saints in OMFL semi-final action.
Chicago Dominates All-Stars 
A's Fail To Place Player
Kelowna Packers brought 
their Juvenile A Hockey sea­
son record to 2-0 by trouncing 
Penticton 11-2 Thursday in Kel­
owna.
Packers held a 3-0 lead after 
the first 20 minutes of play, but 
two quick goals by Bob Slater 
and Vic Turk brought the Pen­
ticton club within one goal. 
About a minute later Dave Hav- 
erty rapped one past the Pen­
ticton goaltender and the 
Packers never looked back.
Darrel Laboucan led the Kel­
owna club with four goals, 
while Darrel Rambold had a 
pair. Gene Weninger, who play­
ed outstanding' on defence, 
Randy Naito, Paul Jordon, 
Bill Dunbar and Haverty scor­
ed single goals.
Tom Polmear took over net-| 
minding duties from Leighton 
Waters in the third period and 
both goaltenders made a num­
ber of good saves.
Packers next game is Sat­
urday at 8 p.m. in Salmon Arm.
Br% "Check and Compare 
Ok ))... Your Total Food Bit 
JSe? is Lower at Safeway!"
Get a Cart Full of Savings
■
Fresh
NEW YORK (AP) — Base­
ball’s world championship be­
longs to Oakland but players 
from Chicago dominate the 1972 
Associated Press all-star team 
selected by writers and broad­
casters in the United States.
The champion Athletics failed 
to land any of the 10 first-team 
berths in the nationwide ballot­
ing but four players from Chi­
cago-three from; the National 
League Cubs and one from the 
American League White Sox— 
made the squad.
Slugging Dick Allen, the Sox’ 
first baseman, headed the bal­
loting with 407 votes, tops for 
any player this season. Allen, 
traded to the. American League 
last winter, batted .308 with 37 
home runs and 113 runs batted 
in. ' -
The three Cubs chosen ’ were 
outfielder Billy Williams, whose 
37 homers matched Allen, third 
baseman Ron Santo and short­
stop Don Kessinger.
Williams, who led National 
League batters with a .333 av­
erage and had 122 RBIs, polled 
364 votes, second only to Allen’s 
total.- .
Santo batted .302 with 17 
homers for the Cubs, and Kes­
singer finished with a .274 aver­
age.
Joining Williams in the out­
field were Houston’s Cesar Ce­
deno and veteran Pittsburgh 
star Roberto Clemente. Cedeno 
batted .320 with 22 homers and 
82 RBIs for the Astros, while 
Clemente, who reached the 3,- 
OOO-hit plateau „ for his career, 
batted .312 for the Pirates.
Two Cincinnati players, 
catcher Johnny Bench and sec­
ond baseman Joe Morgan, 
made the team. Bench bounced 
back from a poor season in 1971 
and hi| 40 homers while driving 
in 125 runs for the Reds. Mor­
gan, acquired from Houston in 
a winter trade, scored 122 runs 
for the Reds, tops in the NL, 
and stole 58 bases while batting 
.292..
The two pitchers named were 
left-hander Steve Carlton of 
Philadelphia Phillies and right­
hander Gaylor Perry of Cleve­
land Indians. Both had remark­
able seasons with losing teams.
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American
Tidewater 4 Cincinnati 3
Western
Seattle 7 Portland 2 
San Diego 4 Phoenix 2
Eastern
Syracuse 6 Roanoke 2
Sun Coast 3 Rhode Island 1 
Quebec Junior
Sorel 3 Cornwall 2 
■ Central Junior
Pembroke 6 Hull 0
Ontario Junior A
Ottawa 6 Smiths Falls 4
Ottawa 4 Peterborough 4
Southern Ontario Junior
Windsor 8 St. Thomas 4
Provincial
Richmond Hill 4 Donsview 4
Manitoba Junior
West Kildonan 10 Kenora 9
DIES YOUNG
! Alexander The Great of Mace­









2 ply 3: *1.00
Bel Air Frozen
FISH AND GAME 
STATISTICS
Following are the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch Department of 
Recreation and Conservation 
(Cache Creek checking sea­




Deer 615 . 334
Goat 81 98
Sheep 33 30
Grizzly Bear 50 57
Black Bear 193 137
Caribou 238 325






Grouse Total 10215 6368










PHILADELPHIA (AP) - 
Goalie Bernie Parent of Phila­
delphia Blazers is- expected to 
be*out at least four weeks with 
a broken bone in his foot.
Parent, who joined the World 
Hockey Association club from 
Toronto Maple Leafs of the 
National Hockey League, suf­
fered the injury Wednesday 
night in the Blazers’ 8-2 drub­
bing by Cleveland.,
It occurred when he moved 
to kick out the first shot of the 
game and its struck him just 




“HURRY ONLY 4 LEFT’ 
Fit 67-72 Pickups
Eliminate . worries about getting home from youf. 







of Dou's Barber Shop, 2820 Pandosy, 
wishes lo thank his many customers over the 
past 10 years, for their patronage, and extends 
best wishes to the new owner , . ,
Roy Si.selki, operating from the same location 
under the name of Roy’s Barber Shop.
SWIMMING
'limes arc still open for lessons and 
recreational swimming
LESSONS: 1 - 5 p.m. Tuesday to Friday 
Saturday 9 n.m.
RECREATIONAL: 9:30 - 11:30 a.in, Tuesday to 
Friday, Saturday I p,in. to 5 p.m.
REGISTER: at Strtroii Village Motel, 
IVm llaiAey Ave,
CONTACT Gaiiy Mm rib, instructor at 765-9275
COMMENCING: x bt - - 7 p.m, t<> 9 iii.'
Weiiiii-day and Friday
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G'.wy.Xw i.g
Of savlngs-and Inlerest-and credit unions too, 
And how they can make money grow faster lor youl
Credit unions throughout British Columbia have Increased Interest rates 
on a wide variety of savings plans. Your savings earn more while fully 
protected by the Provincial Credit Union Share and Deposit Guarantee 
Fund.
Now's the time to transfer your funds to a credit union.
/rOlxv *’ Il makes a lot of sense!
TUT keep your interest high at your 
ft CREDIT UNION
ALSO A pi<> i on,। > t,V.\ e cnndittor.tng progrnm 
l.t'O - a <X» p io. 'I'lic. day tin u Friday,
Kelowna & District Credit Union





14 oz. ................. 39c
Empress
Peanut Butter
Reg. or Chunk Style, 
48 oz. tin 99c
Swift's
Side Bacon 51 09
Sliced         1 lb. pkg. ■ • WF ' < '
Luncheon Meats
Macaroni & Cheese, Meat 
& Chicken, Pickle & Pimento.




Prices l.llrdivc: I ri. anil Sat., Ort, 27th and 28|li 
IWO LOCATION io SERVE YOU
Downtowa Open Mon. ■ I rl. 9:<i0 n.m. - 9:60 p.ni.
Hat. 9:00 a.m. - <1:90 p.m.
Orchard Park Open Mon. - Wed. 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday ami Frl. 0:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.;
Hat. 9:09 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.









Kelowna, B.C520 Cawston Ave Phone 762-3039OPIN FRIDAYS I N III. 0 00 PM.594 Bernard .Me.
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But with the lingering knee
ippearances. 








NHL ACTION HOCKEY STANDINGS
World Association 
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Lose To Chicago At Home
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ever since the Boston Brum 
club became a powerhouse in 
the National Hockey League, 
o’ of the accepted facts was 
■ the team .was almost un­
to .able at home.
The Bruins have been so for­
midable on home ice in the 
past four seasons that during 
that time they lost only 14 of


























































































the last three seasons, was de­
clared out of action indefinitely
Thursday. His left knee, oper­
ated on last June after he led 
Boston to the Stanley Cup
championship, "requires more 
strengthening exercises to build 
it up to meet the stress of 
game-type competition,” said 
Dr. Carter Rowe, the Bruins’
The Bruins showed signs
Thursday night of holding their 
own with the Black Hawks,
goals Tuesday night m New 
York against the Islanders, also 
got assists in Montreal on goals 













Detroit’s defeat by the Fly­
ers, its first after six straight 
victories, left it in third place 
in the East with’ 12 points, one
behind second-place Buffalo Sa­
bres and’ three: behind Mon­


































REMEMBER WHEN . .
Money Shared
star defenceman who also is an 
essential part of their attack, 
the Bruins appear less fear- 
’ some to the opposition and so 
tar this season have been de­
feated three times in four'home
i night when they were beaten 6- 
3 by Chicago Black Hawks, the 
first Chicago victory in the Bos- 
’ ton Garden in nearly two years. 
While the Bruins continue to
Z flounder, Montreal Canadiens
maintained their unbeaten
streak with a 7-0 whitewash of
> St. Louis Blues and Detroit Red
leaders in -the West T '.vision de­
spite the Chicago loss of Bobby 
Hull to the World Hockey Asso­
They overcame a goal by 
Chico Maki in the first minute
of play by scoring two quick 
goals to lead the Black Hawks 
2-1 at the end of the first pe­
riod, but their defence col­
lapsed after that.
Chicago scored three goals in 
the second period and twice in
the third to win its first game
in Boston since January 1970.
Six players shared in the Chi­
cago scoring while Phil Espo­
the season at 14:10 in the third
period broke a 1-1 tie to give 
the Flyers the victory. His win­
ning shot jeame after he took a 
pass from Bobby Clarke in the 
Detroit zone and moved into
His shot was blocked by De­
Fighting a speed duel with 
Craig Breedlove, Art Arfons 
pushed his jet powered car 
to 536.71 miles an hour eight 
years ago today—in 1964— 
for a world, land speed 
record. Their battle had 
begun three weeks before, 
■ when Arfons raised the 
record to 434 miles an hour 
and Breedlove crashed with-, 
out injury, after clocking up 

























































troit defenceman Serge Lajeu-
nesse but the puck, came out 
behind the Detroit defender and
moved around him.
picked up the puck and lifted it 
over goalie Roy Edwards.
Bill Clement scored earlier
for Philadelphia while Nick Li- 
bett got Detroit’s goal.
Wings had their undefeated 
, stretch broken by losing 2-1 to
Philadelphia Flyers. In the only 
other game Thursday night, 
Los Angeles Kings beat Atlanta
sito got two for the Bruins.
Jacques Lemaire continued 
his torrid scoring pace for Mon­
treal, counting his ninth and
Flames 3-1.
The 24-year-old Orr, 
league’s most valuable player
WHA ROUNDUP
10th goals in nine games as the
Canadiens romped over the
Blues.
Nordiques Hang On For Win
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ceman, missed action Thursday
Serge Aubry started .in goal 
for Quebec Les Nordiques
night because of calcium depos­
its in the left shoulder but he
The Kings won their third 
game in a row, the longest 
team winning streak in two
seasons, and the victory moved 
them into a tie for third place
Rookie Don Kozak, a 20-year-
old right winger who was the 
Kings’ No. 1 amateur draft 
pick, scored at 6:49 of the third || 
period to break a 1-1 tie. Bill 
Lesuk had counted earlier in
the first period to give the 
Kings a 1-0 lead but Atlanta 
tied the score when Bob Leiter
fired a goal. Ralph Backstrom 
got the other Los Angeles goal.
! Thursday night but the fiery 
nettninder never got a chance 
to finish the World. Hockey As­
said he will be ready for Que­
bec’s next game Sunday.
At Houston, the Nationals had
sociation game against Min­
nesota Fighting Saints.
a 3*2 lead in the second period
but the Aeros scored five
Aubry, given a minor penalty 
in the second period by referee 
Ray Thomas, argued the deci­
sion and was later given a mis­
conduct. Then towards the end
straight goals—four of them in
the second period and one in 
the final—to win the game and
end a two-game losing streak.
Ottawa got goals from Wayne
of the period when Minnesota 
scored, Aubry continued ar­
guing and was given a game
misconduct.
But despite Aubry’s ejectton 
from the game for his game 
misconduct, Les Nordiques held
on to defeat the Saints 5-4 be­
fore 5,980 fans.
games,
Aeros whipped Ottawa Nation­
als 7-3 and New York Raiders
beat New England Whalers 7-6.
After Aubry was thrown out
of the game, he was replaced 
by Richard Brodeur, a junior 
last season with Cornwall Roy-
Quebec Junior
BrodeurHockey League, 
allowed one goal in the third
Carleton, Steve King and Brian
Conacher while the Aeros were
paced by two-goal perform­
ances from Gordon Labossiere,
Murray Hall and Ted Taylor.
Larry Lund got the other Hous­
ton goal. Attendance was 8,166.
saw Norm Ferguson, Wayne 
Rivers and Mike Laughton
score third-period goals as the
Raiders rallied to edge the
BERNARD
MEN’S WEAR
Ready ‘to Wear” 
1474 St. Paul St.
period.
Les Nordiques took a 4-0 lead 
In the first period on goals by 
Francois Lacombe, Yves Ber­
geron, Andre Gaudette and Ken 
but the SaintsDesjardine, — — -------
fought back with three unan­
swered goals in the second pe­
riod, two by Wayne Connelly 
and one by George Konik.
The teams exchanged goals
in the final period, Michel Pa 
rizeau scoring for Les Nor­
diques and Mike Antonovich 
replying for Minnesota.
TREMBLAY OUT 
J.-C, Tremblay, the former













• 24 Hour Emergency Service
• 12 Month Budget Terms
Prompt, C ourteous Service
Parti Replacement Plan
Gulf Furnace and Financing
Gulf Econojet Water Heaters —
Lease $4.1 J per month.
CALL
762 - 2040
GULF Oil CANADA LTD
Results Thursday
Montreal 7 St. Louis 0
Chicago 6 Boston 3
Philadelphia 3 Detroit 1
Los Angeles 3 Atlanta 1
Game Today
■ Pittsburgh at California
NEW YORK (AP) — Mem­
bers of Oakland Athletics and 
Cincinnati Reds will share a 
record. $1,882,178.45 from the 
World Series, baseball commis­
sioner Bowie Kuhn’s office an­
nounced Thursday.
A spokesman also announced 
gross revenue from the seven­
game series of $3,954,542.99, the 
commissioner’s share of $593,- 
181.15, shares of $554,735.79 
each for the American and Na- i 
tional leagues and cuts of $554,- 
735.80 for each of the participat­
ing clubs.
The players’ share total was 
figured on four games, the 
others on seven games.
The amount for each indivi-
Als Give Rhome 
Five-Day Tryout
MONTREAL (CP) — Jerry 
Rhome, a backup quarterback 
for the Houston Oilers, Dallas 
Cowboys, Los Angeles Rams 
and Cleveland Browns during 
his seven-year National Foot­
ball League career, arrived 
here Thursday night for a five- 








HWY. 97 N., R.R. 2, 
KELOWNA, B.C. 
Ph. 765-5184 - 765-9425
NEWSMAN
BIG TOWN
New York city’s 1970 census 
recorded 7,895,563 people.
dual player is not yet known 
but it has been estimated that 
each Oakland player will re­
ceive $21,000 and each Cin­
cinnati player will get $15,000.
MAJOR MARKET WESTERN TELEVISION AND 
RADIO STATION REQUIRES NEWSMAN.
Emphasis on appearance and reading ability. Please 
submit resume, audio tape and recent photo in con­
fidence to New Director, Box A-996, The Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Salary commensurate with qualifications.
from BARR & ANDERSON
A New Era In Color TV




North America's Most Popular Color Television 
20" CBWMMOWR TELEVISION
A big family-size 20” Super-Screen 
cabinet in grained American Walnu 
Solid-State Super Video Range 
Tuner. Customized Tuning. Cabinet 
size: 16;%” H., 25%” W, 19J4” D. 
Dimensions exclude controls and 
antenna protrusions.
Model No, D4026 
oicture in a compact-size 




Spanish-Inspired Mediterranean styled console. Ornately 
detailed pilasters flank the front. Full base, castors. 
Genuine wood veneers and select hardwood solids, exclu­
sive of decorative front, sides and bnsc, with the look of 
fine distressing. Dark finished Oak veneers (D4518DE) or
Pecan veneers (D4518P). 
Titan 101 Chassis. Solid- 
State Super Video Range 
Tuner. Chromatic Tuning. 















day's home and apartment 
life styles, the contemporary 
designed j>ortable is in Rose­
wood color. Contixtl panel Is 
in sharply enntrnsting Black 
mid Rosewood color, Top 
carry handle. High-Perform­
ance Chassis, .Super Video. 
Range Tuner. Cabinet size:
IG'1*’ II, 21” W, IB’i” D,
549-95
Model D4030
Enjoy a big full rectangular 20” Super-Screen picture in a 
compact-size grained American Walnut color cabinet, Titan 101 
Chassis. Solid-State Super Video 
range Tuner. Chromatic Tuning,
Cabinet size: 16^” H, 25J4” W,. 
19%” D, Dimensions exclude con­
trols and antenna protrusions.
&
Model No. D4758
Mediterranean styled console. Full base, castors. Select hard­
woods frame simulated slate top, Genuine wood veneers and 
select hardwood solids, exclusive of decorative front and over 
lays, with the look of fine distressing. Dark finished Oak 
veneers (D4758DE) or Pecan veneers (D4758P). Solid- 
State Titan 200 Chassis, ■ _ __  __
Solid-State Super Gold Video fl Ji
G u a r d Tuner, Chromatic H fl H hLH WW Rk 
Tuning, Cabinet Size: 31" 11, H fl fllUL^W O 
42'i” w, 23%" n. . BwTr<
Beautifully crafted Modern styled 
lowboy console in genuine oil fin­
ished Walnut veneers and select 
hardwood solids. Cabinet features 
deluxe overhanging top. Titan 101 
Chassis. Solid-State Super Video 
Range Tuner. Chromatic Tuning, 
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THAT TIME FOLKS
Grtifc annual SPOOK RALLYEOUR 1
Rallye begins 9 p.m. Sat, Oct. 28. Registration up to 7:30 p.m. at Race & Rallye headquarters, corner of Bredin and Springfield Roads. Ph. 3-Z637
Other tire companies win races with tires lesigned for racing 
with tires designed foi everyday drivingPirelli wins
In the last year alone some 20 international rallies, including the world famous Monte Carlo of Monaco, were won 
by cars driving on Pirelli Cinturato radial tires.
These weren’t specially designed racing tires that only professional drivers can get their hands on. These were 
standard Pirelli Cinturato radials. ......
If Pirelli Cinturatos are good enough to withstand the ice, snow, ram, the unpaved roads and hairpin turns of 
some of the toughest road competition in the world, imagine how they’ll perform on the streets in your neighbor­
hood. The reason Pirelli radials handle so well is because of their unique radial ply construction. Which means 
they flatten but and grip the road like the treads of a tank. This enables them to handle better, comer sharper, and 
stop faster than just about any tire you can buy. Especially on wet roads; Maybe this is why many of the world’s 
finest automobiles come with Pirellis as original equipment. Pirelli Cinturatos ij i #r O n 1 ■ I VE
are available for just about every small imported car made. And they cost any- ‘ KAvt & KALL I E
where from around $26 to $49 depending on your tire size. So next time you’re 
in the market for new tires, stop by a Pirelli dealer and look into our Cinturato Af f ECCftDIEC
radials. After all, if they’re good enough for the world’s greatest drivers,
PIRELLI RADIAL TIRES *?&&&*shouldn’t they begood enough for you?
FIAT 128
See it in action in the SPOOK RALLYE - Saturday
Night, driven-by GLEN KELLY
“Twice Winner of Canadian Winter Rally”
“Largest Selling Small Car in Europe”
Best Quality for Price in Canada
For those drivers who appreciate tlic difference between the handling of a
front wheel drive and a conventional small sedan.
REID'S CORNER MOTORS
» ,
Hwy. 97 N. at Reid’s Comer
HAVE FUN AND ENJOY
YOURSELF AT THE 1st ANNUAL
SPOOK RALLYE








PART C PANTS & ORGANIZERS






TIRES TO FIT ALL CARS
Canadian, European, Japanese
ELECTRICAL AND CARBURATOR









♦o our entry a 
CAPRI V-6 
Driven by D. Grottolo
OUR PRIZE






l op Steel Belted Radial t ires 
Scmpcrit Radial Tires
$10 GIFT CERTIFICATE
to the Top Placed Datsun
KELOWNA MOTORS LTD











OF THE 1ST ANNUAL
SPOOK RALLYE
At our Porsche-f- Audi showroom we have more Important 
tilings to tell you about than how our cars look. That, you 
can see for yourself.
We’d rather show you how each one works. Because, 
Frankly, that’s what we’re most proud of.
Our Audi, for example, is a lot of car for the money. It 
has rack-and-pinion steering like a Ferrari. It gives just 
about the same headroom and legroom as a Rolls-Royce
Silver Shadow. And holds as much luggage as a Lincoln




Churchill's Fish 'n' Chips
Comer of Fandosy & West (2800 Block)
OPEN—Monday to Thursday and Saturday
11 a.m. ’til 9 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon to 9 p.m.
FEATURING: ENGLISH STYLE FISH & CHIPS,
CLAMS, BURGERS and CHICKEN
IMPORT AUTO REPAIR
Bredin and Springfield — Kelowna
ARE PLEASED TO AWARD
*25-00 WORTH OFFREE LABOR
On A Major Tune-Up To The
763-4596
FIRST PLACE, FIRST-TIME RALLYIST















TRUCKLOAD WINTER TIRE SALE ON NOW
WE CAN HAVE YOUR CAR TUNED-UP AND READY IN TIME
FOR THE RALLYE.
24-HOUR TOWING - 7 DAYS A WEEK
WEIL DEAL WITH ALL OF YOUR AUTO PROBLEMS
II <111 ill? 1 '111.11.il-ill III ,1! j i li liiSBliillilll! ■ < ? Ill;
;1« ^litas' <f *W.'1 n l:: i illlis' 11 S|: : 11?S
1111: W1 * ;<■ < |
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTHWill Televise Election Results CONTRACT BRIDGE
• there are' attractive distribu-By B. JAY BECKERas
vulnerable. The bidding 'has
been:
By George C. Thosteson. MJ).








Dear Dr. Thosteson: What Is 
a caruncle of the urethra?—R.
SECOND LARGEST
Canada is the world’s second 
largest country in land'size.
: Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: IT IS MORE NOBLE BY SILENCE 
TO AVOID AN INJURY THAN BY ARGUMENT IO OVER­
COME IT^-FRANCIS BEAUMONT
Dear Dr. Thosteson: When­
ever I go on a diet I have trou­
ble with my bowels not moving. 
What can I take to keep them 
regular?—Mrs. F.B.
THS Bl® FOOTPRINTS; 
WB WBRB HUNTING) 
FROM THS AIRI A 
TONASSff A WRECKED 
. THIS CAMPI
or announcements 24 hours be- 
■fore election day and; during 
cial-Sunday night. | election day. But factual news
The courts have ruled that reports are permitted.
a hurry, distracted.
Scorpio (Oct. 23*Nov. 21): 
People will not be easily rushed 
or persuaded. Let them reconsi­
der spontaneously. E x p 1 a i n
...... i tional features the require- 
You are ; South, .both sides I ments are of course reduced.
cipient 
33. By Jove! 
34. Presidential 
“nix”












YOU 9TAV NEW? I 
THAT SHIP, WITH
BOPAR
OTTAWA (CP) — The Cana- 
iian Radio-Television Commis­
sion is not planning to prevent 
he CTV Television. Network 
Ltd. from broadcasting results 
of a federal election poll Sun- 
' day, a commission spokesman 
said Thursday.
Hfe said the commission has 
been informed that the network 
intends to broadcast the poll re­


















: 24. “Emma” 
^novelist





the commission cannpt act 
censor, prohibiting certain ma­
terial from being screened, the 
spokesman said. But the com­
mission still had the right to 
take action ^er when tele-} Wcst S(juth
vision and radio stations sought * p-~. - 9
licence Renewals. ( *
Television and radio stations. What would you bid now with 
are prohibited from broad-. each of the following four 




















































Lft 72 V M3 <0952*0952
2. A 83 V K96 ♦ K74 * KQ984 
3. * 94 V Q852 ♦ KQJ6 * 753 
4. * 6 V Q974 ♦ AJ87 * KJ96
1. Two dubs. North’s takeout 
double is presumably based on 
at least the values for an 
opening bid. He may have 14 
points, possibly 20; there is no 
way of knowing at this stage 
how many he actually has. 
Since you are obligated to 
respond to the double, you can’t 
be held responsible for holding a 
poor, hand when you do respond. 
; With .identical holdings in the 
minor suits, and a poor hand to 
boot, you start at the bottom of 
the ladder in responding. If 
partner lacks club support he 
has room to bid diamonds at 
the two, level. But note that if 
you respond two diamonds, 
there would be no corresponding 
opportunity to locate a club fit 
without going into the three 
level.
2. Three clubs. You can’t bid 
two clubs with this hand as well
3. Two hearts. Here you lack 
the strength for a jump res­
ponse, but the values you do 
have are sufficient to suggest 
the possibility of game. It is 
therefore best to respond in 
hearts rather than diamonds, 
because partner is mbre likely 
to bid again over a major suit 
reply, than a minor suit reply. 
If he raises to three hearts, you 
should happily bid four.
4. Two spades. Game is ex­
tremely likely in one of your 
three suits, but you can’t tell 
which one. Instead of trying to 
guess by jumping to three of a 
suit, you should force North to 
choose the right spot by cue­
bidding the adverse suit.
Partner can’t possibly mis­
understand this call, for you 
would leave the double in if 
spades were actually your 
longest suit. Two spades is con­
sequently a strength-showing 
bid and must be asking North 
to select the trump. Whichever 





MONTREAL (CP) — Land­
lords who charge exorbitant 
rents or indiscriminately; evict 
tenants should pay fines of $500 
and up, says the Quebec Feder-
ation of Tenants Associations. 
The' federation has also asked a ' 
committee of the Quebec legis­
lature to allow prospective ten­
ants five days after signing, in 
which to cancel a lepse.
as the proceeding one and ex­
pect partner to know that this 
time you’re loaded. The usual 
way of showing strength oppo? 
site a double is by making a 
jump response. Generally, such 
a response designates 10 or 
more high-card points, but when
SURE FOOTING
LONDON (CP) — Chiropodist 
Harold Wildbore advises moth­
ers to send their children 
around in bare feet, especially 
on rainy days.. Writing in the 
publication Mother and Child, 
Wildbore contends that “feet 
must not be supported to be 
healthy and strong.” Too many 
shoes, he adds, are “danger­
ous.” One or two pairs at a time 
should suffice, as long as 
they’re worn only for formal oc­
casions.
You aren’t the only one won­
dering .about tins. Lots of die- ■> 
ters do—but they shouldn’t. ' I
The bowel is a very prag- 
matic organ. It does the work 
that needs to be done—which is 
to get rid of waste material 
from the intestinal tract when­
ever here’s enough to be worth 
getting rid of.
Now when you go on a diet, 
you eat less. That’s the purpose 
of a reducing diet, is it not? If 
you eat less, there’s less mate­
rial for the bowel to discharge, 
so it doesn’t happen as often.
You. say you want to remain 
"regular” and the chances are 
that you do remain regular—ex­
cept that "regular” doesn’t nec­
essarily mean a" often as be­
fore.
In other words, if you eat 
less, don't expect to have your 
bowel act as often. Missing a 
movement for a day or two 
doesn’t mean you are: in trouble 
or that you are “constipated.”
Of course, one thing you can 
do is to eat more fruit and .vege­
tables, particularly the low-calo-
can.
Or, finally, you can just ac­
cept the fact that if you are 
eating less, you don’t need as 
frequent movements; ”
I am quite aware that a lot of 
readers, who have been brought 
up to believe that a daily bowel 
movement is “necessary for 
health” will still have an unrea­
soning belief that, even on a 
diet, they ought to have just as 
much bowel activity regardless' 
of the reduced food input. But 
figure it out for yourself. Why 
should you?
QUEENIE By Phil Interiand!
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE- Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
6 LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample a « 
tiged for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
UMJJACGNN ANC’I NTVGIUACP BTO
GZJGHAGCYG; Al’N NTVGIUACP BTO 
HGVGVWGH.-TNYMH EGDMCI
‘‘Well, if you must know, my well-diversified portfolio 





HAD TO PUN MK6 MAP 






RUN NOUR LIFE,! 





A TONABBRA IN VIEW OF WHAT
WAS HERB AND. JHAPPENEP I'M GLAD 
WBMISSEDTtIV WB PIP1 0ODAR,STICK 
CLOSE TO THIS gHIPl 
I'LL TRAIL THS TONAi 
BERA AND SEB IPX,
I'LL, keep IN Y/.HB CAN'T DO THlSl X 
TOUCH WITH THOUflHT Y3U WSRB.
YOU BY > ’ (N CMARSB OP THIB 
RADIOl
mi,SHE'S CUTE, PRETTY. SHE 
WAS OUR HIGHSCHOOL BEAUTY
JUST ^UProsiNQ 
ICLEBOB" 






BACK HOME, COLOHEL STARR 
OWNS THE BANK. THEY LNE 
IN THE BIGGEST HOUSE IN 
TOWN ON TOP OF A HILL.
SO » 
WHAT?
I SORT OF GOT YOU INTO THIS 
MESS, 0MIHY. I SAID \DU SHOULD 
WEP THE4ZVAHD TIE CLOTHES, 
AUD I'M SORRY,
AMD NOW I'LL O KM GE 
THE NICKEL. INTO A
'—( QUARTufl




OPEN ALL THE 
TIMS I
rie vegetables. For reducing, 
cut down on high-calorie; low 
residue foods such as carbohy­
drates and fats, and substitute 
an equivalent amount of low- 
calorie vegetables which have a 
rather high residue- (cellulose; 
which you don’t absorb) but 
don’t add weight. (They are 
also valuable sources, of vitam­
ins and minerals.)'' '
Or, alternatively, you can get 
some artificial “bulk produc­
ers;”: such as agar preparations. 
An occasional (not daily) dose 
of milk of magnesia can induce 
slightly more frequent move­
ments without unduly irritating
It’s either a fold of skin or a 
tiny tumor, at the end of -the 
urethra in women—-the urethra 
being the tube from the urinary 
bladder to the outlet.
It can cause a deviation of the 
urinary stream as well as pain­
ful urination. A caruncle also 
tends to bleed readily.
The cause is not dear, but 
probably due to loosening of un­
derlying membranes. It is suc­
cessfully treated by. removing 
the caruncle surgically; Not' a 
difficult procedure.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Do you 
see any harm in using a depila­
tory to remove stray eyebrow 
hairs? I.don’t like to pluck-them 
because I’ve heard it increases 
growth, and anyway there are 
too. many stray hairs to do that; 
—L.G.K.
Depilatories are likely: to irri­
tate tender skin, ’ and there’s 
also, the risk of getting them in 
the eye, so I’d'say pluck. Pluck- 
ing does not? increase .growth. 
With either method,' the :hairs 
will ■ grow again. Have you con­
sidered having the hairs re­
moved permanently by an elec- 
trologist?
SATURDAY, OCT. 28
Aries (March 21-April 19): 
Your persuasive skills rise -to , 
the occasion late in the day; 
Almost anything is within your 
reach then.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Home affairs deserve extra at­
tention. Whatever you do to 
achieve harmony has desirable 
side1 effects.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Conservative, calculated • risks 
work out. Stay out of sight to 
exempt yourself from other peo-' 
pies’ whims.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Don’t waste energy on matters 
not to your immediate concern. 
Sticking near home base offers 
a new perspective on an old 
problem. ■ ■
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): End­
less discussions turn around is­
sues that have been settled; 
nothing to do but rehearse the 
experience until all are used to 
the state of affairs.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your 
plans interest so many people 
for so many reasons it may be 
better to have nothing to say 
about them.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Care 
and courtesy are the order of 
the day. Nearly everybody is in
nothing -without definite re­
quests from authority.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Travel is not feasible, apt to be 
complicated this weekend. 
?heck your arrangements and 
have an alternative course pre­
pared if you cannot skip the 
oumey.
1C. i'ncorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Be flexible, alert for a. chance 
to establish an elusive point.
: Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Anything you do will stir com­
ment, so be forthright and can- 
did.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Circumstances are on the brink 
of potential major change—be 
alert and ready to go with the 
times.
SIX MISSING A 
SUVA, Fiji (AP) — Six per­
sons were reported missing 
Monday. after Hurricane Bebe 
swept Funafuti Atoll in i the 
British Gilbert and Ellice 
Islands. The crew of a New 
Zealand Air Force plane, who 
survived the area, said Funa­
futi was “a scene of desola­
tion,” The inter-island ship 
Moanaraoi, which was an­
chored in Funafuti lagoon, re­
ported that a tidal wave swept 
over low-lying islets.
YOU BOUGHT OFP 
EVB WITH A HUNDRED 
GRAND.'/? I DON'T 





X NEVER DREAMED I’D BE I 
DATING GIGI. IWA USED 
HD BE ONE OF HER PAP'S 
TENANT FARMERS,
IIG MIGHT BLAB tT TO V BUT 11 IE CAR. 
THE NEWGPAreRG AND DANNY -—■ 
KICK ME OFFTHETGAM.I SOMETHlHffS 
RUIN MY CIIAHCCS ID GOT TO B[J 




THIS PACKAGE, YOUR 
GRACE. IT WAS .TO BE















Fall is nature's planting time for fruit trees! 
Choose from Simpsons-Sears great selection 
of healthy 2 year old trees. Trees that will
produce fruit that you 
to come.
STANDARD
Plum ...... Ea. 2.98
Cherry .... Ea. 2.98
Peach...... Ea. 2.98








’/3 O F F 
All Evergreens and Bulbs
Limited quantities of each
Garden Shop (71) Kelowna!
EVEN I-CYNIC 
THAT X AM-AtWIT 
TO BEING SOMEWHAT 
SURPRISED. BUT 
SHE'S A REALISTIC 
GIRL WHO KNOWS 




"X TOOK THE DUCHESS' 
money not pecausbx 
WANTED IT— BUT BECAUSE 
YOU MIGHT WANT - OR 
NEED IT. IT'S MY WEDDING 
PRPSENT AND X HOW 
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J
THE DAYS MAY BE GETTING COOLER, BUT THE COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS ARE STILL HOTI
PHONE 763-3228 FOR ASSISTANCE IN PLACING YOUR AD.
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Not- 
ice* tor this page most be received 
by 4:30 pm. day previous to publics- 
t on except 12 noon Saturday for,Moo- 
day publication
Phone 7S3SS 
WANT AD CASH RATES
, fo crtlon.
Three consecutive days, 
word .per Insertion.
Six consecutive days. 4e 
' per insertion.
MioicnaiD ctmrf# bueo on








> - Birth*. Engagement*. Marriage*, Se 
p*r word, minimum tlM.
Death Notice*, la Metncrtams. Cards 
cf Thank*. 5e per word, minimum *2^0.
'f paid prior to initial bUling.'’ a 10% 
dl»xwnt may b* deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ■
Applicable within circulation zone 
'i ?coly*•’■'
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication. . ,
One insertion *2.03 per. column inch.
Three consecutive insertions *1.96 
per column inch.
. six consecutive insertions *1.89 per 
column inch.
Bead your advertisement the first 
: day it appear*. We will not be res, 
ponsible for more t^an one incorrect 
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
sue charge for the use of a Courier 
box number; and 50c additional U 
nplies are to be mailed. /o .
Names and address of Boxholder* 
an held' confidential
6/ CARD OF THANKS .
I WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND A 
heartfelt thank you to the doctor* and 
hospital staff, especially Dr. Elli* and 
Dr. O*NeiL Miss ' Adams and Miss 
Berry for-,their devoted care of sny 
dear and beloved wife during her long 
Hines*. Also to express my sincere 
gratitude to each and- everyone .who 
by their many service* or thougbtfdl 
presence have shared this . time t of 
bereavement with me.
________ A. N. WINTHERS________74
8. COMING EVENTS
THE ANNUAL BAZAAR. HOME BAK- 
ing and Tea of the Ukrainian: Greek 
Orthodox Church will be held at the 
Women’s Institute HaU. 770 Lawrence 
Avenue; Saturday. October 23, 1-5 p.m.
- ___________________ »
THE KELOWNA OUTDOOR CLUB WILL 
be restarting for the faH and a hike fa 
the Gallagher Canyon' area is scheduled 
for this Sunday. If yon enjoy hiking or 
any form of outdoor activity contact 
Les* Falk at 763-5909. 74
REGISTRATION ONLY FOR 1st PACK 
Brownie* wiU take place on October 
31 at 3:30 p.m. in St.. Michael’* Anglican 
Church HalL For further information 
contact Mrs. Howe at 763-3194. ,76
RUMMAGE SALE ON SATURDAY. No­
vember 4th, 1972. 2 to 5 p.m. at the Uk­
rainian Orthodox Parish HaU, 1935 Bar­
lee Road. Kelowna. Telephone 763-2672.
73, 74, 75, 78. 79, 80
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 1«. APTS. FOR RENT
A* * condition of acceptance of a 




endeavor will bo made to for*
replies to , the advertiser ns 
as possible. we accept no Ha­
in respect of loss or damage
SALVATION ARMY HOME' LEAGUE 
wiU hold their Annual Tea and Handi­
craft and Bake sale Saturday, November 
4th. 1972 at the Citadel, 1480 Sutherland 
Avenue, 2 • 4 p.m. Tea- 40c. F»-80
BRIDGE LESSONS; LEARN BY PLAY- 
ing. For Information. telephone 762-7140. 
75
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
bllity .-  
alleged to arise tbrtiugh either fail­
ure or delay la forwarding such ' re­




Carrier boy delivery 65c per week.. 
Collected every two weeks.
v Motor Route 
12 months .. . . .............■ •
: 6 months ......................





every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Second Floor 
287 Bernard- Avenue, 
Telephone 763-4613.
. Sponsored by 
The Kelowna Bar Association 
F, tf




- Canada Outside B. C. 
-12months ............... : 








ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
planters and stonework. CaU Sebastian. 
762-7782. ' ti
SAVE ON THAT COSTLY PAINT JOB 
have your waUs washed by machine. No 
job too big. Free estimates. Phone 765-
9042. 78







Airmail and-Motor Route Subscription! 
payable in advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
1. BIRTHS
A JOYFUL OCCASIONI THE NEWS 
of your child’* birth is ■ welcomed ‘ by 
averyoaa. Friends snd neighbors want 
to hear the news, the . baby's name, 
weight, date of birth and other interest­
ing facts. A courteous ad-writer at The 
Kelowna Daily Courier will assist yon 
In writing a Birth Notice and the rate 
is as low as *2.50. Telephone 763-3228.
2. DEATH5
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 






1283 Bernard Avenue 
Kelowna 













GRAND PIANO WALKATHON HELD 
on October 14th, a great success. More 
detail after music teachers - receive 
all collections. - 74
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, 
call on 25 year’s experience. Daniel
Murphy. Telephone 763-4946, 77
THE SQUIRE
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMS AVAILABLE (DOWNTOWN), 
with or without kitchens. Weekly/winter 
rates. Sorry, no children or pete. Apply
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Inn Towner Motel. 762-2333. ti
TO VIEW CALL 
763-4855 or 765-6790
1760 ELLIS ST.
Now renting, spacious 1, 2 and 
3 bedroom suites. Ready for 
occupancy Dec. 1st. For in­
formation:
Phone 763-2029 or 763-2305 
tf
ROTH TOWERS
Enjoy quiet, luxurious living in 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete and steel apartment. De­
luxe suites, beautiful views.'
763-3641
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
fully, furnished, half block to down­
town Kelowna. Ladies only. Call even­
ings, 765-5276. ’ 79
18. ROOM AND BOARD
STUDENT RESIDENCE HAS 'ROOM 
and board for ladies. Abstainers prefer­
red; five minutes walk from Vocational 
School and CoUege. Telephone-763-6861. 
' 7 '  77
ROOM AND BOARD IN GOOD HOME. 
Available November 1; (100 per month.
Telephone 762-4971. 74
BOARD AND ROOM AVAILABLE AT
1346 Ethel Street. 79
tf
FRASEH MANOR. 1922 PANDOSY. ONE 
bedroom' suite. Immediate possession. 
Very cozy and roomy. Also two bed­
room deluxe suite available December 
L Mature adults preferred. Open for 
viewing, anytime. CaU manager. 762-
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man, close in. Telephone 763-4946. 74
20. WANTED TO RENT
TWO BEDROOM HOME. WITH BASE- 
ment or ’ garage, close to hospital, for 
reasonable rent' Telephone 763-4645 
after 4:00 p.m. 76
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
HOME IN THE COUNTRY!
This unique 4% acres of property is located Only-5 min. from Kelowna. Your own 
creek, lots of trees and just right for quiet country living. You will really like 
this one. Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
"BENCHLAND WITH 20 MILE VIEW"
17 acres between 2 already developed acreages in Peachland. ARDA water approved, 
on way to Brenda Mines. To view call Gordon Stuart 9-4295. MLS.
LEVEL VIEW LOTS
10 minutes from town. Only 5 lots remaining. These serviced building lots also 
have a fabulous view. Terms available. Call Bren Witt 94326 for information. MLS.
John Goertzen; George Trimble 2-0687; Art-MacKenzie 94264; Ernie Zeron 2-5232
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS FROM 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • » ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • Office Ph. 3-4144
0720. 76
CENTRAL LOCATION. THREE BED- 
room, ground floor suite In "Quadra 
Court" fourplex. Pandosy Street. Pos­
session November 1st. References please. 
3145 per month. Call Lupton Agencies
Ltd. 762-4400. 74
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments in West­
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through-FOR RENT WILL.CONSIDER LEASE.
or sell. Newer two bedroom home with)out. close to schools and shopping,No 
third finished bedroom in basement. Two I pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
children accepted. *170 per month. 17401 „ -r—
High Road. Telephone 762-7974. ' . 10NEi, SU^TE. *140 PER
tv F S vs month, all utilities included. Close’to 
-------  •■*... __L__:__ I— I Shops Capri. / No children, no pets. 
NEW SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM I Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
duplex, carpeted, tall basement Closet Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 La*.ence Avenue 
to school* on Highland Drive South. I or telephone 762-5134. .if
Bent 4185. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, ONE 
Telephone ,762-7779, : . if | bedroom, beautifully furnished ■ suite.
NF ART V NFW- twrff ; RFTVRnnxf 11^9 to wall carpet, linens, dishes, all 
utUit,es s“PPlied cxcePt telephone. Gar- 
’8® available. Telephone 769-4489. tf children .welcome, no pets; ■ Ocfcupancy I —__________ ___ __l___ _____ - ■
November 1st. *165 monthly includes THREE BEDROOM. FOURPLEX SUITE, 
water. Telephone 765-5360.tf I Rutland. Available November 1. View 
FOR q*T F — TWO unMFC—isss; property. Children accepted. Includes 
♦hr- mil k 0MESJ .NEW refrigerator, stove, water and garbage.
basem®Pt _bomes* *150 per month. Telephone 762-7705. tf 
*500 down and *180 per. month. Cheaper - ------- —----------------- - -------- ■-------   -
than rent. L. Kraft Construction. Pehch- TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO
land. 767-2403.
12. PERSONALS
JOHN JAMES SMITH, LEGAL FATHER 
of William' Smith, born January 12, 
1962, in Kelowna, B.C., and Patsy Lee 
Smith, born August 11, -1963, in Kelowna, 
B.C., this is your official notification 
that on Tuesday, November 21, 1972. 
at 10:00 a.m.: in the Provincial Court 
of British Columbia (Family Division), 
holden at 3645 Alexander Avenue, Sal. 
'mon Arm, British Columbia, we are 
making application for the permanent 
committal of your two above-named 
children .to the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare as children in need of. protec-
tlon. 75
771 wall* carpet, colored appliances, cable
AVAII ARTV NnvFMniew 1—television. Rent *150 per month, utilities
V, -UPS included. No small children, ho pets.
four bedroom house. 330 Merrifield 1 Telephone 764-4966. tf
Road. Refrigerator, stove and drapes.]-------- ---------- ________________________ __
*184 per. month. Telephone 762-0840 after AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1. FURN-
6:00 p.m. 761 ished two bedroom suite. Washer, dryer
TOMRAwnv awfa rtwTv tmm?and utUltles Included at *145 per month. LOMBARDY AREA, FAMILY HOME. children, no pets. Telephone 763-
Three bedrooms, two fireplaces, double 47M tf
plumbing, carpeting, drapes. Two extra   ——- ---------------- :________ : ■.
bedrooms in finished basement. *225. ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES.
Telephone 763-3611. 761 stove and refrigerator, carpeted. Inter-
t AKPvnmv " mrrrwTc "iinnt'anewwn com and cabIe TV. Located in Rutland. LAKpVIEW^ HEIGHTS,. FURNISHED children yvelcome. no pets. Telephone 
home, December 1 to March, 1973. Re- 76515078 or 765-6374 after 5 p.m. 79 
tired, couple, preferred. Reasonable rent  ------------ —------------- —----------- —±
to responsible tenants. Telephone 769-1 FRANKLYN MANOR — RUTLAND.
4214. 761 November 1st. Spacious' two . bedroom
762-3119 
M, W, Ftf
"CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C. 
Heart Foundation. Box 186. Kelowna will 
be greatly appreciated and gratefully
acknowledged.** «
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations, in memory 
of loved ones, to. further research in 
conquering cancer. Contact Box. 19, Ok­
anagan . Mission. Th, F. S.'itl
WANTED — UNATTACHED LADY 
under 65 years, non smoker, to share 
downtown house with retired. business­
man. Separate quarters. with; bath. AU 
answers confidential. Please' write to 
Box A1001, The Kelowna Daily Courier.
•____________________________ 75
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587. Kelowna, B.C,’Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, tn Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact-Al-Anon and Ala- 
Teen at 762-8615 or 765-6766. ' > tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically, approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further, information.' tele­
phone Helen Gray, 783-6512. tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM VEllSE:
A collection of aullablo ver«e* for ns* 
In fa Memorlams to on ..hand at The 
s Kelowna Dally Courier Office; In Mem- 
orlam* are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication. U you wish 
com* Io our Classified Counter and 
make-A selection or telephone, for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you fa the 
choice of an appropriate vers* and 
fa writing th* fa Memoriam. Tele­
phone 763-3228. ; M. W, F, tf
PEACHLAND AREA — WANTED - 
live in companion housekeeper -who 
likes dancing- and sports, siding, etc. 
Age 20-35. Box. C206, The Kelowna
Daily Courier. 79
SINCERE AND RESPECTABLE LADY 
wishes to meet, a gentleman, about- 45 
years old, for outings and companion'- 
ship. Reply to Box A999, The Kelowna
Dally Courier. .76
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1799 Hollywood Rd. 
tend) Rutland. Tolophong 765-6494. tf
6. CARD OF THANKS
WE WISH TO THANK CHRISTOPHER'S 
many frienda and associates for their 
help, kind expressions of sympathy and 
Beautiful floral tributes sent at the 
time of our aad loss.
— Mr. and Mrs. Bayne and Sandra 74
RENO BCAA SUN/FUN TOUR! BUSES 
leave’ Penticton November 11. 25 and 
December 2. Package (80. BCAA Travel 
Agency, 3J9 Martin Street, Pentlctom 
493-7016. M, Th, ' F, 8, tf
S.O.S.I SINGLE, OPTIMISTIC SWIN- 
gers Club. Lonely? — wish for com­
panion or. matrimony? — special action 
received. Write P.O. Box 823. Kelowna.
" ' F. «
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS:. WOULD 
the carrler'a' natpe and address' and 
the Courlei subscriber* please make 
sure they have a collection card with 
telephone number on It. It your carrier 
ha* hot left one with you, would you 
pleas* contact The Kelowna Dally 






6 p.m, to Midnight • 
CHINESE SMORGASBORD 
COLD CUTS AND SALADS
1.95
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITH IIEST1 
Children, borae*. p«t*. all welcome! 
Fourplex, eeven mile* from town In 
E»*t Kslown*. Available October tat. 
Three twdrooma. Ite batha. foil base­
ment. *163.00 per month. Close to 
schools and genera) atore. Telephone
7I4-4M4 alter « p.m. tt
IF YOU AKE LOOKING FOR A HOD
*rn two bedroom duplex, close tn
school*. church-.'* ami anu-ni
Ut», ple**e drh* ny 173 llmily Kima. 
Rutland. If you like It. telephone for 
tnfortnsllM and Inside viawing. Ot * or 
two school age children welcome, Ax a I
able November let, 763-4139. It





SUPERB — LAKEVIEW — from the covered sundeck of this 
| lovely 1336 sq. ft., deluxe 3 bedroom home — quality finishing 
and carpets — fireplace r- ensuite bath — close to school 
I and shops. Priced to sell at $33,900. Call Bud Dalley at 769- 
i 4875 evenings. MLS.
IMMACULATO, TWO BEDROOM. FULL ties*ShIFrogW^^^ -LOOKING FORSOMETHING
cSgfftatehed’rec. TSSn ClosTto Tele êJ&”'__________________ Z? DIFFERENT? - If you are-
schools, *185 per month. Okanagan Re- two bedroom, full basement tired of looking at standard
alty, 762-5544. 75 duplex with carport, on MorganJRoad. designs see this one; it’s dif-
AIUCHI ' Water included* $150 monthly. Posses-1| o
QUIET TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX! gfon November 1. Telephone 765-8810 I fGrout bedrooms, 2 floor
between^ Capri and downtown. Suitable after 4:oo p.m. 74 | to ceiling fireplaces, 2 bath-
for middle aged couple or quiet work- --------- ;----------- ----------——■—------—— An fmw cidnc
ing couple. Telephone 763-2898 week- RUTLAND. UNFURNISHED-ONE BED- rooms, SUnaeck on tqur Sides 
ends. 75 room suite. Private entrance, close to | With cement - patlO- below.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE ON STOCK- I F.BntasJiC lake and
well Avenue, available immediately. ne 765'8695 II city yet only 10 minutes from ,
Stove and refrigerator, carpet in living ”-69 (Winfield). 74 I downtown. Located in West
*wly ONE BEDROOM unfurnished Kelowna Estates and priced
Centennial Crescent. 75» suite. Stove, refrigerator and caruet. Re- | a, S32 900 EXCL
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT *lred couple or lady. Reasonable, rent. ’ ’
duplex, city location. Rent *180. Avail-1 ^PP1^ at Suite 101 - 1860 Pandosy • • _ „ _ _
ablp December 1.’ Telephone 763-4717,1 Street. tf I HEY! LOOK ME OVER —
Room 31. ■ tf I spacious one bedroom suite. I I’m a 3 bedroom well cared
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUT-| Available November 1st. Stove, refriger- | for family home With 2 fire- • 
land. Close to schools and shopping atpr, wall to wall carpet, cable TV. Pro- I places, sundeck, carport, etc. 
centre. (185 per month. Available Nov- *®”,onal couples preferred. Phone 763- 1 ,, fenced in tO nrotectember 1st. Telephone 765-7821. tf 76|l
THREE BEDROOM NORTH GLEN- MWELY TWO BEDROOM APART- gJaSS^seS
more home with basement. Available ««?•;•fourplex .located .in Rutland. my riM,..grMn grass,MOTes,-. 
immediately. *180 per month. Telephone WaU_ to wall carpet and balcony. Jrn- flowers,- shrubs and trees 
763-5686 or 763-2409. tf mediate occupancy. Telephone 765-8529. I complement my yard. Best Of
available' nov. 1st. three bed- ————r———:—'■—I aH I’m not expensive, only 
room- house on Deli Road. Rutland, one bedroom basement surra. I $24;500 with easy payments 
Fuir basement, carport. No pets. *1751 close to downtown Kelowna. Cable tele- I of ci 54 including taxes Won’t per month. Telephone: 762-0718. tf v,slon- stove> refrigerator and heat sup- I 01 im-iuaing Taxes,, vvun v 
JI-—: : ---- plied. *100. Telephone 763-2884 or 765- you come and see me. .Give
two bedroom full basement 19355, 1 tf[| my friend, Frank Ashmead a
Rut!andr*i40C?CT,fmonlthy<avStebi?ONo-1 modern, three bedroom, call today at 765-6702 even- 
vember, 1st. Telephone 763-5511. tf fourplex family-unit. Clean quiet, reas- ings. MLS.
—>------ ---------------- -------------- —-——-------- I onably priced. Available November -1st. I ° .
TWO BEDROOM -HOUSE NEAR HOS-1 Telephone 765-7814 afternoons ■ or even- I
pltal. Immediate possession. Adults ings. 75 H j
only. *160 per month, (No pets.) Tele- ..I TIGE AREA and- VIEW —■
____ —__ ____________ t{ howkeeS X Teviston: wen appointed living . and 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO Close to Vocational School and shopping | dining rooms. Dream kitchen 
bedroom fourplex in Westbank. One [centre. Telephone 762-3567. tf I and eating area with utility
I SSldren'welcomedTetephoM0?^!!®?.11 ti | EURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- Off. 4 bedrooms - fully de- 
--------------------------------- - ------------------------- room - units by week or month. Cable I veloped on 2 floors. French AVAILABLE-- IMMEDIATELY. NEW television. No children. No pets, Beacon f Entire tn nvniiiqitp rnvArnA
1 two bedroom full basement duplex. Shag Beach Motel, 762-4225. tf aoors to exquisite covered
, carpeting. *150 per month. Telephone _ -------777777^7777-------77777777 I deck. Prime City location,
765-7084. tf ROY,AL„ apartments, spacious Call Bill Campbell at 763-—------- -------------- ---------------------------------- one bedroom suite, quiet street, mature I „777 77r 7.
; TWO .BEDROOM COTTAGES STOyE, adults, no pets,543 RowcUffo Avenue, 6302. MLS, 
' refrigerator and water supplied. No chil-1 762-6612. till
dren. Good references required. No - „n,tcc, | MOTHER-IN-LAW SUITE — 
I ^.Ke"^^^phone 765^... “ keeping unurao^ ti^.boppin^Md ln this large.3 bedroom home
: THREE BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL- Vocational School. Golden Sands Resort, I makes it the best buy in Glcn-
I 4M,e !mmed^i. Vlcr!"ltyn8^011* c,pfl-133i8 Wfltt Rw<t TelePbOfl® 762'5272- »II more. Call Bob Clements at. 
1 anytime"weekend*. “W ®'W P « FULLY FURNISHED. UNITS WITH I 7644726 evenings. MLS,
: AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st — TWO portatlon and shopping. Cinnamon’s | THE BEST BARGAIN IN
i bedroom home, south end, dose to I Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf | r»inJvTVUr cnaniAi,o -iorar ahopplng. No pet*. Telephone 762-3518 ' LAKE VIEW — bpaclOUS 13W
I s-7 p.m. 79 ®herwood manor, corner of el. | sq. ft 2 bedroom home on a
. ------- --------------------------------------------------------Ills and Rosemead Avenue, one and two I J" m
FIVE YEAR OLD HOME IN RUT- bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet. J4 acre lot, 1A Datns, floor 
land, Three bedrooms, available Novern-1 adults only, Telephone 762-0861. tt | to ceiling fireplace, Sliding 
‘ dren’wcicome0; no pSteT 7<B'”75’ Ch76 RESPONS1BLE BUSINESS GIRL TO g.lnSS J,1001X‘S, Patl°» WC11
"T1 welcome’ ”°,;yta’---------- :------ 2: share a furnished apartment-downtown, planned bright kitchen, double
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME, Available October 15. 785 Lawrence | enclosed carport only $25 300 
teVndabM75m«redm^h ‘retephon”. w Ave"_________- Owner will take city home
5039 * Telephone 7«« SUTJIEIU,AND spactous jn trade. Call Dave Delnstadt
—---------------------- -------------------------------- one bedroom suite. Laundry, carpet and I nno Ml c
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT, cablevlslon. Adults only, 500 Sutherland | al ‘Ud-GUJi evenings. 1V1L*.
RUTLAND LOTS — 3 excel­
lent building lots corner of 
Klassen and Rutland Rds. — 
Corner lot large enough for 
duplex — Buy one or three. 
Contact Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
HEAP O’ LIVING PLUS IN­
COME — in this lovely 2 bed­
room, w/w carpeted duplex. 
Some of the many features 
are comfy kitchen, 2 fire­
places, large rec room in 
each side. Call Fred Kyle at 
5-8804 evenings. MLS.
location — % block off Ber­
nard Ave., parking close —
stations and 8 dryers. Low 
down payment and vendor 
will carry balance. Call 
Gordon Marwick at 769-4662 
evenings. MLS. '
STARTER OR RETIRE­
MENT HOME — lovely well 
kept 3 bedroom home — 
laun&ry room and well built 
cooler on main floor — part 
basement — this home is sit­
uated on a beautifully land­
scaped lot with large shade 
trees, garden area and 
priced to sell at $18,500. Bring 
us your offer. EXCLUSIVE.
BUILDING LOT— Good lot, 
close to schools and shopping. 
Domestic water and gas. Full 
price $3,100. For more infor­
mation call Wilf Rutherford 
at 763-5343 evenings. MLS.
JUST LISTED—GLENMORE 
VIEW HOME—Beautiful 4 
bedroom, large family home 
on a quiet st., built-in range 
and eating area in the spac­
ious, private kitchen. 1’A 
baths up, 2 fireplaces, sun­
deck and patio, large rec 
room, all just decorated. 
Owner moving, must sell. 
Yours for $32,000, present fi­
nancing very good. Call 
Dave Delnstadt at 763-4804 
evenings, MLS.
Th, F, 80
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15, TWO BED- 
room duplex with full batement and' 
carport in Spring Valley autxUvhlon, 
Rutland. (IM per month. No pet*. Tele- 
phone 763 5;137.H
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. 
available immediately. On* and a
half b*th,. aundech 
bank. IHo per in
tv Ml M 






243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
WINFIELD — NEW.3 BDRM. HOME. 1232 sq. ft., double 
fireplace, large fitireglasscd sundeck, carport, top quality 
carpet throughout; air conditioner; roughed-in for bsmt, 
suite with separate entrance; ensuite bath. Large mtge. 
All tins for total price of $26,800.00. Please call Ralph 
Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
1.58 ACRE VIEW PROPERTY in Winfield on paved road, 
with firs and pine trees, plus expansive view of Wood Lake 
and valley. Price only $7,500.00 and terms available. Please 
call Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. 
MLS.
WINFIELD — COMMERCIAL LOT beside post office, tills 
could be ideal location for small business with living 
quarters attached. Price only $5,000.00. Please call Ralph 
Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS;
HANDYMAN SPECIAL — Drive past 967 Wilson Ave. then 
call Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. 
This property must be sold to.settle estate. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION —New 3 bdrm, home in Lake­
view Hts. Treed lot, sunken living room; quality flooring 
throughout; 2 fireplaces, full bsmt, with sliding doors onto 
patio. Be sure to view. Phone Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 
Marvin Dick 765-6477 or 762-4919., MLS.
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS! View lot overlooking the 
whole valley, on Toovey Rd. For details call Mrs. Crossen 
762-2324 or Marvin Dick 765-6477 or 762-4919. MLS.
MAKE $$$s on this cozy 2 bedroom home, locatedion large 
view lot in Westbank. Call Eva Gay 768-5989 — 762-4919. 
MLS.
EXCELLENT VALUE AT $27,500 and in Lakeview Heights 
— 2 bedrooms up and one down, 2 fireplaces, pretty kit­
chen, sliding doors to large covered patio overlooking lake. 
Please ask for Eva Gay 768-5989 — 762-4919. EXCL.
VIEW HOME, WESTBANK -r.% mile off Hwy 97S. Large, 
near new family home — with 5 brs., triple plumbing, 2 
fireplaces. Excellent design, fine construction. Includes 
luxury workshop with overhead doors, might be studio, 







Over 1100 sq. ft.
(4) W.W. throughout
(5) Large lot in quiet area
AU this for full price of $24,500. $6,500 down can make this 
all yours. Home under construction so pick your own rug 
colors. For further details phone Larry Schlosser at 
762-88X8 evenings or weekends. MLS.
SOUTH-SIDE — 6J4% MORTGAGE
Beautiful 5 bedroom family home in nice residential 
area close to beach, park and downtown. Very attractive 
brick front on this desirable two storey home. Large Uv- 
ing room with fireplace. Family sized kitchen with large 
eating area. 3 sets of plumbing, double paved driveway 
and cdrport make this an exceptional buy at $33,500. For 
details please cal! Eric Hughes at the office or weekends 1 
and evenings please caU 768-5953. MLS. ,
REDUCED PRICE — NEW 4 BEDROOM
Spacious bungalow1 in CaramiUo Heights must sell and 
contractor has reduced the price for a quick sale. Com­
pletely finished up and down. 2 fireplaces. 2>4 bathrooms. 
Large den rumpus room and rec. room. Terms available. 
Many extras. See this one. and compare. Call T. H. Dale 
762-5038 or 763-7582 evenings.
IT’S DIFFERENT!
Three bedroom executive home set among pine trees In 
exclusive new sub-division of CaramiUo Hts. Large living 
room with stone fireplace, dining room with sliding doors 
to deck, kitchen hds plenty of eating area, master bed­
room Is ensuite with shower. With double carport and 
stone front and many other extras this won’t last at $37,000 
so see it today by calling Ray Ashton 762-5038 or evenings 
and weekends 769-4418. MLS. ’
Located In Rutland, suitable for pen-1 Avenue. tf
Telephone b"lh' 0NE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS
**!.>pl!<>!1,!„ ... ........... :------------—2 Kitchens, children and pets welcome,
TWO BEDROOM SPACIOUS DUPLEX very low rates, weekly or monthly, 
with carport and full basement. Killer-1 Telephone now 769-45)1. tf
hey \ Road. *150 per month. Telephone] *nienneitme Kin-rr? iw u-nun 765-9190 after 5:00 p.m. M. W. F, tf JW° nEB«OOM SUITE JN FOUR-
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUTLAND *125 per month. Telephone 765-5506 after 
available Immediately. Stove supplied. s:00 p.m. 77
Telephone 765-9259. II ----- ------------------------------- --------—-------------
-r- -"—777777777—7,77777 771 SELF CONTAINED SUITE IN PRIVATE 
piR®,E BEDROOM DUPLEX, IW home near park. Quiet couple pre- 
baths, - (155 per month. Telephone 765-1 (erred. Small, well behaved pet accept- 
6693,” able. (75 plus utilities. 762-3941. 70
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEXl FULL one BEDROOM APARTMENT EN- 
tenement and carport. No pet*. Tele- VU1 te. Suitable for two itudenta sharing 
phone 765-8815.tf or couple. Completely furnished, utllltlo*
COUNTRY SETTING — this attractive family home is lo­
cated 1 mile from the city limits on over 1 acre of land and 
has all the modern features, such ns n family room, fire­
place, ensuite plumbing, built-in oven and rapge, sliding 
doors to patio, carport, large 2 car garage — treed yard all 
for the low price of $28,500. Call Frank Hauk at 762-4562 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
j SMALL HOLDING — Beautifully treed 7.7 acre parcel for 
only $10,000. Located on west side of lake only 3 miles from 
downtown Westbank. Call Terri Mcckling nt 763-6657 even*
THREE BEDROOM HOME IN CAPRI ,1|PP|>ed* Telephone 763-4740 evening*. 75 I ing8. MLS.
area. *130 per month. Available Immed-1 DELUXE ONE BEDROOM SUITE I .
lately. Telephone 763-M63. 761 available November 1st. *135 per month. I DEVELOPMENT OR HOLDING ACREAGE — 21.88 RCl'CS Of
Larry Schlosser . 762-8818 Ted Dale .....,’763-7582
Eric Hughes .... 768-5953 Ray Ashton ...... 7694418
No toll on above numbers
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 762-5038
(Il view, In WmI- 
(I Telephone 763- 
tr
M IEII l»t. TWO 
modelled houa* in
1 ull bate nent. garage. No
pete. 4200 per month. Telephone 742
0711. if
THREE BEDROOM. BASEMENT 
home with reo room. Two yesu old. 
*325 per month. Require tint end leal 
month'* rent In edvenre. Av*ll«t>lo 
October 30. Lower rental tn party agree­
able Io lease. To view. 740 Ace Road. 
Rutland. _ 1 '*
AVMljBLE IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
suite* In new fourplex In Rutland, 
Featuring Ite bath), two beilronma. 
large thing room, nil catprted. Vloie 
Io achoola and abopping. IhDdrrn wrl 
•Hat. Telephone 7*3 (111*. U
»REE~RENT FOR*ONE WEEK. Al Mt 
able Immediately, ttpanhh alyl* Imir- 
Hex in Rutland. Two bedroomt. Ite 
natha. aha* carpel. N'n dog* pleat*. 
Reterence* required. Ttl«ph<m* 71>*l(t
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex with carport, in Rutland, avail­
able Nov. 1. Water, garbage, drapes 
Included, lido. Near bua, atore. school,
Telephone 763 5873. tf
TWO BEDHOOM DUPLEX i CARPET- 
cd throughout, full bk>rmrnt and car- 
|*ort. Near *hopplns centra In itutland, 
Immediate nccupanry, No pel». Tele­
phone 7i>l*713. , tt
M.BI.Y DEIOIIMI.D. IMO IM'.D 
ro«>m duplex. Three block* in Poti 
Ollice. Heel tic r«nee, *<• heat Im. 
mediate poxxrmon, No pelt. Apply al 
1017 fuller Atcr.ut, |l
IMMT.DIA1E POSSFbMON, TWO BED- 
room olih fireplace *l*A prr month. 
Hall bio. k fr.uo N,.t|h l.lcnnu-i* K<ho«.l. 
Tall Ken Mitchell 7sl lllii or ttenlnat,
two bedroom house. r"'>j*ANE 
r»»<». gttb*g* bvrnwr. oil better. Ger- 
age. rooter and work»hnp. C lot* to 
Inghw*), Hutleiul »o.t Kelowna Ai>t>h 
***** «sw*»t to ptwrurwl and rHcntee. 
Telephone 7*3 ffll 74
TWO, TWO RKVROOM FOUR- 
Hex ««ui In ReUawt Mall in wall
743W41 K
ATiRAmvr. iiuiirr rfdroom du- 
pl»«. full lia.rtnrnl, r-n llHhlaml Drtva 
S.-ulb, < l.wu fa »< S.-Ub At-.teinrr., no
t«-r l,t. Trlrftbon* if
Ton HINT IN nvn.lND, 1IUU.F. 
heitiiw-m ituHc* **(*•» r»rr«ri
ftert 111* |-tf r-.’.rc.lh. p,l, 
Telrrtb-n* 7M 3?n
three bedroom HOUSE in RUT-1 Ad,“K? onl^,. J1S!'' sboPP®ra vlllaK"; I gently sloping view properly all for $57,000,00 witli $26,000 
land, partiaiy famished. (155 per month J ____down or make an offer. Call Ken at 762-0063 evenings. MLS.
Telephone 765 6138. 7*| AVAILABLE ONLY TO MATURE II
' ' working girl, completely famhhed one I TOREE SMALL ACREAGES -2-5 acre lots — 1-6 acre
Telephone*7M-24W Nonets lot. Reasonably priced. Ideal subdivision. At present in young
orchard. Invest for the future. Contact Andy Runzer at 764- 
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED I j/vw Mr«rrMTHAI riTV I deluxe »ull* available. No children or WZ/ evenings. MEM.
CtNIKAL Cl IY --------- Ilan.y Maddock# 5-6218 George Phlllipson 2-7074
AAA MOD I pieteiy furnished, no children, no pet*. I Blanche Wannop 2-4083IVlnlYVlX I Telephone 764-4221. il l
1980 PANDOSY ST. I continental manor. 533 now" I RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES — Darryl Buff ■— 704-75.6
. .... . . « . . I clifte Avenue. One and two bedroom I , 1 miq
Available, 1 and 2 bedroom deluxe suites. Telephone 763-2293, tt I Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 7o2-3/13 
suites. Range, refrigerator, ca- one bedroom duplex, excel- I „ n
II 'TV 4 ’ ’ II «, ’( « I Isnl location, utilities supplied, adults I Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155ble IV, drapes in all suites. <mly. Telephone 763-6168. tf I 11
No pets or children. Mature IsEfjFncoS^^ —---------------- ----------------- --- ■-........ ............... . ................... ........—
-irlnlic I furnished suite. Utilities paid, no chll-  ----------- —------------ —————--------- - —:--------------- -------------- —-——-------------------- —
•UlUUS. dren or pels. Telephone 76MM9, tt r'ADrYrkl ADADTAACMTC
— i । rq *-» one bi.droom miiYe near Mirr.R uAKUtN Ar AK I l\Atlx I O
Telephone 763-5147 Oliver, b.c.
M. W. F. tfLn nEDitooM "bam Mt st'Min, ' CENTRAL MORTGAGE AND HOUSING CORPORATION 
......—--------------------- —- ------------------ m Lakeview Heights, did’per ‘month’ SEALED TENDERS, plainly marked as to content and addressed 
Telephone 7Mc« 77 to K. B. Ganoiig — Manager, Central Mortgage and Housing
PARKWOOD TERRACE! n.'_ ROOMS FOR-RENT ' Kt lW'£r »»
FUitNisiiF-b iioust KEEPiNG iiooMg purchase of CJatiicn Apartments, Ixits 4, 0, 10, District I»ot 2450 
Spacious 2 br. garden apt*. Io- by day.-eek w month. »ve,)ihing .up „s„ pia J5M2 s,b.y.D. Kettle River Asacssment District, 
cated just off lakeshore and city I „Hna uirhw.y »7 south leiephone Oliver, B.C. Forms of tender required enn be obtained by pros-
limits. Inc. range refrig., air 7M_ J'. _ 71 hecUve bidders from cither Central Mortgage and Housing
;*m* w I lioht fi6i*Lhi:E>’iN«" room "for CoijKHatloti, West 12th Avenue, Vancouver 9, B.C. or Central
cinaiUoncr, camo *v, . |re,ji^n t<~n ^Crntiem.n i-retetredjMottgnge and Housing Conxnation. Suite 202, Capri Office Tower,
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland, Phone 765-7704
COUNTRY LIVING. 1480, sq. fl. home on Wallace Road 
In Rutland. Two fireplaces, two bathrooms, three huge 
bedroomp, and lovely carpeted living roorh and dining 
room. Includes n big sundeck and carport, also rec. room. 
Clear title property and only 2 years old. Priced at 
g.950.00. To view call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704.
TWO AND % ACRES plus 3 bedroom home near South- 
gate Shopping area. Perfect for privacy and security. An 
Initial investment of $8,000.00 buys you this holding. 
Balance can be made nt comfortable 8% interest. To sec 
this Investment property phone Midvallcy Realty 
Ltd., 765-7704. Full price >26,000.00. MLS.
HONEY OF A HOME IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, Just 3 
years old with beautiful landscaping. Huge, rustic finish 
rec room. Two large bedrooms. Tills home is priced to 
move at $22,000.00. To view call Midvallcy Realty Ltd,, 
765-7701 MIS.
WAL1.ACE ROAD, RUTLAND. This home has lovely 
double fireplace, tour bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Deep shag 
carpets. I^irgc luxurious rec room. Large carpet covered 
sundeck, nice size carport, 1176 sq. ft. In nil, Just $3,000,00 
down. Total Investment In this landscaped home Is 
>27,000.00. Why not phone Mldvnllcy Realty 765-7701. MIA,
f-'topt Capri, Kelowna, B.C. The highest or any tender not neeer.- 
/imlv accepted. Any and all enquiries regarding the piojcrt pn
Al. Horning____  765-5090
Otto Graf .....  765-5513
Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558
Richard Gentillc 765-7955
Bill Buhkrtt . 764-4212
GohViii D.ivin .. 705-7436
Sain Pcmspn . . 762-7607
be addressed to either of the preceding addresses.it
<*ip*t,ns. *m*ll 
«om*.
763-4438 I hihim, Imv IU NT IIY
-I th* mAnih h«r gAMkmen, Im*






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE






WR -ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
1480 SQ. FT. — SOUTH END — ONLY $21,800 
. This lovely spacious 3 bdrm, stucco home is in an ideal, 
location near Raymer school and Southgate shopping 
centre. All large rooms, open fireplace, gross taxes only 
$&8. To view this new Bating call Harry Rist at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 764*7221. MLS.
“RUTLAND”
Comfortable, 2 bdrm, home on large lot. Kitchen with 
eating area, elec. heat. Close to everything. Asking price 
$15,500. For further details call Phil Robinson at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 763-2758. MLS.
THIS HOME MUST BE SOLD!
Owner moving to Manitoba. Make an offer on this very 
attractive, .2 bdrm, stucco home with carport. (1 bdrm, 
in basement) i This home is situated in a very quiet area. 
The yard is fenced and landscaped. You will enjoy the 
family-sized kitchen. Asking $20,500. Call Mel Russell at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 7694409. MLS.
DOWNTOWN BUSINESS BLOCK
Located in the heart of Kelowna. Good leases. First class 
location insuring good Investment. $45,000 downpayment 
will handle. Call Ed Scholl for more information at 
146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719. EXCL.
‘LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS — EXCLUSIVE!” 
We have an EXCLUSIVE Listing on this BRAND NEW 
DUPLEX. 2 bdrms., dining room, kitchen with eating 
area. Glass sliding doors to a covered sundeck over the 
carport. There is a full basement, all partitioned, and 
extra entrance from carport. Located on Hudson Road, 
and the full price is $36,900. MUST BE SEEN! Please call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. DON’T 
DELAY — This Duplex is priced to sell FAST.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Oct. 28th
1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
1410 Kelglen Crescent
MUST BE SOLD.
1,600 sq. ft. of gracious living. 
Olive Ross in attendance.
LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
543 BERNARD AVE.
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY




A. must to see. 3 bedrooms. Carpeted living room with 
fireplace upstairs and down. Family eating area in 
kitchen. Full bathroom upstairs, roughed-in bath down 
in full basement. Covered deck and carport. List price 
$25,300 with maximum first mortgage to qualified pur­
chaser. Plan to come Saturday and we’ll discuss ways 
and means to get you into a home of your own. Jim 
Millar in attendance. Exclusive.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue Phone 762-5200
J. J. Millar ...........  3-5051 D. Affleck ...
N. Russell..............  94491 C. A. Penson








Tills elegant home was pre­
viously by appointment only, 
however, owners have agreed 
to an open house. Everyone 
dreams of living in a home 
like this. 5 bdrms., 2 fire­
places, sundeck; 2V4 bthrms., 
cedar finished family rm. 
Secluded back yard, % acre 
lot. Lakeview Heights, turn a 
sharp left off Hwy. 97 South 
onto Hayman Rd., then turn 
left on Keefe. In attendance 
Abi-Gail Young 763-7900 or 
7644201. NRS.
BEST BUY YET - Doll 
House, 2 bdrm,, plus 2 in 
basement. Quality built, 
choice carpet throughout. 
Owner transferred MUST 
SELL. Elaine Johnson 763- 
7000, eve. 765-8352. NRS.
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY 
Rio Terract Hts,—2 floors of 
gracious living, deluxe car­
pets throughout, wired for 
stereo, covered sundeck, 
family rm., din. rm., F.P. 
Total area 1680 sq. ft. Drive 
past Caramillo Hts. on Clif­
ton Rd., right on Rio Rd., 
and left on Rialto. Phone • 
Eric Friesen 763-7900 or 762- 




SATURDAY 24 P.M. 
Drop in and see this enchant­
ing family home. Mary Cul­
len attending. Turn off Hwy. 




536 Bernard Avc. Phone 763-7900
GEORGE'S BEST BUY
OF THE WEEK
COUNTRY HOME—Double lot. 3 BRs, 
large LR, kitchen with dining area. 
3 pee. bath. Close to schools. Extra lot 
can be sub-divided off the existing 
pro|)crt,v. Asking price with terms $18,- 
500, Excl, Call George Silvester 2- 
3510 eves or 2-5544 days.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT - On creekside home reduced 
for Immediate sale. Little doll house with 2 BRs, 
220 wiring, W/D hook-up. Oodles of kitchen cupboards. 
Lovely yard with fruit trees and garden area. Only $12,- 
400. Balance on easy terms. For more information call 
Betty Elian 94397 eves or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
CLOSE TO SHOPPING - Excellent older home for the 
retired couple or suitable for a sinnll family. This beau­
tifully landscaped home with maiiy shade trees Is in 
immaculate condition, Just I’i blocks from supermarket, 
Full pi ice only $19,500 with Sfi.OOo down. Call IJoyd 
Bloomfield 2-.W9 eves or 2-5544 days, MUS,
Okanagan Realty
Ml Bernard Ave. LTD.
FIRST CLASS CONSTRUCTION — CLOSE TO BEACH
Built by the owner, this beautiful 3 bedroom home is com­
pletely finished inside and out, up and* down. Check these 
features, 2 large stone fireplaces, aluminum siding all 
'; around, huge sundeck, double insulation, 2 full baths, large
rec. room, and sauna bath. Possible suite in basement. 
Owner will consider $10,000.09 down and/or will take an 
older .Kelowna.home in trade.
HIGHLAND DRIVE NORTH
Fully serviced city lot, underground wiring, cablevision, 
close to schools and parks, good terms available. $8,500.00,
BUY NOW AND BE YOUR OWN DECORATOR
Under-construction, lovely 3 bedroom, full basement with, 
carport and sundeck, close-to golf course, you can pick 
your own carpet colors, walls and fixtures if you buy now. 




364 BERNARD AVE. V 






George Martin ... 763-7766 
Darrol Tarves —— 763-2488 
Carl Briese ----- 763-2257
THIS HOME WAS BUILT FOR YOU
2 large bedrooms and comfortable living room. Family 
size kitchen complete with Crestwood cabinets. Full base­
ment with partitions in for extra bedrooms and rumpus 
room. Shag carpets, sundeck and carport. Located in 
quiet subdivision on Vista Road in Rutland. Priced to 
sell at $23,900. Must be seen to be appreciated.
LOTS OF LOTS
View lots, fully serviced. Overlooking Rutland, Kelowna 
and Okanagan Lake. Priced from $3,250.00.
369 BURNE AVE.
Older 3 bedroom home located within walking distance of 
town. Beautiful hardwood floors give this home a touch 
of tradition. Fireplace. A yard designed for privacy. 
Patio, Full price $21,000.
McKinnon realty ltd
To view call office 765-7741 Residence 765-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
77
BUY DIRECT FROM BUILDER
Available and ready for occupancy, this beautiful 3 
bedroom home in Hollywood Heights. Only $4,000 down 
to very attractive 8%% first mortgage.
ENNS & QUIRING CONST. LTD
763-5578 or 763-5577 ,
76
.....24544... .
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Ruth Young 34757. John Drledger 2 8939.














SAT., 1-4 p.m., SUN., 1-4 p.m.
Best home values In quiet, close-in Glenmore area. Fea­
turing shag carpet in 3 BR, LR, DR, hall. Double fire­
place, built-in china cabinet, carport and many more 
features too numerous to mention.
SEE FOR YOURSELF AND COMPARE!
KELOWNA SELECT HOMES LTD
765-5791 — 765-6874
F, S, 75
WANTED!! In Rast Kelowna—one family that appreciates 
the quiet comforts of country living!! Must be able to 
utilize 3 bedrooms with waif to wall carpeting, 2 bath­
rooms, an Irshnpc dining room, a comfortable living 
room with brick fireplace and a modern step saving 
kitchen with custom built cabinets. Other features Jncluds* 
a huge covered sundeck, a full basement with fireplace 
and a .42 acre lot. Anyone knowing the whereabout of this 







1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
LAKESHORE HOME — VACANT, beautifully kept 3 
bdrm., full basement home with stone fireplace, 2 bath­
rooms, sundeck anti a lovely beach! Excellent buy at 
, ONLY $49,500 (MLS). To view, please call Olivia Worsfold 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
“GLENMORE SPECIAL’’ — ONLY $23,950 — 3 bdrms., on 
main floor, excellent family home in City with full bsmt, 
partly finished. 2 fireplaces, sundeck and a VIEW! (MLS). 
Please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
DUPLEX SITU — $5,500.00 — br for a little more money 
the vendor adds more land for a four-plex site. Please caU 
Luella Currie at 2-5030, or 8-5628. MLS.
6 SUITE APT. BLOCK — Never a Vacancy!!! In excellent 
condition, situated close to Bernard. Covered parking and 
a deck for each suite. LUXURIOUS living quarters with 2 
bathrooms, 2 bdrms., and a fireplace in a large family 
room. Absentee Vendor may consider house in part trade. 
Please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030 days, or 2-3895 
evgs. to view. MLS.
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lotsi 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water —- Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage —- Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available.
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road, 
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed to • 














F, S, if .
realty
r 1 v J V J \/ f” |\ 426 Bernard Avenue
■ ■ 762-5030
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
COUNTRY HOLDING
PRICED TO SELL AT $31,000
10 acres with large old farm house, equipment shed, 
garage, large workshop. Irrigation and domestic water, 
paved road. Fenced on three sides. Extra 2-room cabin 
wired. This is excellent value. Vendor will consider 
some terms—qualified buyers only please! Call Mike 
Jennings 762-4400, or evenings 765-6304. MLS.'
HIGHWAY 97 NORTH
2,700 sq. ft. of main floor space in newly rebuilt CKIQ 
building, will finish to suit. Additional 4,300 sq. ft. in 
basement available with separate entrance if desired. 
Prestige location, paved parking, heat supplied. Call 
Roger Cottle 7624400 or evenings 7694540.
Bill Fleck 763-2230 Dudley Pritchard 768-5550
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
AN ADDRESS TO BE PROUD OF!
Ideally situated in one of our finest areas, reigns this 
1620 sq. foot, 3 bedroom bung., with a huge sundeck, gas 
-heat, open living room with a Roman brick fireplace.
Basement partially finished, IV2 baths upstairs. Must be 
seen! Easy financing and terms to the right buyer. Call 
me, Gerri Krisa, days, 3-4932.or evenings, 3-4387. MLS.
LARGE FAMILY? LOOK NO FURTHER!
Here is a fine family home close to everything in Rutland. 
3 bedrooms up, plus, one bedroom in the high dry base­
ment. 15’ x 31’ living room with fireplace. Owner has 
bought another home and you can get immediate posses­
sion. Price reduce to $27,500. Terms. Call Erik Lund, 
days, 3-4932, or evenings, 2-3486. MLS. •
Austin Warren 2-4838 Olive Ross 3-4573
MOTEL: This 9 unit motel, plus a good 2 bedroom home, 
is located in a good location on very valuable property. 
Good year-round business. For further information call 
Joe Slesinger at the office or evenings at a-6874. MLS.
DUPLEX: Large, nevy, 3 bedroom duplex with full base­
ment, wall to wall carpet throughout. $11,000 down will 
handle and vendor will consider good building lot as part 
of down payment. Call Einar Domcij at the office or 
evenings at 2-3518. MLS.(
PRIVACY and SECLUSION: Nearly 5 acres of pines and 
a home that is only 11 months old. Open beam construc­
tion, tastefully decorated. 14x24, foot living room with 
brick corner fireplace, wall to wall carpet throughout, 5 
and 4 piece baths, full basement with roughed in rec. 
room, fireplace and extra bedroom, 16x43 foot sundeck 
with beautiful view of Okanagan Lake. Full price $49,900. 
Call Alan Elliot at the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
Ben BJornson 9-4221
Residential Appraisals — G. R. Funnell, R.T. (B.C.), 
573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
Regatta City
REALTY LTD
HANDYMAN’S SPECIAL! A little elbow grease will 
sparkle up this partly furnished 2 hr, home. Large lot, 
fruit trees and only 2 blocks to Capri Centre. Call Bill 
' Woods, office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4931. MLS.
Bert Badko 3-6497







40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection Is gopd. All homes 
Nil A at 8Y<% interest. Prices 
start nt $20,850,00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and arc carpeted in 
LB. DH and MBH. Complete 
witii storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from





Eves.; 762-3465 - 761 4737
II
Norm Yaeger 2-3574






— Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction.
— Buy now and choose 
your carpeting and 
lighting fixtures.
— Also view lota mid 





available now, W/w 
carpet, t'Ti baths, car­
port, pa|io, fireplace 
and many other extras.
ALSO CUSTOM BUILDING 




SATURDAY 2 - 5 P.M.
MONTE BELLO SUBDIVISION
Chase Road, Winfield
TWO 3 BEDROOM HOMES, full basement, oil furnace, 
carport, wall to wall throughout, super, floor in bath and 
kitchen, dishwasher, double windows, and screens up and 
down, sliding glass door to sundeck. Full price only $19,000 
and $20,500. Sorry, $19,900 home has been sold!
OTHEfe HOMES UNDER CONSTRUCTION.




W, F, S, 80
THE UNUSUAL!.
You’ll love the appearance 
inside and out of this family 
home in Spring V a 11 e y. 
Tastefully decorated carpet­
ed living room with fire­
place upstairs and down. 
Carpeted dining room. Well 
laid out kitchen with eating 
area. 3 bedrooms and full 
bathroom. Bright basement 
with finished rec room down. 
Covered deck and. carport. 
When would you like to 




Brand new carpeted 3 bed­
room home in Westbank 
area.xCarpeted living room 
with fireplace upstairs and 
down. Carpeted dining area. 
Eating area in kitchen. Full 
bathroom plus ensuite 
plumbing off master bed­
room. Basement, covered 
deck and carport. Vendor 
may consider carrying sec­
ond mortgage or may ac­
cept mobile home, camper; 
property, etc., as down pay­
ment. What have you got? 























i: 1 - 5 P.M. ■■
Follow Belgo Road to Aquar­
ius, then to Neptune. Shag 
carpets in L.R., D.R. and 
bedrooms. Finished rec rpom 







LOVELY VIEW LOT: 
Beautiful view lots with a 
view of the lake and valley. 
Has all features you would 
desire. < Call Grant Davis 
762-2846; evenings 762-7537. 
MLS.
. Mrs. Lois Hammill, 
762-2846; evenings 769-4254









2 offices and reception area
-- air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
telephone included
— downtown’Pandosy Street 
— Rent $140 per month
Contact
MARSHA CLARK







Modern three year old home — 
two bedrooms up, one down, 
High beamed ceilings, wall to 
wall carpets, sundeck front and





Th, F, S tt
40 SUITE APARTMENT OltOSSING 
$78,000 — over $10,300 spendable In­
come per year after debt acrvlclns. 
Fantastic landscaping on largo lot with 
room for expansion, Drapti, stoves, 
refrigerators and four sets H laundry 
equipment. Call Orlando Vnsaro nt 
702-5030. or 703-4320. Hoover Realty
Ltd. Exclusive. 60, 69, 73-7S
MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY! THREE 
bedroom homo. Very new Itulland 
school. Three yenrs old, 1.102 equnrn 
feet, enrport, full hnsemeut. AuhlnS 









Complete Accounting Service 
Cost Consultants 
, Income Tax
205 - 1139 SUTHERLAND AVE.




BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates, 
ROD KING 
7694697 days, 769-40, *
M. W, F tf
KLLWOOD 
CONSTRUCTION 








Sei vice and Repairs 
to ttH makes. 
Agents for: Nrcchi, Pfidf, 
Brother and llusqv<tiiia, 
130 BllUiO RD ... 765-8759
APPRAISAL1?
REECE & ASSOCIAT ES
Reni Estate Appralmilfi for 
Valuation Day purposes.
T. Gary llccco,
B. Comm., RJ. (ll.C.)
No. 6 Shops Cnpri 
762-3(116 (days) 
768-5(12!) (cvcnliH'd
M, W, F, If
SIGNS
THUCK LETTEHING 
AND .SIGNS PAINTED 
, Hcnsonnblc tnlr.n, 












Upholstering for car 
chcHlci fields mid chali s, '
Itcnsonnblc rnle.-i.





SALI'S & SI RVICI’ 
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BABE
Large, executive home on 32 
acres, 380 feet sandy lakeshore, 
Near main highway ou Osoyoos 
Lake. Extensively landscaped. 
Perfect tor any lakeshore devel­
opment $76,500. Full Price. 
Easy Terms available. Paper 
^considered. Contact John 
Wycesany for appointment to 
xnew c/o D. MUNBO. & CO. 
LTD., BEAL ESTATE, BOX 
459, SALMON ARM, B.C. 
Phone 832-2070, evenings 732-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
FOR SALE BY OWNEH. FOUR BED- 
room home; cathedral entry, kitchen, 
two fireplace*, living-room wall.to waH 
shag carpet througbent, rumpus room.
earpert- 785 McKenzie Bead, Rut­
land. Telephone J65-6663. , - 
pigrpstRC SAT.K — FOURPLEX, PLUS 
three bedroom borne a* two large lots. 
7% mortgage, steady reliable tenants, 
wnn mnrider. dear title homo fa Van­
couver ai trade. Telephone 765-8210 
evening*.___________ ■ ®
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
Oyama.area, with lake view, doable 
fireplace, " carpet* throughout. $22-900 
Ann. VA H mortgage. Owner, 766-297L
22. PROPERTY WANTED
NTTO EXECUTIVE HOME WITH FA- 
mOy room off kitchen, four bedrooms 
preferred arid .full basement a must 
Please call Shirley, Hoover Really Ltd. 
752-5030, or evenings at 763-7354. 75
MOTET. TN SOUTHERN B.C. INTER- 
ested parties,. please write., giving full 
particulars to ;Mr. Lorne Morrison. 15 
ytawawi Avenue. Flln Flon. Manitoba. 77
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
30X6 PARKER HALE DELUXE RIFLE 
with variable two to seven power scope. 
Portable combination eight track AM- 
FM stereo, use on nouse current, bat­
teries ’ or twelve volt. Both' units near 






Home will be open every Tues., 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
to Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
have a great selection of homes 
and lots. NHA mortgages from 




Edan Estates — Winfield
Panoramic views, paved 
roads; underground services, 
good soil and trees. Close to 
3 lakes.
From $4,250 to $7,500, terms. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR 
IMMEDIATE BUILDING 
AND CASH PURCHASES.
NEW TWO BEDROOM: HOME. FULLY 
caroeted. walnut cupboards, utility, .car­
port. sundeck. $17JOOL No Saturday 
call* please." Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
601A _______________________ “
23 PLUS ACRES. LOCATED NEAR RUT- 
land. Asking $2L500. Terms can be ar­
ranged. Trades considered. Must; sen 
by October 3L Box A998. The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. _________________
1566 SQUARE FEET. THREE BED- 
room home on TS'xlSO’ ’ot. Fireplace, 
spacious cupboards, full basement Close 
to schools, churches, busline. Fully 
landscaped. Telephone 765-705L , 77
MUST SELL THREE BEDROOM HOME. 
One bedroom in full basement, sundeck 
and carport. Large lot, landscaped and 
fenced; Low taxes, close to school Full 
price just $21,700. Telephone 765-9218. 76
FOR SALE BY OWNER, LOVELY 
three bedroom borne. Shops Capri area. 
Newly re-decorated,. nicely landscaped, 
with some fruit trees. Only $15500 full 
price. Telephone 763-2963. . ; , - 25
DUPLEX LOT :— CITY SIDE BY SIDE 
lot fully serviced. Located next to Re­
gional College. Priced for quick sale. 
Call BOI Hunter at Lakeland Realty 
Ltd, 763-4343 or 764-4848. Exclusive. 75 
BY OWNER; TH B E E BEDROOM 
home. One block from hospital, double, 
carport Cash to mortgage. .Interest at 
6%%. Telephone 763-3077. . . tf
FOR SALE NO DOWN PAYMENT AND 
less than $150 per month. 1.26 acres 
with small neat livable cabin. Telephone 
762-0630 after 6 p.m. ■ 77
WILLOW CRESCENT. . NEW THREE 
bedroom, almost completed. Choose 
your decor. Reasonably priced. Tele- 
phone 763-3308._______________ F, S, 81
PRIVATE SALE — OLDER THREE 
bedroom home. Living room, dining 
room, kitchen and bathroom. Close to 
town. 2127 Pandosy Street. $13,400. 76
We
766-2268 766-2268 
W, F, S tf
LOTS LOTS LOTS 
Glenrosa Highland Subdivi­
sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 




New three bedroom NHA home 
to Glenmore area with 8%% 
mortgage. Close to schools, 





can divide to suit tenant..
Facing Valleyview Rd., Rut­
land. Ask for Mr. or Mrs. 
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD. 
429 Highway 33W, Rutland
Phone 765-7704
■tf
KENMORE HEAVY DUTY FOUR 
speed washer, avocado, four months, 
old, like new. Hoover heavy duty va­
cuum cleaner. two tone green, good 
pickup, all attachments. Apply 587 Law­
rence : Avenue, 6 - 8 p.m., Monday, 
Wednesday or Friday. No weekends. 75 
NO SPACE! MUST ' SELL GIRL'S 
blue and white bedroom, furniture; 
. double dresser with large mirror, 39” 
bed, bookcase hutch and night table. Al­
so two office chairs. Telephone 762-
34. HELPWANTED,:MALE
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT. Ex­
perienced in all phases of an efficient 
operation. Limited mechanical know­
ledge required. Excellent winking: con­
dition!.: Apply to Manager, Jacobson 
Union 76. 330 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna."
.3 j:;-;-/ :' . ■ 75
PUMP ISLAND SALESMAN REQUIRED 
by service station in Vernon. Fun time 
employment. Must have experience. 
Wages as of experience. Shift work in­
volved. Write E. KoweL Ernie’s Service 
and Car Wash,' 3400,' 32nd Street, Vernon,
B.C. 75
QUALIFIED ASSISTANT . MANAGER 
for service station. Pay. commensurate 
with necessary qualifications. Write Box 
C204, The Kelowna . Daily Courier, giving
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as sew. 
Spanish cr design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8373. tf
WILL DO TYPING. BILLING AND 
mailing from my home for small busi­
nesses. Reasonable rates, fully qualified- 
Telephone 76W81X " 75
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Rutland. 
Telephone 765-8356. ti
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME 
weekdays. Dell Road. Rutland. Tele-
phone 765-7050. 79
2251. 75
credentials. W. F» S. 89
WILL BABY SIT PRE SCHOOLERS IN 
my home. South Pandosy area. $3.50
MUST GO! ANTIQUE CORNER CHINA 
cabinet. $95; 10*xl2’ rug. cleaned, $35; 
baby’s car bed, $7; cheque writer, $10; 
bike wheels, $1; 21 cupboard handles, 
$4; wringer washer,. $10; headboard, S3.
Telephone 763-2898. 75
SCUBA GEAR: WETSUIT. TANKS, 
regulator, etc.., also 14* fibreglass boat 
with 55 horse Chrysler outboard. Water 
skis, trailer. Telephone after 6 p.m..
WANTED: EXPERIENCED BENCH- 
man for filing room in modern sawmill 
located in the southern interior of, B.C. 
Usual fringe .benefits,' Box C203, The 
Kelowna Daily Courier. 79
WANTED — LOG TRUCK DRIVERS 
(Squamish area). Must be experienced 
and capable of -maintenance. $4.95 per
hour.: Call Pat, 898-3190. 75
763-4928. 76
per day. Telephone 7624425. 76
FOB ALL SMALL APPLIANCE RE- 
pairs call Hank. 765-5376. 140 Adventure
Crescent. Rutland.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1970 CHEVELLE SS 454. THREE SPEED 
tarbo-hydranstie transmission, new 
tires, eight track tape player, extra set 
of rims. $3.600. Telephone 763-2437. T4
WANTED TO BUY — VOLKSWAGEN 
Beetle. Body must be good, but motor 
or condition of motor unimportant.' 
Telephone 762-0007. 74
1965 MERCEDES BENZ, 190 D. NEW 
radio and speakers; interior, engine and 
exterior in immaculate condition. Telc-
7*
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimate*. Telephone K-Z. 
Painting. 7655278. M» W, F» tf
WILL DO CARPENTER AND CEMENT
work. Telephone 762-6494. 78
phone 763-S24L 74
1965 FORD CUSTOM SEDAN. GOOD 
mechanical condition, reasonably priced. 
Also Volkswagen gat heater, new. Tele-
phone 765-5700. 73
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1965 FORD HALF TON. V-8. 352. 
three speed; SO” Vanguard top. Com­
plete. $1350. Track only. 31,150. Good
shape. Triephone 762^120. , 78
1969 FORD F 250, V-S. AUTOMATIC, 
custom cab. travel tank. 2&000 original 
miles. Telephone 768-4151 after 6:00 
p.m. 77,.
TWO ONLY. THREE TON FORD 
tracks. 1950 model. $195 for the pair, 
or good half ton. Telephone 763-5993 
evenings. 78
1355 CHEVROLET HALF TON. RUNS 
good, used daily, best offer to $275. 
Also Dachsteln and Kofiach ski boots,- 
size 8 and 9. Telephone - 762-4564. 76
1958 SCHOOL BUS, 18 PASSENGER, 
new motor, dutch, carburetor kit and 
paint Jeb. Body in good shape. Letting 
go at $800 firm. Telephone 765-7321. , 75
1963 GMC HALF .TON FLEETSIDE, 
heavy duty suspension, four -speed, V-8. 
Runs well. $400. Telephone 763-7880.
. 73
1963 VALIANT SEDAN, AUTOMATIC, 
six cylinder (124.000. miles), winter 
tires, ski rack. $350. Telephone 764-4588 
after 6:00 p.m. 74
1967 FORD V-8 PICKUP. LONG ROX, 
four speed transmission, good condition.
81,500. With camper $2,100. Telephone 
7663266 Winfield. Th, F, S, tf
1964 CHEV BEAUMONT CONVERT- 
ible. Eight cylinder, automatic.' Tele- 
phona 763-6168. ti
1961 VOLKSWAGEN WINDOW VAN. 
Running condition. Sleeps three, radio, 
$309. Telephone 765-8966 afier 6 p.m. tf
1965 PARISIENNE CUSTOM SPORTS. 
1962 Thunderbird. 1969 Fiat 124. sports. 
Telephone 764-4700. tf
1958 PLYMOUTH, V-8 AUTOMATIC. 
Good tires, good mechanical condition.
MUST SELL, 1967 LAND ROVER, 
Model 88. four wheel drive. First offer 
at SL350 takes. Good condition through-
1
78out. Telephone 763-5485.BOY, 12-15 YEARS. FOR EARLY 
tqorning delivery of the Vancouver Sun 
in Paret, McClure and Collett Road area. 
Telephone 762-6294 after 6:00 p.m. 75
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
BIRDS-BIRDS—BIRDS. RED FACTOR 
singing canaries. Guaranteed Budgies. 
Cockatiels. love birds, and of course 
there’s always “Charlie” to greet you 
at The Purple Sea Horse. 1455 Ehls
1967 CHEVROLET PICKUP. V-8. FOUR 
speed. $1,400 or what offers? TelephoneELECTRIC ADVERTISING SIGNS. 
JI 4’x6* and 8'x20", double pa^Is. Gallon 
| and, half gallon jugs. One inch impact 
I wrench. Telephone .769-4425. Kelowna.
' 75
765-8734. 76
1965 GMC. BEAL GOOD SHAPE, PRI- 
vate sale, asking $950. Telephone 765-
NOW LEASING
Ideal location in Rutland, to 
start your Tobacco or Maga­
zine Stand, Toy Store, Fabric 
Shop or Ladies* Wear, etc. 
Air-conditioned, gas funiace, 
free hot and cold running 
water. Maximum. traffic ex-, 




Mr. or Mrs. Patterson.
75
CEDAR LUMBER, l’’x6’’. I’*x8”, l”xl0” 
and l”xl2". Also channel siding as low 
as $65 per thousand bfm. Good for 
panelling and all your fencing needs.
Telephone 765-6923. 75
FRENCH PROVINCIAL CHESTER- 
field and chair; tub style, tufted back, 
toast color, in excellent condition. Tele-
phone 765-5045. 81
CHINA CABINET, WALNUT, GLASS 
sh^U, glass doors and four drawers. 
Contemporary style. Asking $35. Tel»-
phone 762-0656. 77
6923. 73




PUREBRED MALE RED IRISH SET- 
ter, twenty one months. bld, excellent 
hunting strain. Papers available. Will 
sell for $125 or nearest offer. Telephone
' 765-6686. 78
TEN MONTH OLD PUREBRED MALE 
Norwegian Elkhound. $65 or best offer.
Telephone 763-5068. 75
Familiar with calculator, know- free to good homes, two kit- 
_« atens- weaned. Desperately need newledge Of bookkeeping. Apply; homes. Telephone 763-5278. 75
Telephone 765-9228, 79
POWER TAKE-OFF WINCH. WILL FIT 
Chev.. Ford or Dodge. $200. Telephone
1954 METEOR SEDAN IN GOOD RUN- 
ning order with radio and hitch. Tele- 
phone after 5:00 p.m.; 762-6248./ 78
1967 FORD FALCON FUTURA, 289;
766-2933 (Winfield). 75
1963 CHEV. CORVAIR 95, HALF TON, , 
with built: on camper. Good running .
order. $500. Telephone 763-7564. 7f|
four barrel, two door coupe. Telephone! 1959 CHEV PICKUP, 
768-4151 after 6:00 p.m. 77 Telephone 762-3634.
MUST SELL! 1965 CHRYSLER. GOOD . * , kA Anil e UAAACC 




1963 PONTIAC, TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
excellent condition, must be sold. BestGERMAN SHEPHERD CROSS, MALE. 




offer. Telephone 763-5105.McClary coal and wood stove 
in good condition, suitable for cabin, 
$40,000. Also small air compressor. 






LARGE EXECUTIVE LOTS 
Beautiful country setting. Pri­
vate docking and beach avail­
able to property owners. Govt, 
approved water system. 2% mi. 
from Winfield Shopping Centre. 




41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
ONE. FOUR OR SIX ACRES OF 
orchard land. Irrigation and domestic 
water. Power ■ and telephone. Four 
miles from city. Telephone 762-3697. 76
CHURCH BUILDING AND LOT, 1353 
Richter Street; exceUent downtown loca­
tion, close to school and stores. Tele- 
phone 762-4815 -after 5 p.m. 76
TWO BEDROOM HOME, FENCED LOT, 
garage. Close to stores, etc. FuU price 
$12,900; easy terms. Telephone 763-2552.
■ ' 75.
NEW, THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fully landscaped and rented.. Low down 
payment if you qualify for the B.C. 
Grant. Telephone 762-3729. 74
TWO BEDROOM HOME ON DUDGEON 
and Pearson Roads, Rutland. For 
further information telephone Beger 
Construction Ltd., 764-4001. T, F» S, tf
। ......... pair walkie-talkies, range 5<o Bernard Ave
NOW RENTING — NORTHGATE four to five miles. Quantity of mixed * ' «
Plaza, commercial, retail and office tools. Three brush Electrolux floor 75. h
Space! 600 square foot to 1450 square polisher. Telephone 762-8628. 76 -------------:M m
mnmhb,eAo5vDArraTlntrns” ONE USED HUNTING: RIFLE WITH NR A/ IN TOWN? D7E tractor romptete with angle-dozer.
^iiMLetebhnrie 3x to 9x Zoom scope, $55. Also one new INlVV IIN l.vVVIN , Hyster D7F winch, Gearamatic 22 winch.’ Northgate PIaza ®r -telephone o shotgun shellSj $lg Teiephone ■ D6C tractor with D6C winch and angle-
763-2732.______________________________ U 762-2611. 75 1 a “t® «> x.eu y°u aDOUt tne d0Mn D4 tractor with winch and angle-
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA, MAIN FLOOR ~ aotta'" rAT'sATT Bf>AT~rnM SPOCial benefits ■ Of selling Avon dozer. Contact D & D Welding Ltd., 
office space for rent, 2.OT0 or 1,000 ;sawboat com- -n hew neighborhood. It’s Y®1”®"; 0T,0Day’ 5423962 S
£qnTe ^“ovntPd^nd’ a?*"c«e Segton^CosTM250 ne^ wfl/s^riiic" a wonderful way to ■ make ^-8gL8-^ht?_542-85.28:______ ;2LS'..8!
XnVe^d^nosvtrert. We^B: ,7^' ....... . 73 friends, while you make extra
G. Phelps. 762-5434. « ELECTROHOME 23 INCH BLACK. AND money during hours yOU chOOSC. 763?2843 teiepnone
CAPRI AREA - 600 SQ. FT. NICELY ^g® coidltio^ CaU = ------------=----------------------------------------------------
arranged (three offices) air conditioned,I *reienhnne '769-4508 evenings 75r "7 / fi” • I 'Sa AI1T/1O CAD CAI C
fully carpeted, drapes. $200 per month. I £CIe.p.^one J634?08' evcnin.gs'. ... 73 7ZC OQQC AVOhlHHC *2. AUTOS FOR SALE
Call Mel RusseH 762-3146 or 769-4409. ti GENUINE LAZY-BOY RECLINER-1 ' UU 7U Uvulllllljo I — -rp.-j'
AIR- CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE l£t 'anj 76 L WAGON
BOOKKZBPMOMACB^OPBB^.”^. X“' pT 
m. ».,. •l^BS»xwg«sae »S8S F''“dowf-pS;
Telephone 769-4489. r tf > machine, located in^ the. Westside seats. Deluxe roof rack. Im-—__—;------ :-------------------------—----------- Industrial Park. Applicants with Friden |
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. ALSO RAILS 5800 experience preferred, but persons I maculate.
and posts. We deliver. Telephone 762- with machine bookkeeping background! Telephone 762-4948 
7039. 84 will be given full consideration. Quali-1 ■ . _.
I tied appHcants please contact “Account-1
JUNIOR GIRLS MUSTANG BICYCLE, ant” Westmills Carpets, Kelowna. Tele- \ pufmotm ran rnnvdm new 
two years old, $39. Lady s Rawleigh nhonp 765-siq9 I A FKEMIUM, LAK. .CHRYSLER, NEW-
bicycle, $10. Telephone 764-4209. 79 “ ■ ■ ' J Port, custom: sedan, 1968.: Less than
-------------------- -------- ---------------—----------------— WE HAVE AN OPENING IN OUR 40,000 miles* Replacement value is 
HAIRDRESSING SINK AND CHAIR,--- accounting department for a person SG^OO. Features include factory air
Both in very good condition. Telephone I having bookkeeping experience with I conditioning, tilt and telescopic steer-
763-6854.' . 781 emphasis on accounts receivable. Suc-| kig, • electric trunk latch, individual
24 INCH GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE cessful applicant will have approximate- 
in good condition, $60. Telephone 762- ^ ,three five Fears related experience, rests, radio power steering_ andLpoww 
a-iao jje Salary. commensurate with experience. I ?ralces* engine. A - prestige car.






4 HIGHWAY LOGGING TRUCKS
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY
Commercial Lumber Co. Ltd
1962 BUICK LESABRE. GOOD CONDI- 
tion. $150. Telephone 768-5993 evenings. 
.'-.76
1962 RAMBLER, HAS TWO GOOD Fvrlnclvt* rtonlpr for PARK rear tires. In running order.. Will take jWCCnjSWe
best offer. Telephone 763-2854. 75 MANOR, SAFEWAY, FRON- '
1957 Thames panel, chev poweR-|TIER & SHELBY mobile homes 
ed, lots of goodies. 1969 Buick skylark, I m 12* and doublewides.
trades accepted. Telephone 763-4826. 75 . FREE AIR CONDITIONERS /1967 VOLVA 122S. ONE OWNER, GOOD|*__ 'IVffiiwit* hliv«' -
condition. Telephone 766-2567 (Wtafieid) tor Summer raiK 1V1RBOF DUy- 
after 4 p.m. 74 BIS.
•65 MUSTANG, V-8 AUTOMATIC. 
Apply 705 Ford .Road, Rutland. Base-





1970 mgb-gt. good condition, one 2 miles north of Vernon. 
owner._ Telephone 764-4135.----------------- ?? Brandt and Dorothy Hagglund
1964 FORD 350 STANDARD. $350 OR n_ • ......
best offer. Telephone 765-8641. 75 Day or Night 545-0264
------ ----- r~—""— Tom Waterhouse 542-7194
F,S. tf42A. MOTORCYCLES
YEAR END SPECIAL. 1970 SUZUKI 




TRIPLE “E" MOTOR HOME. 18’ ON 
300” Ford econoline van.. 1970 model, 
fully self-contained. Has 18,000 miles. ' 
Warranty on chassis. New condition. Will 
consider late model 46 ton to 1 ton 
truck on trade. Telephone 763-4101. 75
----- —- CAMPER FOR HALF TON TRUCK.1969 SCORPION 400 WITH TRAILER. I Sleeps three adults. . Complete .with . 
$250 recently spent. $650 or best offer, mattresses, cupboards, tiled floor, wood ; 
Telephone 762-3673. 741 panelling. Good condition. Telephone 765-
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
7082. 75
LANDSCAPED, VIEW LOTS. LAUN- 
dromat, paved roads, best water in the
valley! Antler Beach: Mobile Villa; two ,
PARTS’FROM 1966 FORD CUSTOM 500,1 88
good six cylinder motor with automatic ---------- -—----------------- ...—. -
LAKESHORE LOT
Large size, lovely treed lake­
shore lot. 78’ frontage with 
beautiful sandy beach. 24' x 36’ 
cottage with view windows over­
looking lake.
LILLOOET, B.C.
PHONE 256-4266 DAYS; 




Furnished cabin with used 
brick fireplace at Glen Lake. 
Good hunting and .fishing.
$2,800.
762-6375 for details.
. ■ ■ :■ ■< '.<"75
CHOICE MISSION LOCATION 
Swaisland Road between Sar- 
soris and Eldorado. Executive 
' 3 and 4 bedroom new homes 
. designed and • built by Brome. 
I Luxury and convenience 
i throughout. Priced from $38,- 
000. BROME ESTATES LTD., 
764-7126 98
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
FORCED SALE DUE TO ACCIDENT. 
Owner must sacrifice this excellent" bu­
siness showing 18% on your investment. 
This modem diycleanlng business is 
very easy to operate. Present owner will 
train new purchaser. As little as $25,- 
000 to one mortgage will handle. For 
full particulars call Harry Rist of Wil- 
son Realty, , 762-3146 or 764-7221. MLS. 75
CLOTHING STORES - CATERING TO 
teens. Real class. Kelowna and/or 
Vernon locations. Stock adjusted to 
suit yod. Try $15,000 - $20,000 down. Call 
Orlando Ungaro 763-4320 evenings or 
Hoover Realty at 762-5030. Exclusive.
72-75, 78-81
HEINTZMAN UPRIGHT ■ PIANO* IN I to Box C201> Tho Kelowmi Doily Courier. 1107^ ■ tioticf ■ hwat t Trivnirw wf • aaiv excellent condition. $800 or best offer. 76 ; *£,T* ,2?
Telephone Summerland, 494-8621. 75 T.Xxror.nn™™ Stekrf '
... ......__ ___________________ ——— COMPETENT, ENERGETIC, RECEPT-1 stripes, bucket seats, console
BOY’S TEN SPEED BICYCLE, $45; tlonist-typist required for a busy office shift, automatic, power steering, power 
man's three speed bicycle;. $15. Tele-1 in downtown Kelowna. Must be ex-1 brakes, radio, stereo tape deck, rear 
phone 762-8433. , 75 perienced and ’ have exceUent typing defroster. Asking only $2,995. Tele-
7——7—77—77^—~abilities. PBX switchboard and .dicta- Phone 769-4900. .75
160 LONG PLAYS,. $1 EACH;_ ONEj phonq a definite asset. Salary com- tiatctin innn tn rrverr*tott 
lawn umbrella an<L table;: one barbecue; menSurate with ability. Please reply to '•?!»
antiques. See at 870 Lafranco Road. ■ 75 T>n„ Aq<r> Th. Kefawna naiiv rmirfar l ®0?. ®Wner» low mileage unit,
-------- ----------------------------------- ---------- ——_;■ Box A993, ine Kelowna uauy courier. poIished to seU> with new upholstery, 
USED , 195CM BENNER SKIS AND I : | six tires, (two winter); This cat. is
Solofnon bindings, $45. Man’s ski boots, tqqal PRINTING FIRM REQUIRES l *ike new and must be seen to be ap- size 10^, $20. Telephone 762-7474. 75 giri for office work and proofreading. I predated, interested parties, telephone |
GE-ELECTRIC POLISHER; PHENTEX G°011 typing and excellent command of | 762-5109. . ■ -75
hand crocheted chair and chesterfield tbe English language essential. Reply _to PLYMOUTH TWO DOOR HARD-
transmission. Being wrecked after ac- SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE-, 
cldent. only 47.000 miles. 1966 Meteor shore Road. Children welcome. No pets , 
convertible, as is. with 352 motor, run-1 please. Cable- TV included. Telephone 
ning condition, going cheap! Telephone 763-2878. . U
765-7017. Or 920 Rutland Road. 2! FOR QUICK SALE, 1968 NOVA 12’ X
ONE PAIR G78-15" WINTER TIRES; 60’ two bedroom mobile home with 7’x 
one pair G70-14 winter studded tires 32’ sundeck. Asking $7,000. To view, tele- 
on 7” chrome reverse rims; two Drag-1 phone 763-2421 after 6 p.m. 76
master one piece mag wheels. One): 
Ford 14” rim; one Ford 15" rim fori 
disc brakes. Telephone 768-4151 after 
6:00 p.m. 771
TREPANIER CREEK MOBILE HOME 
Park, Peachland, has vacancies avail­
able November 1. Close to school. child­
ren welcome. Telephone" 767-2778, 77
ELECTRIC WINCH .TO FIT LIGHT) wm-riSw rrriivnr
I truck, new condition. $150; also two 1371 '
700x13 studded winter fires, complete I1®'’ ’rrienhona"?®0M7
uuuu ........ ...... . - - - i-_-„ iiwi ruimvuin mu uwn nanu-. with rims to fit Mercedes Benz car. !ras;, ''m '
set, shell pattern. Telephone 763-4285. 75 Box No. A-l<K>0, The Kdowna. Daily | top, 413 - 440 equipped. Doug’s Fender I Telephone 762-2055. 75 In time for that trip South. 7$
J----------- :— Courier, stating qualifications, expert- S Baders fow s^ed Belted ih-es28 CUBIC FOOT ZENITH^ DEEP ence and Wage expected. 75 tX-dwk Md tach B«t
76M590 °n<i *ear °W' $25°' °75 PART TIME WORK FOR HOUSE- cash offer 'or trade for station wagon. |
74I-—:— ----------- :——--------------------—-------- wives. Supplement the family income Telephone 768-5300. 75
:__ PHILIPS 21” BLACK AND WHITE showing exciting new products, to friends ioaa pnNTTAr mcnxM cpnnT an-rn
consol TV, walnut finish, new condition, and neighbors. Earn up to $60 per c 327 encine nower stcerine noier
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT^15- Tdephone 762-4606. 75 week Call Mr. Miks, 768-5942 between
——------- —---------------------- -- ------- —— | NEW SKIS WITH BINDINGS. MUS- p' ■' _________ 62,000 miles. One owner. Very good
tang fiberglass, 175 cm. Short muskrat HOUSEKEEPER COMPANION TO LIVE condition. $795 or best offer. Telephone 
fur jacket, size 14. Telephone 763 1239. 74 in with widow in Summerland Lake- [ 765-6811. , • 75
NEED A SHOWROOM. OFFICE, WORK 
shop, storage space or vales lot? New 
modern building on two acres of high­
way frontage. Rent from 630 square feet 
at $87 to 2310 square feet at $205 month. 
Telephone 769-4215 or 769-4960.
M, W, F. S. tf
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing * large. sundeck and patio 
, doors, luxury broadloom In living room, 
ball and master bedroomi double win- 
down roughed In plumbing In base­
ment and quality built throughout. Full 
prio is only $21,995 with . just $705 
down (With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to an 
8H% NHA mortgage. For all the de- 
price Is only $21,995 with ju>t $785 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
■ ' ' . ' ' ' « 
DO YOU WANT SECURITY AND
1 equity in an attractive new home, drop 
in and dlacun* your plans. Wo have one 
new two bedroom house completely fin- 
ished. Priced at $20,850, Also N.H.A. 
houses In construction available with low 
down payments. Braemer Construction 
Ltd. Builders In Kelowna since 1062. 
Office 134 Stetson Motel. Telephone 762-
I 0520 evenings, ' 762-0956 or 763-2810, tt
QUALITY BUILT ATTRACTIVE THREE 
bedroom duplex, 1280 ■ 1282 Morgan 
I Road. Rutland. Sound . proof dividing 
i wall, wall to wall carpets, large closets, 
■loves, refrigerators, washer' and dryer 
hook-up. carports and storage each aide. 
Full price $31,000. For appointment to 
view please telephone 763-8066 after 6
p.m.
21’/> lbs. for $15
FREEZER PAK No. 7
3^ lb. chicken
3 lb. pork roast
3 lb. beef shoulder roast
5 lbs. ground beef
2 lbs. pork steak
2 log. breakfast sausage
2 Ibs.beef short ribs
1 lb. bacon
GOOD REFRIGERATOR AND WJRING- 
er washer, “not so good” electric stove. 
$175 takes all. Telephone 765-7892. 74
shore home. Reply with references, to I 
4581 Woodgreen. Drive, West Vancouver; .
B.C. . ■ 76
FOR SALE1 OR TRADE FOR HALF
NO. 9 $25
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. ONE OF 
the busiest and best in town. Reason — 
retiring. Includes building and fixtures, 
has beverage licence. Apply Box A- 
885. The Kelowna Dally Courier. Will 




Own a home and would like to 
pay off those high Interest and 
payment loans?
CALL HOMEPLAN
In Kelowna, call 765-0366 day, 
evenings or weekend hr write
2x3 lb. boneless blade roast
3 lb. chuck steak
3 lb. pork roast
2 lbs. pork chops
3^ lb. chicken
5 lbs. ground beef
3 lbs. rib steaks
2 lbs. stew
2 lbs, short ribs 
29% lbs. for $25
1 substitution-per pak. 




Open Tues, - Sat., 9 - 6
74
HOMEPLAN REALTY
283 Martin St., Penticton
E.o.F, tt
CALMELS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring a double 
carport, fenced and landscaped, IMi 
hath*, double fireplace, broadloom In 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
double window*. Ono block to school 
and country club. Term* can bo ar- 
ragged to suit buyer. ITcaao call Crest­
view Home*. 7M-37371 or Don Wallindcr.
INVESTORS
$13,900 second mortgage a, 
18% on commercial property. 





I NEAR CAPRI, IMMACULATE TWO 
bedroom home with fireplace and largo 
! living room, utility room off now 
> Crestwood kitchen, ga* furnace, 220 
: ' wiring, garage and a well landscaped 
[ lot. $31,900. MLS. To view please tele- 
phono mo, Olivia Worsfold, at 762-399$ 
evening* or 762-5030 days. Hoover Realty 
Ltd. 61. «4. 67, 69. 71. 74, 77
DONT LET THE CREEK FREEZE 
over — before you eee this lovely three 
bedroom home with self-contained 
eulte on Mission Creek. Ensuite plumb­
ing and triple carport. Hugo shade 
tree*. Asking $47,900. but open to any 
reasonable offer I Try your trade*. Call 
Orlando Ungaro at 762 5030 or evening* 
al 7M-4M0. M.L.S. _____________ T*
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Two and three bedroom 
homes. Wall to well carpeting, custom 
kitchen, fireplace, carport. NHA mnrt- 
i gage. Telephone Schaefer Rullder*. 769-









To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW flElllilTO. 
Turn left at Shell Suunn (Hwy 07S) 
note Boucherle «<,.» 1. Drive one mite.
N. Toev* Orchanl*. 7«').4ioa nixin-4 p.m.
BY OWNER1 REVENUE HOME.FOUR 
bedroom*, (three up, one down) pin* 
one bedroom »eli contained »ulte in 
b»«emeni. Carport, double gaiaje-fin- 
bhed. InunlatMl and heated. Morigare 
ttol Aberdeen Street. If
in wiNFiriAi~^vo'nSmiooxi 
h<M»e with >par« In toeemrnl. On 
Isrito view lot with iniit tiee», IJ.MO 
I'nwn and ainitna mniui tn of $17 ivo 
at 7'>-» liiiiieu. Irlsphn-n 7, .VIJ.’S.
Th, F. S. H
H<KID " TaKK HI) Uh ~ W IN Ft ELt>’ 
three bedroom home, etwee to l*ke. 
eefionl end nnre KxreOeni mmdithwi. 
lined level lot. Ill,NO lull pure. Own-
m *i»-
M’WI.Y RISMOUrt I.i n two nri> 
fi<-<ni> In RiiIIxpi! I Ia.r In irlM- iS
Ipm,
3 elephone 7s
I,., ,,„■ X ..I
it
WlNESAl’. SPARTAN AND RED DE
REBUILT VOLKSWAGEN ENGINE ^9^WED ; WITH,
and transmission, fits bugs and vans up i2(]?hvSts' sleeps six’
to 1960. Used four weeks, asking $275 f?™“c®'JtLa"w 7?M34? 74 -
for both or $150 for engine and $125 forithree months old. Telephone 764-7343, 74 
transmission. Telephone 765-8429 after 11971 TUXEDO MANOR, 12’x52’ TWO .
5 p.m. ' ■ ■ 741 bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765- .
QUICK SALE, TWO NEW 14x7 ASPIN 951? after 6:00 p,n)' K
sprint mag wheels. Asking $30 each. I LARGE MOBILE HOME SPOTS FOR 
Telephone 762-3394 after 6 p.m., through renj on the lake. Good water. Children 
8 p.m. , ■ 7* welcome. Telephone 768-5913. tf '
of rimillr value “19641 NEWLY RECONDITIONED 283 MOTOR. 1972 VANGUARD CAMPER, FITS HALF 
Volkswagen square back sedan, good Telephone 762^925., ■ _____ 761 ton truck. Suitable for hunting or skiing.ton pickup
condition, good rubber.crnrnTTmm nrur mir 14 v w | REQUIRED, EXPERIENCED SALES- mechanical,  
SCULPTURED BLUEI RUG, 14_x; 15. peraon, for sman retail store. Apply to Approximate value $650. Telephone 764- 
ta good condition. Telephone 763-5369. 75 C202, The Kelowna Daily Courier,! 7366. . 74
TWO GOOD SAW HORSES. $17. TELE- flUtine exp^ence, references, marital mo meteor, NEW WINTER TIRES, 
phone 763-2854. ■ ; , 75 status, salary expected. 761 cxceptionally ■ clean, immaculate shape.
~"I WOMAN; TO BABY.,. SIT AND DO I.Three years warranty remaining. 28,- 
IGA MIICICAf I housework, one day per week, in Okan- 009 miles. Telephone 763-5981 after 5 p.m.
Z7A. MUOIVAI. | agan Mission. Telephone 764-7303. tf . »
INSTRUMENTS mature, reliable help needed mog fairlane gt, 390 cubic inch, 
irsuxmivv i?r F-p-rnrr’ r-iTivAp' ku-mt’I 2** boarding home. Apply to "Box C205.I automatic, new paint, radio, chrome aXK“^ ■Th2,.K®1-0wn2,.^l^0udcr' . .... .. ; V. ItMelody mike attachment. Banjo, Michi-L,- ul!* n u/iMTrn „m ’ retepnone 76Z5576 after s.oo
gan. Telephone 765-6014, 3 - 9 p.m. No 36. HELP WANTED I P-™- 
cans 77 . MALE' OR FEMALE
MUST SELL, SUZUKI F-180 TWELVE |- 
string guitar in new condition. Retails
at $110, asking $77. Telephone 762-4324.1
. . , ' " ' ■ : . 74
32. WANTED TO BUY
CARRIERS
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items. , 
Phone us first at 762-5599











chair, clean and in good condition. Tele-
phono 764-7128, 75
28A. GARDENING
TREE TOPPING WITH 50 FOOT GIR- 
afio or 20 foot glrnlfo. Experience)!, In­
sured nnd rensonnble. Chain saw ren­
tals from $(1.50 day, Call Reach-All 
Hnntals, Westside Industrial Park, 769- 
4215.  M, W, F
WELL-ROT1ED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per ynrd. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on largo orders. Telephone 
7(13-3415. , . tf
ROTOTILLINO BY THE 1J0IJH Oli 
by the Job. Estlmntes without obligation. 
Telephone 7(15-81179. 79
HOUSE MANURE7)N STRAW, $1 PER 
yard, you haul. Telephone 765-511)0 niter
0:oo p.m. 76
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 762-4704. tt
it
khxu Appk», Plea an brine nw 
conUinem. Telephone 762 7AM nr 76:
■n
3121 _ tf
PUMPKIN, SQUASH and MAlillOW
on our nrgamr farm nest fa Mlulc.i 
Creek Kehnvl, KLO Road, Telephone “(d
Ml®._____j ___ ' 77
GOOD QI’AIITY Al'Hri Al.i. vill'. 
cmtaliu-r*. Appte )te«i M*rih*ll, 1011 
(ftte*. I Im# In. >l’tea>«\t>rlnii your own 
H)Ch ttn»<1. TrloJ'hona 7V 71
MrlMIHH, M’MIKXi AXI» 
tMtrtnu* npptex. Hung om, mtn 
tamrix. TrlrphiMir 'ii-I Mtit




MU'., M'lKnS'. D! t l< lol s r.i 
and up, Windfall*, lelrrhone ',*1 y.J, '.4
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
I.ARGE 120 DASS FRONTAL1NI AC- 
cunllnn, good condition, *73: twin po«t 
reducing vibrntor, new condition, *751 
Slfnpson* Stinrs humidifier, new condi­
tion, *50i num's new Inca ski boots, 0><i, 
$32 value, *10; beautiful fargo healthy 
philodendron, excellent for foyer or 
office. *25; GE two brush floor polisher, 
*10. Tclephona 762-5038 or full Martin
Avenue, 75
WRISTWATCH. »30| SWISS SPOUT 
watch, loaded, $I25| man's Kkl-Dop 
null. new. $15; ten apccd hlcycln, $ti()| 
Mossberg ahotgnn, 12 gauge, lllfli back­
pack $l.’>i Olivetti portable typewriter, 
Mo; Beocord 2000 MUitlo recorder tree) 
to reel), eomplele. .tlixtl Grundig atcrco 
mixer. $:.O| Alpopiirt tour man tent, 
complete with By, new, $40, Or oflt-rx? 
Telephone 7t>2-2M>!l. 77
ITNE~QifAl,riYVALI^ 
«ofa. Turquoise hcrculon, aklilcd »tyle, 
Matching cox cred 7’ j foot valence, *0'. - 
eral yard*, of <«m» material for tlrnpcn 
or roirr 2 chair*. New condition, »l<hi 
complete, »*III sell »epai,ite ll»o ruk 
blanket ihctd (Antique) lovely conill- 
Hon, *15. Telephone 7»3 3023. 76
NEW BAH K1OOI.S, Yi'.I.I OW AND 
black, 20” hlch. M earhi wooden kit-
chcn rhatrn. pndtlrd 16 rftrhi
hiDHO «kntr*. hl/e 7* hkn new, S?i)j 
likuro ftkMe*. 5. tit. Tvhphun»







Thousands are earning good 
money as tax preparers, En­
rolment open to men and 
women of all ages. Job op­
portunities for qualified 
graduates. Send for free in­






763-446'1, '. . 
763-3209 evgs.
79
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
lending school. Free brochurn. National 
Collcno (B.C.), 444 Robson St., Vnncoii-
Ver titlll-4913. tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
MECHANIC WANTED 
for service station. AH company 




DASrilt, > XITJtlL.M ED MILL-
Wright, pnli'1 rttilv cei lilh-il, < cert if lent Inn
i> tt dcpeniUns on qunlif io a-
thins). 1 or modi'll) saw mill lixated in 
Iha houthein Interior nt B.C, All re- 
piles confidential. Union rate, and liene-
fitx. Box 
t iiurlrr,
.. « WK --- Telephone 763-4700.
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS . .prrtg
1965 GMC SHORT WHEELBASE HALF
74
NOW. THAT YOU HAVE FOUND THE 
right spot, let's talk. 1972 Pontiao 
Ventura, six cylinder, radio, two spare 
rims with winter tires and in excellent 
condition., $2,500. Telephone 769-4161. 76
1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON, 
fully equipped, very good condition; 
Fawcett circulating heater, mahogany 
> color, brick lined, good condition, $25.
Telephone 762-3607.
ton pickup. Four winter tires, two spa- BOAT TRAILER — TANDEM WHEELS, 
res, 292 cubic inch, three speed, com-1 suitable 17’ - 25’ boat up to 4,000 lbi>. 
plete with aluminum ■ camper and boat convertible to cargo use. Low price, 
rack. Apply 587 Lawrence Avenue, 6 - 763.6359. : 75
8 p.m. Monday, Wednesday or Friday. ----------------------------——r——rrr
No weekends. 75 20 H.P. MERCURY OUTBOARD AND
————-------- :--------------------------- — controls. Good condition. $250 or will
1972 TOYOTA HILUX PICKUP WITH I tradc for something. Telephone 763-7880. 
wraparound bumper and trailer hitch. ' 75
7,000 miles. Still under warranty. Excel- -------------------------- --------- „„
ient condition. 30 inch canopy with boat BOAT STORAGE SPACE IDEAL FOR 
rack. $2,500 complete, or will sell separ- largo or small boats. Telephone 762- 
ately. Telephone 765-7877. 75 1 5398.__________ T, W, F, 77
48. AUCTION SALES
76 AUCTION SALE
1969 CHEV. IMPALA, POWER STEER- 
Ing, power brakes, automatic, 327, V-8. 
Radio, snow tires, chains, roofrack, 
trailer hitch, 44,000 miles. Perfect con- 
dltlon,, Priced to sell. 763-6359, 75
1064 JEEP WAGONEER STATION
Friday, Oct. 27th - 7:00 p.m 
Summerland Youth Centre
—Hwy. NO. 33 to Dilworth h'“S°n’ .f«ur, wheel drive, free wheeling 
n ," hubs. All in good. condition. Perfect
Ma’ 1 hunting or skiing vehicle. What offers?
2. Mills Rd., Willow Rd., ■ Tc.lep.!.‘.0n8262^27-—.. . ...I^_L4!..-7-5
Nickel Rd and Kneller MUST SELL i960 CHEV SUPER SPORTTOCKLi xwl, ana xuiuicr I convcrllb|e, powcr BteOring, p0Wer 
RCL brakes, 327, console, tape , deck and
ANTIQUES - COLLECTORS' ITEMS 
OVER 150 PIECES
3. Fraser Rd., Vista Rd., and 
Kennedy Rd.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 










tapes. Telephone 763-6360. tf
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500, AUTOMATIC, 
power steering and brakes, radio, good 
condition. Make mo an effort Telephone
766-2209 (Winfield) ■ evenings. if
1061 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE. GOOD 
clean condition, power steering, power 
brakes. Asking $350 or what offers?
Telephone 765-7804. tf
PIRELLI RADIAL WINTER TIRES IN 
sizes to fit all Imports from $27.50 Race 
and Rnllyo. Brcdln at Springfield, tele.
phono 763-7637. tf
**1965 FORD GALAXIE, TWO DOOR 
_ hnrdlop, V-l), automntic, radio, new 
whitewall belted tires. $700 or > offer. 
Telephone 762-3047. 79
WOO CHEVELLE MALIHU, TWO DOOR 
hardtop, 396, four speed. Excellent 
mechanical condition. Telephone 762- 
| 2014 or 762-2337. _________________ 78
1067'FORD LIT)'. TWO DOOH HARIN 
top, 390 motor, 50.000 miles, excellent
| condition. Asking *1,600. Telephone 763- 
4823,76
1963 PONTIAC PAIUSIENNE FOUR 
door hardtop, V-8, automatic. 24,000 
mile* on new motor, good shape, $275,
Telephone 766-2033 (Winfield), 75
Must have own transportation 1950 ciiF.v. hardtop, full race, 
(small car preferable) to deliver "mail block, new point, bucket »eat». 
pniwr, to ,loros, oorriw, and * "* »
b,“& 2™
oy anyus). j 10 nours aany, W(.dan ^,,1^ upe-deck, good tirei, tow 
Mon. thru Sat, Ideal for semi- mileage. Winterized. Telephone 7W-2525






A1TF.NTION CIIAF'EiMEN । A 
nrrillrworkrrx. Loral outlet for
< Winfield). 75
WINTER I’ROJECTl 1951) MGA 1500 
roadster. New engine. $270. Telephone
day* 7r>5al37i alter 6:00 pan.
It fl Ml IK I DI S in NZ 21





rrafla. Advnnrc blltr sale. Note I 
fourth for artlrlf* now irady. Penna- 
nrnt outlet to open In Kelowna net
aprlng. 7'eteplinnn 7IH-47OT or 764'4035 If
hllrrobtod by October 5HL 78












MX ( M IMH It Al io 
motor. :ir«- trariimixMon.
phonn 76^08, 75
I.OhMSG ron A NEW Pilon.SHION? 
t.orftl, national manmrcrnrnl trainer 
|»n«IUnnn i»tw <iprn. MnllmUetl lurnmo 
pi>trnh.i! phi'i iD-nrfilA. Qunhljrainint}
BIG AMBITIONS’ 
growing company 
sonalilo limit nn 
your own faws.
JOIN THE FASIF.ST 
in the went. No re*. 











Telephone Mr. Ed Mitcbrll i>l 70)1!)
76
Aulnmatlc <r*nxml*»lnn. rxrrlh-nt con­
dition. »t.klng $150 or nr*r<'*t offer.
Trlrphonr W 5M/I
Mr. Mik*., r.l ,'i
II5-.S I’lMI'li 
v. irtt ,■ M
ar /1 e s v i v r imhv l.tunti will 
..1 j ointment Interview rail'
in Ai i
I'rth itUiMt: tn IihK.
bi'O:.
p in
37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
Willi' 111.Al, I.STAIE SAl.t -.MI N, ARI. VOI
c
lelephoile
I 14 pffl.t btMflfi? IhHtU'h 'iilhh‘i’“ |f n', < a)| (• II
At Ouhftfd Citv Hfftlly 144 ,
74 "ta-JlHi avcnlnc*. 7K owl. 63. "I.
Most of these articles are from EASTERN CANADA. 
There will also .be the usual Household Articles at this 
Sale. ’
Anyone wishing to consign Articles to this Sale may bring 
them to the YOUTH CENTRE Friday, Oct. 27th, or 
contact Steve Dunsdon 494-1967.
STEVE'S AUCTION SALES
STEVE DUNSDON — AUCTIONEER
M, 74
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REOll" 
Inr «alci every Wednesday, 7i00 p.m, 
We pay cash for complete estate* nnd 
houtehofd content)). Telephone 765-3647. 
Behind tho Drive-In Theatre. Highway
07 North ti
IMA Will'll' MUSTANG < ONVITtlllll.l'.
ofinder .taod.rd, floor ,hi« Good 
eotidilion th)oughmit. $1,2ir). Telephone 
7t.t~.mi.
'Oitx.l , V R MfIKill. SI’ANDABU
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
ben offer. Irlephom 7M25‘.1 
(WiRheM).
UNA HILL, late of 
Apartment No. 3, 
455 Harvey Avenue, 
City of Kelowna, 
Province of British Columbia. 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to fiend them to the 
undersigned Executor in care of 
Fillmore & Company, P.O. 
Drawer 730, Kelowna; B.C., on 
or before the 20th day of Nov­
ember, 1972, after which date 
the Executor will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto having regard
only to the ctajins of which 
Utrn lias notice, 
KENNETH HARDING, 
Ex' rutor


























































Card* at Thanks 
Funeral llnmv* 
Coming Events 
Hiixlncxfl nnd Professional 
Business I’erxonal 
Personal* 
Jxist and Found 
Annnuncemcnit 
Houxes for Kent 
Apt*, for Rent 
Hoorn* for Rent 
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I'rta and Ltvrxlork 
Minhlnrry and Eipilptnrnt »
Auhn for Sain •
Moloiryttex »
Anin St ivita and Atcexxnrlra ’’
Trutk* and Trailer*
Melilla Hornra and Campers ’>
Aula In.urania, limmii/’g •
Boal., A< ia»»ni Ir a
Auiliun hate*
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Is When 12.8 Million Vote The Press Bus
Hadfield Tells His Side
By JAMES NELSON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Various political pundits, 
analysts and observers have 
made a variety of predictions 
on the outcome of the federal 
general election being held next 
Monday, but the- only poll that 
counts is when.12.8 million vot­
ers cast their ballots.
Four of the last six general 
elections in Canada have - re- 
’ suited in minority governments, 
situations in which the leading 
party won less than a working 
majority of the seats in the 
House of Commons. The two 
exceptions were John Diefenba­
ker’s' 1958 Progressive Con­
servative landslide, and Pierre 
Elliott Trudeau’s 1968 over-all 
victory for the Liberals.
Mr. Trudeau has appealed to 
the electorate not to let a mi­
nority government happen 
this time. But the dpposi- 
feMm party . leaders—Con- 
It Wautive Robert Stanfield, New 
J_Jmocrat David Lewis, and So­
cial Creditor Real Caouette-r 
are hopeful that at. least a mi­
nority government will come 
out of the election, if any of 
them cannot get an over-all vic­
tory.
The reasoning is simple. A 
less-than-majority win for the 
party that commands most 
seats in the Commons gives the 
opposition parties powerful po-
litical leaverage. Whatever gov-Watching the returns come in.
emment has power has only 
limited sway. It must curry the 
favor of at least part of the op­
position to stay in power.
Some politiciaris also are con­
vinced that a minority govern- 
ment in one election favors suc­
cess in the next election.
That was the case in 1957, 
when Mr. Diefenbaker’s Cbn- 
servatives won 112 of the 265 
Seats that made up the Com­
mons then, after 22 years of 
Liberal government. In 1958, 
the Diefenbaker forces swept 
the country with 208 seats.
The Conservatives .won only a 
minority—116 seats—in 1962, 
and the Liberals crept back 
into power in 1963 with a mi­
nority, 129 seats. They fared 
better in 1965 with 131 seats, 
but were still short of a major­
ity. Mr. Trudeau subsequently 
won his working majority in 
1968.
The magic number for a b^re 
working majority this time is 
133."
To command majority and 
operate independent of dicker­
ing with ahe. opposition, a party 
must have a minimum of five 
or 10 seats more than 133. Ab­
senteeism and sickness always 
riddle attendance in the Com­
mons at voting time.
Polls open Monday at 8 a.m., 
local time, and close at 7 p.m.
the electoral situation will de-
Past Governor Inducts
New Westbank Lions
velopfrom East to‘West across 
the country, since there is- a 
five-hour time difference be­
tween polls close in New­
foundland and in the Yukon 
Territory.
Broadcasting of election re­
sults in any part of Canada be­
fore polls close there is out­
lawed. Prairie folk, in other 
words, aren’t supposed to know 
the results in Eastern Canada 
before Prairie polls close.
The way the country is di­
vided into electoral districts^ a 
complete sweep of the Atlantic 
provinces would give a party 
only 32 seats. Quebec has 74, 
Ontario 88, making them the pi­
votal provinces. The Prairies 
’and B.C. together have 68, and 
the-Yukon and Northwest Terri­
tories one each.
In the last election, on June 
24, 1968, the provinces divided 
this way: Newfoundland, six 
Conservatives and one Liberal; 
Prince Edward Island, a com­
plete slate of four Con­
servatives; Nova Scotia, 10 Con­
servatives and one Liberal; 
New Brunswick equally di­
vided, five Liberals and five 
Conservatives.
Quebec’s tally in 1968 was 56 
Liberals, 14 Creditistes, now 
again called Social Credit, and 
four Conservatives. Ontario re­
turned 64 Liberals, 17 Con­
servatives, six NDP, and one 
independent.
The Prairie and Western divi­
sion was: for Manitoba,- five 
Liberals, five Conservatives 
and three NDP: Saskatchewan, 
two Liberals, five Con-
TORONTO (CP) — For re­
porters accustomed to seeing 
Margaret Trudeau maintain a 
discreet distance from them, 
there was shocked disbelief on 
the press bus Thursday when 
the smiling wife of the prime 
minister hopped aboard.
“Hi,” she said, as jaws 
dropped.
"I thought I’d like to ride in 
a press bus, I hear you have 
fun back here.”
And with: that, the dark­
haired beauty stood in the 
aisle, held on to overhead rails, 
and talked happily about every­
thing from women’s liberation 
to motherhood.
"You’re upsetting the apple­
cart,” a reporter suggested.
"Goody, goody, I like to do 
that.”
. While the poljce-escorted lim­
ousine carried her husband up 
ahead, Margaret Trudeau told 
•the reporters that the stuff she 
reads in newspapers about her 
self is "like milk-toast.” She 
said she didn’t know the person 
described in the stories—but 
there was no massive amplifi­
cation on this. -
“I don’t want to be liked as 
the prime minister’s wife,” she
said. “I don’t care to be around 
people who want to be around 
me for that reason.”
ENJOYS FREEDOM
She could move freely around 
Ottawa by herself—and she en­
joy e d doing so—"because 
people just aren’t looking for 
me unless l am with Pierre.”
She was “kind of in favor of 
women’s lib,” but "carrying a 
placard is not the way to 
achieve liberation."
It was a casual and laughter- 
loaded chat, coming near the 
end of an election campaign 
that has seen little of the 23- 
year-old Mrs. Trudeau.
When a discussion developed 
over whether reporters were 
nice guys she pointed toward 
the limousine and said there 
was a nice guy up there, too.
"I am struggling to be my­
self,” she said, and she added 
that she was a wife and 
mother. She didn't want to be 
standing around smiling.
When someone asked about a 
social pecking order, she said 
“I don’t care about the pecking 
order.”
And at one stage she de­
scribed herself as "just old 
mother earth.”
Of Team Canada Story
By BRUCE LEVETT 
Canadian Press Sports Editor
TORONTO (CP) Vic
WESTBANK (Special)— The District Governor and Interna- 
..........  tional Counsellor Al Homer.Community Hall was again the 
scene of a meeting of the West­
bank Lions Club this week.
Thirty-two members were 
present to hear the induction of 
two members, done by. Fast
Elation, Hope 
Some Reaction 
To Peace News 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
There was elation and hope, 
tempered in some cases by fear 
or skepticism, as Americans re­
acted to the news that a cease­
fire in Indochina appears near.
From the homes of families 
whose men are missing or held 
prisoner in North Vietnam, 
from campuses that saw violent 
anti-war demonstrations _ and 
from the man on the street the 
mixed reaction was common,
"You want to feel absolutely 
wonderful—yet you feel a sense 
of fear that it won’t happen, 
said Mrs. Harold Shively of 
Spokane, Wash., whose son is a
Ken Grant was the new mem­
ber inducted, and Frank Rol- 
luffs was a member accepted 
by transfer.
Jack Foley, zone chairman, 
from Osoyoos was present and 
said a few words of encourage­
ment and advice. He was sup­
ported by President Bill Black­
ey and Past President Vern 
Hills, also of the Osoyoos club.
Another welcome guest was 
charter member Fred Andrews, 
now residing in White. Rock.
Fred made a special trip to 
be present. He has now trans­
ferred his membership to the 
White Rock Lions Club, and 
will certainly be a help to 
them. Another new member, 
Shorty Kirstine, was unable to 
be present at the meeting and 
will be inducted at a later date.
A reminder was given to all 
Lions to be sure and plan now 
for their attendance in Wenat­
chee for the district convention 
to be held on Nov. 4 and 5.
servatives and six NDP, Al­
berta, four Liberals and 15 Con­
servatives: British Columbia, 
16 Liberals and seven NDP.
The Yukon elected a Con­
servative and the. Northwest 
Territories a Liberal in 1968.
INVADE OFFICE
NEW YORK (Reuter) — Ten 
members of the Jewish Defence 
League (JDL) invaded a Man­
hattan office of the Committee 
to Re-elect the President Thurs­
day, sola shing red paint and 
scattering wheat. A JDL 
spokesman said later the paint 
symbolized Jewish blood and 
the wheat the United States 
sale of wheat to the Soviet Un­
ion. The snokesman said Presi­
dent Nixon’s agreement to the 
recent sale amounted to tacit 
acceptance of the Soviet emi- 
graion policy regarding Jews. 
There were no arrests in the in­
cident.
The Break In Peace Talks
Dominates U.S. Elections
WASHINGTON (CP) — The 
break in the Vietnam peace ne­
gotiations dominated the United 
States ^presidential election 
campaign Thursday as Demo­
crat George McGovern concen­
trated his efforts in key states 
and President Nixon made a fo­
ray into generally friendly ter­
ritory.
Commenting on the “peace is 
at hand" announcement by 
presidential adviser Henry Kis­
singer, ' anti-war c andidate 
McGovern said in Detroit: "I 
hope that these reports of a 
peace settlement prove to be 
correct.”
While sticking to his recent 
theme of puzzlement over why 
the Nixon administration did 
not move for a similar settle­
ment years ago, McGovern 
added the hope that there is no 
holding, back on the part of the 
South Vietnamese government 
or the U.S. "and that we can 
move to get the war over.”
Nixon's flying trip to West 
Virginia and Kentucky Thurs-
NATIVE BORN .
Since 1952, the Governors- 
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NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
Hadfield, captain of New York 
Rangers of the National 
Hockey League who walked 
out on Team Canada in Mos­
cow nearly a month ago, has 
told his side of the story.
In a television , show, Sports 
Beat ’72 on CTV network 
Wednesday' night, Hadfield— 
who refused to speak to re­
porters in Moscow following 
his defection—said nobody 
had asked for his version of 
the incident.
"I went to practise in Rus­
sia,” he said. "There were 34 
players and naturally with 34, 
everybody isn’t going to play 
and everybody realizes this. 
They took eight forward lines 
and I was left by myself and 
told to stand over by the 
boards while the other play­
ers practised.
“Now, I am a pro and have 
a lot of pride—I mean I play 
aggressive hockey and I 
might look like I am sup­
posed to be immune but I 
have feelings the same as ev­
erybody else and I was 
deeply hurt. But I came over
day night, despite the flurry of 
Vietnam developments, was 
aimed at bolstering his stand­
ing there and in. neighboring 
Ohio. Although West Virginia 
has not voted Republican in a 
presidential election since 1956, 
Kentucky and Ohio are re­
garded as solidly in the Nixon 
column.
Sargent Shriver, McGovern’s 
vice-presidential running mate, 
described the talk of a peace 
settlement as “an election ma­
noeuvre.”
Meanwhile, McGovern, reite­
rating his charge that Nixon is 
afraid to go out on the cam­
paign trail and discuss the is­
sues, was working on a do-it- 













because I thought 
help. . . .
I could
“Finally, (Harry) Sinden
comes over and says Td like
you to take a few shifts at 
centre.’ I said ‘Harry, what is 
going on here? I scored 50 
goals and I think I’m as good 
as anybody out here. I came 
over with all intentions of 
helping Canada.’
“He said 'if you don’t like 
it, you can take your clothes . 
off.’ ’’
Hadfield said he left it at
that, then told Alan Eagleton, 
one of the Team Canada offi­
cers, that he would rather go 
home if his services weren't 
needed.
He quoted Eagleson as 
replying "okay, I’ll make the 
arrangements; you can fly 
home tomorrow.”
He said he left it to Eagle- 
son to "smooth everything 
out" with reporters.
However, when E a gleson 
met a contingent of Canadian 
writers in the players’ pri- 
vate dining room in Moscow 
and called to Hadfield, the 
player replied “I don’t want 
to speak to nobody.”
Sinden broke up the Had­
field-Jean Ratelle-Rod Gilbert 
line after Boston’s Wayne 
Cashman was injured in 
Stockholm just before the 
Russian tournament.
Cashman, a rightwinger, 
was replaced by Gilbert on a 
line with Dennis Hull and Ra­
telie.
Hadfield’s loss left Team 
Canada with a lack of depth 
at left wing.
Hadfield didn’t give a rea­
son for breaking his long si­
lence, but recently coach Sin­
den—in a news conference to 
promote his forthcoming book 
Hockey Showdown—said the 
book outlines the Hadfidld af­
fair and that the New York 
player does not come off in a 
particularly favorable light.
YACHT EXPERT DIES
LONDON (AP) — Uffa Fox, 
one of Britain’s leading yacht 
designers and a close friend of 
Prince Philip, died Thursday. 
He was 74. A Buckingham Pal- .. ■ 
ace spokesman said the . 
Queen’s husband was imme- ■ -..y* 
diately informed of the death of h,:'L 
the bearded seadog who taught 





The government radio said ??iv 
Thursday the condition of Pres- r 
ident Idi Amin is continuing to gjj 
improve, but indicated his dis- 
charge from hospital is not im- 4rx 
minent. Amn was admitted to L2- 
Mulago Hospital Monday suf­

























ter) — Eight policemen were 
arrested for allowing prisoners 
out of their cells to commit rob­
beries, then selling the stolen 
goods and splitting the pro­
ceeds, officials reported.
WILLIAMS
MEN’S WEAR and SHOES 




















Listen to your world on records 





"We’ll all be happy to have 
peace,” said Mrs. Lyndon B. 
Johnson, who was visiting New 
York when the news broke 
Thursday. "It seems very 
tenuous, but I, like everyone 
else, will welcome peace.
“I want to see it happen be­
fore I breathe a sigh of relief, 
said Noah Shaffer, 19, a sociol­
ogy student at the University of 
California at Berkeley. "I’ve 
heard that so often."
At Columbia University m 
New York, cp-cds passed out 
anti-war literature while stu­
dents sunned themselves on the 
library steps.
"This is not the typical reac­
tion to a war ending,” said sen­
ior Tom Molony. “There’s no 
emotion left.”
COMMENTS AT KENT
Robert Gage, student body 
president at Ohio's Kent Stale 
University where four ,students 
were shot to death by National 
Guard troops during an anti­
war demonstration in 1970, said 
the settlement terms '"could 
have been accepted thousands 
of lives ago.”
“There is absolutely no for- 
. givcncss for the unjust and 
tragic prolonging of the Viet- 
. nam war . . . to Ihc eve of a 
presidential election, Gage 
said. _ _ ,
Activist actress Jane Fonda 
suggested nt an anti-war rally 
at Ohio State University Thurs­
day night that the peace report 
could be an election manoeuvre 
to block North Vietnamese at­
tacks In South Vietnam and to 
neutralize Democratic preslclen- 
t i a 1 Candidate George 
, dbteGovcrn. .
4. Ballin let Elhbcrg, who leaked 
R Pentagon Papers to the 
A.'.flflss, said in Ithaca, N.Y., that 
, . tFic news was "a tribute to the 
An)erican people and the anti­
war movement."
"It definitely looks like the
president is about lq ngiee to 
the settlement North Vietnam 
lias proposed since he has been 
in office," EllsbciR said.
In Atlanta, 'hr widow of nm y
seaman William Clark, who 
was killed Oct. t tn the ex­
plosion of n giin turret aboard i 
the Newport News, asked:
"Tell me, what have they ac­
complished in the last three 
weeks since my husband's 
death they couldn't have nettled 





o Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
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THE NEW 18 HOUR CORSELETTES—- Mado with Span- 
otto—tho exclusive Playtex'fabric with tho exact com­
bination of strength and soltness for I tailoring control and 
long-lasting comfort. Nylon lace, solf-adjustabla cups,, in a 
unique fi.miu of sheer, lightweight elastic, for freedom of 
movement and perfect fit. Smooth profile cup seams won’t 
show through clinging fashions. Adjustable strotch straps. 
’Hour Glass' down stie’rh front panel in satin clastic for
extra midriff and tummy control. Attractive low cut back.
Available* in both open and panty styles: 









All over shaping that's comfortable for hours
Slmpinni^cars: Kelowna 70.1-5811.
Park Pre® While You Shop Simptons-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.










Advertised Price* in effect 'til
Prr»Qiinl ,Shopping: RrrontR







Tap Root ................... 5.78
Moms and Dads—
Reminiscing ............... 5.78





and Firccat ............ 5.78
Neil Diamond—Moods 5,78











Musicians Learn New Skills DISTRICT PAGE Halloween Party Set
! Through LLP. Sponsored Band
. JUTLAND (Staff)—A band 
formed/» give work to unem­
ployed fousidans has given new 
Skills to three area youths.
1 Ernie Britton, Phil Campbell 
fand Tony Booker are members 
the Golden Triangle Concert 
Band, started last year by Kel­
owna musician Harry Kirke un- 
Idter the federal government Io­
ka! Initiatives Program. The 
(members work regular eight- 
‘hour days, practicing at the East 
^Kelowna Community Hall. ■ 
| Each members gets $100 a 
’■week, or $81 when deductions 
{are made. The grant was ex­
pended to Nov, 30.
» Ernie has learned to read 
Imusic and play the kettle drums 
i(tympany). Phil has learned to 
{read music. Tony has learned to 
/play the trombone. If they could 
tfind a bass violin player, they 
| could have their own group.
j Ernie was a pianist and bass 
! player with the Taller O’Shea 
|organization, but he never learn- 
jed to read music. He came here 
i from Vancouver. Hearing of the 
{band, he contacted Mr. Kirke, 
IA tympany player was needed, 
jso Ernie got the job, using a 
:$300 instrument owned by Mr. 
j Kirke.
। **I could have been making 
JS200 a week,’’ said Ernie.- “But
I found the band rewarding, so 
I stayed with it.’*
Phil has played the drums 
about six years, but is “getting 
really serious about them now.” 
He graduated from Kelowna 
Secondary School in June, 1971, 
and did odd jobs until joining 
the band in March. He played 
with small musical groups be­
fore.
Tony came from England two 
years Ago, where he had work­
ed with choirs. He played piano 
for the Canadian School of Bal­
let in Kelowna. After being un­
employed for about a month, he 
was ready to head to Vancou­
ver when he learned of the 
band.
Ernie plays an electric piano 
he bought for $1,200 while he 
was with the O’Shea group.
They said membership in the 
band as dropped from 31 to 20. 
This was not because of lack of 
interest, but because some play­
ers went to university.
They want their own group in 
case the band should fold. Prac­
tices are being held at the 
Campbell, home, 1310 Morgan 
Road.
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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Ranger Group Could Fold 
If A Leader Isn't Found
WESTBANK (Spedal)-West- 
bank Community Hall will be 
the meeting place of all the gob­




Canada has 22 per cent of the 
world’s supply of softwood.
RUTLAND (Staff) — There’ 
are 250 girls and 34 leaders tak­
ing part in Brownie, Guide and 
Ranger groups this year in Rut­
land. There are eight Brownie 
packs, three Guide companies 
and one Ranger unit.
But the latter is in danger of 
folding up if a leader is not 
found. This group, aged 14-18, 
was led by Cathy Reimer, who 
resigned. Anyone interested 
should call Mrs. Otto Graf, dis­
trict commissioner.
Instead of Halloween treats, 
members of all groups will col­
lect money for the United Na­
tions International Children’s 
Emergency Fund Tuesday.
Members of the fourth and 
seventh Brownie packs, the 
First' Guide -Company and the 
Ranger unit are planning a ba­
zaar; tea and handicraft sale. 
It will be at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 6 
in St. Theresa’s Catholic Church 
hall.
Eight members of the Third
Guide Company, also most of 
the Rangers, took part in the 
annual Night Trek last weekend 
around Black Mountain. This 
was held for Scouts, Venturers, 
Guides and Rangers in the Cen­
tral Okanagan.
Several Brownies, Guides and 
leaders formed an honor guard 
for Prime Minister Pierre Tru­
deau during his visit here.
•To mark Fire Prevention 
Week, members of the First 
Guide Company visited the fire 
hall. .
Nine members of the Third 
Brownie Pack were promoted to 
guides. After receiving Brownie 
wings from Brown Owl Mrs. 
Dennis Weber, they were wel­
comed to guides by captain 
Mrs. William Husch and lieuten­
ant Mrs. Ross Cassan. The girls 
are Lorna Schmidt, Cindy Fish­
er, Carol Saplywy, Shelley 
Dyer, Leslie Hadden,' Susan 
Davidson, Kathy Jaeger, Kathy 
Russell and Kathy Pearson.
Commission and the Westbank 
Lions Club are joining forces to 
put on the party primarily for 
children up to the ages of 12, 
although all are welcome to at­
tend.
They emphasize those plan­
ning to attend should be on hand 
at 7 p.m. at the hall, as the 
event will start with a movie
at that ime.
This will be followed by a cos­
tume parade, presentation of: 
prizes, and the distribution of 
goodies.
There will also be other 
games played.
The program is planned for 
completion by 9 p.m; in order 
to: allow the youngsters to re­
turn home at a reasonable hour.
OLDEST ROCKS
The Canadian Shield con­
tains some of the wodd’s oldest 
surface rock.
Kelowna Bowling & Billiards
265 Lawrence (Next to Fire Hall)
POOL TABLES FOR SALE
New 4* x 8’ Windsor Table
By Brunswick.
Regular 1275.00 now 899.00
ORDER NOW AND SAVE 376.00
INCLUDED IN SALE PRICE
• 1 set snooker balls • 12 blocks of chalk
o 2” “Hi Score” 60 in. Cues o 1 ball rack 
TABLE CLOTHS AND POOL EQUIPMENT
Phone 762-3105
< We repair and install tables.
Now! Heat a Five-Room Home with 
Electric Hot Water Heat for $12.00 
a Month*
•Based on 8 Month 
Heating sea um.
(1,000 sq. ft. home) (rum
h»<rt at far low*' cost than you thosoht pouibl*. Uwtn*« tlwtmo- 
ttatw control in every room. Initallation i, a fraction of the coif of 
b*! water heating No piper, uo.tanki, boiler,, no chimney
H'teirA
For complete details about this amazing electric heating devetopmgt 









24841 550 Groves Ave.







SAVE 25% TO 50% ON HOSTESS 
AND LOUNGEWEAR
Group includes dressy fashion hostess 
gowns, ethnic stylings pant suits, 
lounging pyjamas and robes. Good size 
selection, but shop early. Reg. to $10.
Sale Price 4.99
- Paints and Wallcovering
SATIN LATEX WALL PAINT 
Discontinued colors: Spring Violet, Surf 
Green, Parchment Beige, Pink Blossom, 
Light' Horizon Blue. Reg. 2.89 qt.
Sale Price
SATIN LATEX WALL PAINT 
Discontinued color: Pink Blossom; Reg.
Shoe Depl.
MEN'S and WOMEN'S SHOES 
A wide assortment of both men's and 
women's styles. These are today's 
styles, priced to clear. Broken sizes, so QI 
shop early for your size. .................... W
Personal Shopping: Shoe Dept. (6-54)
Sports Centre 
Shotgun and Rifle Ammunition Clearance
SLEEPWEAR
Cozy flannelette, short gowns, and 
pyjamas. Reg. $4 and $5.
Sale Price
NAME BRAND SLIPS 
Fashion colors include White, 
Mint, Nude. Lovely non-cling styles 
with lavish trim. Sizes S-M-L. Reg. $9.
Sale Price
Personal Shopping: Lingerie (38)
8.29 gal. Sole Price 4.27
Women’s Under Fashions
PANTI-HOSE HOLDER
Soft, strong Lycra that gives gentle 
control.. Smooth leg seams, fine elas- 
, tic grips keep panti-hose straight.
Colors of White, Nude, or Black. Sizes




Personal.Shopping: Women's Under Fashions (18)
Infants’Wear
BOYS' and GIRLS' SWEATERS 
100% acrylic, zip front, rjb knit, 




Cushioned postureboard, double drop 
sides, 5 position posture board. 2 only. AQ 07
Reg. 69.98.  .......  Sale Price TTvavl
ITALIAN BABY CARRIAGE
Imported carriage has deluxe finish, 
link-type spring suspension. Body de­
taches for use as car bed. Large 14" 
spoked wheels. 1 only. Reg. 99.98. J7Q AO 
Salo Price I ViwO
Personal Shopping: Infants'Wear (29)
Teen Fashions
TWO-PCE. STRETCH PANT and TOP SET
., 10096 nylon, perma-prest striped lop, 
solid color pant yvith flare leg and 
clastic waist. Sizes 8 - 14. Reg. 4.99 A j|y
Sale Price U.llf
Personal Shopping: Tern Fashion* (77)
(ameras and Stationery
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR
50% off rechargeable calculator uses 
stylist 8 digit read out, will odd, sub­
tract, multiply and divide, floating 
decimal, includes case and adaptor. 5 JQ ATI 
only. Reg, 99.98................. Sale Price I
Personal Shopping: Cameras and Stationery (3-39)
Candy
PEANUT BRITTLE
Reg, 89c lb............. Sole Pr•ce 69c
Personal Shopping: C»ndr <N7c)
VELVET LATEX
Discontinued color: Parchment Beige.
Reg. 2.49 qt. Sale Price 1.47
VELVET LATEX 
Discontinued colors: Spring Violet, 
Light Horizon Blue, Surf Green, Parch­
ment Beige. Reg. 6.99 gal. Sale Price
SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL 
Discontinued color: Light Horizon Blue
Reg. 9.49 gal. ... Sale Price
ONE-COAT BASEMENT WALL




Beige, Carousel Pink, Aquamarine A Ay 
Reg. 6.89 gal....... ..........  Sale Price Valli
Personal Shopping: Paints and Wallcovering (30)
Hardware
5 SCREWDRIVERS IN 1
Hollow handle stores 5 bits. Reg. 99c. 77k
Salo Price I I C
POCKET UTILITY KNIFE
Retractable razor-sharp blade adjusts 1(7a
to 3 positions. Reg. 1.09. ..Sale Price Ol v
Personal Shopping: Hardware (9)
Boys’ Wear
BOYS'JEANS 
Boys' denim blue jeans, flare bottoms. 
Sizes 8-18. Reg. 5.99. ........ Sale Price
BOYS' PANTS
Oxford weave, fortrel and cotton. Per­
manent press, flare bottoms, plain 
shades. Sizes 8-18. Reg; 6.99
Sale Price




PERMA PREST SHEETS 
50% polyester, 50% cotton blend fashion sheets, 






ca. Trail S Size . M 7.67
ea.
r M Matching A A7 
v*Vl Cases pr. «*«vl
Personal .Shopping: Bedding (!IG>
ladies' Sportswear
BLOUSES
Prints and plains. All easy to care for.
Sizes 10-18............................... ............... H oil
SWEATERS
Bulky knit cardigans, knit blazers, 
coal sweater*, and skinny fibs. Sizes 
Sizes S-M-L. Wide color range.





200 and 205 CM only. Made in
Austria. Plastic wrapped solid edges. 3 AA Ay 
pr. only. Reg. 49.98. ........ Sale Price aavsvl
EUROPLAST PLASTIC WRAPPED
Made in Austria. Solid edges, 200 and
205 C.M. only. 5 pr. only. Reg. 49.98. AA Ay
Sale Price &vbvI
MEGEVE XL
Wood skis, P-tex base. 2.00 and 205 7
C.M. only. 8 pr. only. Reg. 34.98 IQ Ay
Sale Price Ivewl
MARK-85 WOOD SKIS
1-200, 1-205 C.M. only. 2 pr. only, ly Ay 
Reg. 29.98. .......... ......... Sale Price 11 awl.
ERBACHER FIBREGLASS and METAL SKIS
2-200 C.M., 1-205 C.M. 3 pr. only. £A Ay
/Reg. 89.98, Sale Price Ot’bvI
THUNDER STEP-IN BINDING 
Adult step-in binding with safety 
straps. Adjustable tension. 11 sets only.
Reg. 19.99. . Sale Price 15.97
SALOMON BINDING
404 heel and >W.E. toe. 15 sets only.
Reg; 26.98. .. Sale Price 23.97
BINDING SETS
Installation on above set. ...................
NORDICA





Size 5. 1 only. Reg. 124.98. 00 07
Sale Price vVavl
NORDICA ASTRAL S
Size 8!^ men's. 1 only. Reg. 124.98. AA Ay
Sale Price vviiijS
DUOFOLD LADIES' TURTLENECK
Assorted sizes and colors. 6 only. Reg.
5.49. Sale Price 2.97
Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)




CONSTANTINE FINE CHINA — 53- 
pc, 2 sets. Reg. 59.98.........Sale Price
COFFEE SET — Has coffee pot, cream 
and sugar and 4 cups., 8 only. Reg.
4.97
39.99
9.99. , ............................ Sale Price
Personal .Shopping; China (17)
7.97
Men’s Furnishings
LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
Save up to 60% on men's long sleeve 
sport sliirts. All at one low price. Asstd, 
patterns and colors. Reg. to 4.49.
Sale Price Is
Personal Shopping: Men’s Furnishing* <33)
20 GAUGE, No. 6 SHOT, 3" MAG­
NUM — 4 only. Reg. 3.79. Sale Price 
410 GAUGE, No. 4 SHOT, 3" MAG­
NUM •— 4 only. Reg. 3.79. Sole Price 
WINCHESTER, 12 GAUGE, 23/4" 
MAGNUM —. No. 6 shot. 7 only. Reg.
5.99. ........... ......... ........  Sale Price
WINCHESTER, 12 GAUGE, 23/4" — 
No. 5 shot. 2 only. Reg. 4.79. Sale Price 
WINCHESTER, 12 GAUGE, 2y4" 
No. 6 shot. 10 only. Reg. 5.49.
Sale Price
C.I.L. 12 GAUGE, 2 MAGNUM — 
MAGNUM — No. 6 shot. 10 only.
Reg. 5.49. Sale Price
WINCHESTER 12 GAUGE — 23/4" 
MAGNUM — No. 7/2 shot. 13 only. . 
Reg. 4.79. ........... . . Sale Price
C.I.L. 2%" MAGNUM, 12 GAUGE — 










C.I.L. 3" MAGNUM, 12 GAUGE—No.
B.B. shot, No. 2 shot. 19 only. Reg. 0 07
4.79. .......... ..Salo Price Vavl
C.I.L. 23/4", 12 GAUGE — No. 5 shot, 
11 only. No. 6 shot, 13 only. No. 7/2 1 A 07 
shot, 10 only. Reg. 4.79.*..... Sale Price OeAl
C.I.L. 23/4", 12 GAUGE — No. B.B. A Ay
shot; 10 only. Reg, 4.79. .. Sale Price Vnvl
C.I.L. 12 GAUGE 2’4" MAGNUM — 
No. 4 shot. 21 only. Reg. 4,79. A 07
Sale Price Oana I 
WINCHESTER 12 GAUGE, 23/4" MAG­
NUM— No, 6 shot, No. 5 shot. 56 
only. Reg. 4.79. .... ........... Sale Price
C.I.L. 12 GAUGE 234" MAGNUM — 
No. 4 shot. 14 only. Reg. 5,49, 
Sale Price 
C.I.L. 12 GAUGE, 3" MAGNUM — 
No. 4 shot. 14 only. Reg. 5.99, 
Sale Price
C.I.L. 16 GAUGE, 2’/4" MAGNUM — 
No. 4 shot. 4. only. Reg. 4,49.
Sale Price 
30-30 C.I.L. — Only 150 and 170 
grain, 17 only. Reg, 4.99 Salo Price 
308 C.I.L. —Only 150 and 180 grain 
20 only. Reg. 6.49. ............. Salo Price
32 WINCHESTER SPECIAL—By C.I.L. 
170 grain. 7 only. Rog. 5.49.
Salo Price 
243 — 75 and 100 grain. 10 only. 
Reg. 6.49............   Salo Price
270 C.I.L. - 130 and 160 grain. 7 
only. Reg. 6.49. ..................Salo Price
30-06 C.I.L. — 150 and 180 grain --- 
34 only. Reg. 6.49............ Salo Price
7 M.M. C.I.L. — 175 grain S.P. 15 













ALL SHELLS LIMITED QUANTITIES 
AND SHOT SIZE, 
Personal Shopping; Sports Centre (6)
Cameras and Stationery
INSTAMATIC CAMERA
Save 33!-S% on a Sears 126 Insta- 
matic camera kit, includes film, magi- 
cube and wrist-strap. Fasy to Use. No 
setting, batteries or focusing, 20 only. (A A7 
17.99...................‘Sale Price 107
Personal Shopping; Cameras and Slalionery (3O»
I
a
